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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF 

RECORDER'S MEMORANIX!II 
This instrument is of poor quality 

at the time of imaging 

HARRIS COUNTY, TEXAS 

_jQ_ JUDICIAL lpljufJ E D 
Chris Daniel 
Dlatrlct Clerk CARL HENRY BRUNSTING'S 

VERIFIED PETITION TO TAKE DEPOSITIONS BEFORE SIDT MAR 0 2012 
. , 1/ 

lliTIG: --- (.. TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF SAID COURT: Ndin• ;l!n!Jt,· -RI;-By _____ _ 

Petitioner, Carl Henry Brunsting ("Petitioner"), asks the court for permission to tk1-
depositions by oral examination and/or on written questions to obtain testimony and documents to 

investigate his potential proceedings involving Anita Kay Brunsting ("Anita"), Amy Ruth Brunsting 

("Amy"), Vacek & Freed, PLLC ("Vacek"), and Candace L. Kunz-Freed ("Freed") as authorized by 

Tex. R. Civ. P. 202.3(a), and in support thereofwould show as follows: 

1. Petitioner is a resident of Harris County, Texas and is one of the heirs of the estates 

of his parents, Elmer and Nelva Brunsting, who both resided in Harris County, Texas until their 

deaths. Petitioner is also one of the beneficiaries of the Brunsting Family Living Trust (the "Family 

Trust") and other trusts arising therefrom, as well as other trusts and estate planning tools 

implemented by his parents. Petitioner held a power of attorney for his mother, is the personal 

representative named in his mother's will, and was previously named to become the successor trustee 

of the Family Trust upon his mother's death. 

2. The parties ,;ought to be deposed and the documents, if any, to be requested of the 

witnesses are: 

A. Vacek, a professional limited liability company formed under the laws of 

Texas doing business in Harris County, Texas which may be served through 

its registered agent, Albert E. Vacek, Jr., at 11777 Katy Freeway, Suite 300, 
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Hm.<sl:on,Texas 77079. (Documents described in Exhibit A are sought from 

this witness) 

B. Freed, an attorney practicing with Vacek & Freed, PLLC, who also maintains 

an office at 11777 Katy Freeway, Suite 300, Houston, Texas 77079. 

(Documents described in Exhibit A are sought from this witness) 

C. Anita, Petitioner's sister, who resides in Victoria County, Texas at 203 

Bloomingdale Circle, Victoria, Texas 77904. (Documents described in 

Exhibit B are sought from this witness) 
... r. 

D. Amy, Petitioner's sister, who resides in Coma! County, Texas at 2582 

Country Ledge, New Braunfels, Texas 78132. (Documents described in 

Exhibit Care sought from this witness) 

E. Carole Ann Brunsting, Petitioner's sister, who resides in Harris County, 

Texas at 5822 Jason St., Houston, Texas 77074. (Documents described in 

Exhibit Dare sought from this witness) 

F. Computershare Investor Services, LLC, the transfer agent for ExxonMobil 

8hare,holder Services, a foreign limited liability company formed under the 

laws of Delaware, but which does business in Texas and may be served 

through its registered agent, Corporation Service Company d/b/a CSC-

Lawyers Incorporating Service Company, 211 E. 71
h Street, Suite 620, Austin, 

Texas 78701. (Documents described in Exhibit E are sought from this 

witness) 
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G. Rosewood Family Physicians I, PLLC, a professional limited liability 

company formed under the laws of Texas doing business in Harris County, 

Texas which may be served through its registered agent, Clarence F. Kendall, 

II, at 3318 Mercer Rd., Houston, Texas 77069. (Documents described in 

Exhibit F are sought from this witness) 

H. Dr. Robert White, 4843 McDermed Dr., Houston, Harris County, Texas 

77035. (Documents described in Exhibit F to be produced by this witness) 

I. Medical Chest Associates, P A, a professional association formed under the 

laws of Texas doing business in Harris County, Texas which may be served 

through its registered agent, G. Thomas Keith, at 902 Frostwood Drive, Suite 

188, Houston, Texas 77024. (Documents described in Exhibit F are sought 

from this witness) 

J. Dr. Ajay Jain, an associate with Medical Chest Associates, PA, who also 

maintains an office at 902 Frostwood Drive, Suite 188, Houston, Texas 
.. :. - .. 

77024. (Documents described in Exhibit Fare sought from this witness) 

K. Tino Vasquez, a former care giver for Nelva Brunsting. 

L. Robert Cantu, a former care giver for Nelva Brunsting. 

M. Rudolf & Srikumala Suhendra, neighbors ofNelva Brunsting, who reside in 

Harris County, Texas at 13626 Pinerock Ln., Houston, Texas 77079. 

N. The Northern Trust Company, a trust company organized under the laws of 

Illinois, which has its headquarters in Illinois, but which does business in 

Tex~ and_ may be served through its registered agent, Texas Secretary of 
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State, c/o Citations Unit, P.O. Box 12079, Austin, TX 78711-2079. 

(Documents described in Exhibit G are sought from this witness) 

0. The Frost National Bank, NA, a Texas financial institution, which may be 

served through its registered agent, Stan McCormick, 100 West Houston St., 

San Antonio, Texas 78205. (Documents described in Exhibit H are sought 

from this witness) 

P. Bank of America, NA, a financial institution organized under the laws of 

Delaware, which has its headquarters in North Carolina, but which does 

business in Texas and may be served through its registered agent, CT 

Corpnration System, 350 N. Saint Paul, Suite 2900, Dallas, Texas 75201-

4234 (Documents described in Exhibit I are sought from this witness) 

3. Petitioner seeks to take these depositions to investigate the need for potential legal 

proceedings. Petitioner is attempting to determine whether claims belonging to his mother's estate 

exist and should be pursued. Petitioner also anticipates being the plaintiff in a lawsuit seeking 

declaratory relief concerning the interpretation, rights, and responsibilities relating to the Family 

Trust and his mother's estate, including issues relevant to his role as his mother's attorney-in-fact 

and as the named executor and trustee in his mother's will, as well as the interplay of the various 

estate planning tools prepared for his mother by Freed and Vacek. The standard of care exercised 

by Freed and Vacek must also be examined. The investigation of the circumstances and relevant 

transactions resulting from documents Freed and Vacek prepared, the use of which they also 

supervised, may lead to possible additional actions for which just cause exists. That depends, to 
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some extent, on whether the following actions, among others, have been taken by his sisters Anita 

and Amy, with the assistance of Freed and Vacek: 

(A) unduly influencing Petitioner's mother concerning changes made to certain 

documents at a time when her capacity was also in question; 

(B) obtaining control over certain entities and assets for their own benefit and to the 

specific detriment of Petitioner and other heirs; 

(C) improperly transferring assets belonging to one or more of Petitioner's deceased 

parents or trusts they created by improperly using either a power of attorney or their 

position as a trustee; 

(D) mismanaging or otherwise improperly depleting his parents' assets or the Family 

Trust's ass~~.s, preventing the administration of probate assets, and otherwise 

breaching fiduciary duties; 

(E) preventing Petitioner from exercising his rights and responsibilities as his mother's 

attorney-in-fact and as personal representative of his mother's estate; and 

(F) interfering with Petitioner's inheritance rights and the inheritance rights of other 

heirs. 

4. Depending on the facts, a number of causes of action may exist as a result of the 

actions being investigated. Anita, whose phone number is 361.576.5732; Amy, whose phone 

number is 830.625.8352; Vacek, whose number is 281.531.5800; and Freed, whose phone number 

.. 
is also 281.531.5800, may have interests adverse to Petitioner in any anticipated suits. 

5. This petition is filed in Harris County, Texas, where the anticipated suit(s) would be 

filed, where potential improper actions would have taken place, where the majority of the deponents 

reside or do business, and where Petitioner's parents both resided until their deaths. 
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6. Petitioner asks the court to issue an order authorizing him to examine the witnesses 

named above by oral ami!o!" ·written deposition and to obtain the documents specified in the exhibits 

attached hereto for certain of those witnesses. 

7. Petitioner has not brought or been a party to a suit that arises out of the facts that are 

the subject of this verified petition. 

8. The discovery is needed to investigate, among other things: 

(A) Petitioner's mother's capacity when changes were made concerning her 

estate, including changes to her interests in and position of authority over the 

Family Trust, which ultimately resulted in the transfer of assets and authority; 
~ .. 

(B) circumstances surrounding the changes made to Petitioner's mother's interest 

in the Family Trust, including whether she made those changes because of 

undue influence exercised by Anita, Amy and/or any other third party; 

(C) whether power(s) of attorney were signed and/or revoked by Petitioner's 

mother, and if so, what the circumstances were and what was done using any 

such power(s) of attorney; 

(D) actions which have been taken to transfer or disburse assets owned by 

J>eti~ipner's parents, outside of the Family Trust; 

(E) actions which have been taken to transfer or disburse assets owned by the 

Family Trust and other trusts resulting from its terms; 

(F) current status of all such trusts; 

(G) current status of assets formerly owned by Petitioner's parents or the Family 

Trust; 

(H) disbursements made from Petitioner's mother's individual or trust assets; 
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(I) assets received by any of the other Brunsting descendants from their parents' 

individual or trust assets; 

(J) when and how assets were handled both before and after Petitioner's parents' 

deaths and whether that was done improperly; 

(K) the current status of the assets in the Family Trust, as well as any and all 

trusts established by its terms; 

(L) the current status of the assets held for any of the Brunsting children, whether 

ln tr.u.st or otherwise, which were either received from Petitioner's parents or 

were paid because of their deaths; 

(M) all actions taken by Freed, Vacek, Anita and/or Amy to comply with their 

fiduciary obligations; 

(N) all actions taken by Freed, Vacek, Anita and/or Amy in violation of their 

fiduciary obligations; 

(0) all actions taken by Freed, as a representative of Vacek in representing the 

interests of Petitioners' parents and whether those actions were within the 

standard of c~e required of a reasonably prudent attorney performing such 

services; and 

(P) conflicts of interest which were not disclosed or were improperly addressed 

by Freed, as a representative ofVacek. 

9. Petitioner expects to obtain documents and/or elicit testimony from these witnesses 

concerning, among other things, 

(A) Petitioner's mother's capacity during the relevant period; 

(B) c;ontacts with Petitioner's mother; . ,,,;. 
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(C) the circumstances surrounding changes made by Petitioner's mother in estate 

planning arrangements; 

(D) the treatment of payments made by Petitioner's parents to their children; 

(E) Petitioner's mother's powers of attorney, if any, and transactions thereunder; 

(F) the exercise of control over and disposition ofPetitioner' s parents' individual 

or trust assets; 

(G) how''that control was obtained and used; 

(H) the disposition of assets; 

(I) a current evaluation and accounting of those assets; 

(J) inventories and valuations of assets; 

(K) compliance, or lack thereof, with fiduciary obligations; and 

(L) the standard of care exercised by Freed and Vacek. 

10. Petitioner requests that the court order the witnesses to appear for their deposition at 

a time and place established by Petitioner and, unless obtained by deposition on written questions, 

that the applicable documents specified in the exhibits attached hereto be produced by those 

witnesses to Petitioner's counsel 7 days prior to the oral deposition of that witness. 

11. The requested depositions may prevent the filing of an action or may prevent a failure 

or delay of justice if a suit is warranted. The likely benefit of allowing the Petitioner to take the 

requested depositions to investigate potential claims far outweighs the burden or expense of the 

procedure. 

12. Petitioner asks the court to set this petition for hearing and, after the hearing, order 

the depositions and production of documents identified herein. Petitioner also seeks such other relief 

to which he may be entitled. 
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Respectfully submitted, 

BAYLESS & STOKES 

By: ~A?l 
Bobbie G. Bayless 0 
State Bar No. 01940600 
2931 Ferndale 
Houston, Texas 77098 
Telephone: (713) 522-2224 
Telecopier: (713) 522-2218 

Attorneys for Petitioners 



THE STATE OF TEXAS 
.· .... · 

COUNTY OF HARRIS 

§ 
§ 
§ 

BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, on this day personally appeared CARL HENRY 
BRUNSTING, who being duly sworn on oath deposed and said that he is the Petitioner in the above
entitled and numbered cause; that he has read the above petition; and that the statements contained 
therein are within his personal knowledge and are true and correct. 

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me, on this 
2012, to certify which witness my hand and seal of office. 

~ dayof ~ttl'&_ , 
---

~·· .,1, - ... 

SHAWN M. lEAGUE 
: MY C0MMJSS10N EXPIRES 

Ap113,2015 

~'-hl.jo~ 
Notary Public, in and for the 
State of T E X A S 
PrintedName :Sb QJA]"x,. WJ. ~~ue 
My Commission Expires 4-- "=- 2.015 



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy of the above and foregoing 
instrument was forwarded to counsel of record via Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested on the 
9th day of March, 2012, as follows: 

Albert E. Vacek, Jr. 
Vacek & Freed, PLLC 
11777 Katy Freeway, Suite 300 
Houston, TX 77079 

Candace L. Kunz-Freed 
Vacek & Freed, PLLC 
11777 Katy Freeway, Suite 300 
Houston, TX 77079 

Anita Kay Brunsting 
203 Bloomingdale Circle 
Victoria, TX 77904 

Amy Ruth Brunsting 
2582 Country Ledge 
New Braunfels, TX 78132 

Carole Ann Brunsting 
5822 Jason St. 
Houston, TX 77074 

Computershare Investor Services, LLC 
c/o CSC-Lawyers Incorporating Service Company 
211 E. 7th Street, Suite 620 
Austin, TX 78701 

Rosewood Family Physicians I, PLLC 
c/o Clarence F. Kendall, II 
3318 Mercer Rd. 
Houston, TX 77069 

Dr. Robert White 
4843 McDermed Dr. 
Houston, TX 77035 
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Medical Chest Associates, P A 
c/o G. Thomas Keith 
902 Frostwood Drive, Suite 188 
Houston, TX 77024 

Dr. Ajay Jain 
902 Frostwood Drive, Suite 188 
Houston, TX 77024 

Rudolf & Srikumala Suhendra 
13626 Pinerock Ln. 
Houston, TX 77079 

Tino Vasquez 
c/o 13630 Pinerock Ln. 
Houston, TX 77079 

The Northern Trust Company 
c/o Texas Secretary of State 
Citations Unit 
P.O. Box 12079 
Austin, TX 78711-2079 

The Frost National Bank, NA 
c/o Stan McCormick 
100 West Houston St. 
San Antonio, TX 78205 

Bank of America, NA 
c/o CT Corporation System 
350 N. Saint Paul, Suite 2900 
Dallas, TX 75201-4234 
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at the lime of ,mag,ng 

-Documents to be Produced by Vacek & Freed, PLLC and Candace L. Kunz-Freed 

For purposes of this document request, the following definitions apply: 

"61 15/10 QBD" means the Qualified Beneficiary Desi~ation and Exercise ofTestamentary 
Powers of Appointment Under Living Trust Agreement signed by Nelva as founder, 
beneficiary, and trustee on June 15, 2010. 

"8/25/1 0 QBD" means the Qualified Beneficiary Designation and Exercise ofTestamentary 
Powers of Appointment Under Living Trust Agreement signed by Nelva as founder, 
beneficiary, and trustee on August 25, 2010. 

"10/25/10 Conference Call" means the conference call arranged for and conducted by 
Candace Freed on or about October 25, 2010 which concerned Brunsting Issues, but in which 
neither Nelva nor Carl participated. 

"Amy'' means Amy Ruth Brunsting and "Amy's Trust" means the trust created by Nelva's 
death on November 11, 2011 pursuant to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

"Anita" means Anita Kay Brunsting and "Anita's Trust" means the trust created by Nelva's 
death on November 11, 2011 pursuant to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

"Brunsting Descendants" means Candace, Carole, Carl, Amy, Anita, and the children and 
grandchildren, if any, of Candace, Carole, Carl, Amy, and Anita. 

"Brunsting Issues" means issues relating to Elmer, Nelva, or the Brunsting Descendants. 
This defmition is intended to include estate planning issues concerning Elmer and Nelva, 
including any trusts Elmer and Nelva established, but is not limited to such issues. Any issue 
involving any member of the Brunsting family falls within this definition. 

"Candace" means Candace Louise Curtis and "Candace's Trust" means the trust created by 
Nelva's death on November 11, 2011 pursuant to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

"Carl" means Carl Henry Brunsting and "Carl's Trust" means the trust created by Nelva's 
death on November 11, 2011 pursuant to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

"Carole" means Carole Ann Brunsting and "Carole's Trust" means the trust created by 
Nelva's death on November 11, 2011 pursuant to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

"Decedent's Trust" means the Elmer H. Brunsting Decedent's Trust created on Elmer's death 
on April 1, 2009 pursuant to Article VII(B)(2) of the Family Trust. 

"Elmer" means Elmer H. Brunsting. 

"Family Trust" means the Brunsting Family Living Trust signed by Elmer and N elva as both 
founders and trustees on October 10, 1996 and restated on January 12, 2005, including any 
amendments made to that trust. 

EXHIBIT A 



"LIT" means the life insurance trust known as the Brunsting Family Irrevocable Trust signed· 
by Elmer and Nelva as founders and Anita as trustee on February 12, 1997. 

''Nelva" means Nelva E. Brunsting. 

"Survivor's Share One" means the portion of the Survivor's Trust defined by Article 
VIII(A)(1) of the Family Trust. 

"Survivor's Share Two" means the portion of the Survivor's Trust defmed in Article 
Vill(A)(2) of the Family Trust. 

"Survivor's Trust" means the Survivor's Trust created on Elmer's death on April 1, 2009 
pursuant to Article VII(B)(1) of the Family Trust. 

Documents requested: 

1. All calendars reflecting appointments or phone conversations with Elmer, Nelva, or any of 
the Brunsting Descendants. 

2. All calendars reflecting meetings or telephone conferences with any accountant, appraiser, 
physician, expert providing opinions of any kind, or any other third parties concerning 
Brunsting Issues. 

3. All estate planning documents prepared for Elmer, Nelva, or any of the Brunsting 
Descendants, including drafts which were never signed. This request is intended to 
specifically include Wills, if any, signed by Nelva after January 12, 2005. 

4. All powers of attorney for any purpose prepared for either Elmer or Nelva, including drafts 
which were never signed, as well as any revocations of such powers of attorney. 

5. All memoranda, notes, or other documents memorializing tasks, conversations, or meetings 
concerning any Brunsting Issues. 

6. All correspondence or communications, including emails, to or from Elmer or Nelva or any 
of the Brunsting Descendants. 

7. All correspondence or communications, including emails, to or from any other third parties 
concerning Brunsting Issues. 

8. All audio or video recordings of meetings, conversations, telephone messages, or other 
communications with Elmer, Nelva, or any of the Brunsting Descendants concerning 
Brunsting Issues. 

9. All audio or video recordings ofNelva's execution of any documents. 

10. All audio or video recordings of evaluations ofNelva's capacity. 

11. All other audio or video recordings of any Brunsting family member. 
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12. All transcriptions of the recordings described in numbers 8, 9, 10, and 11 above. 

13. All investigations made of any Brunsting family member, including any surveillance logs or 
reports. 

14. All documents reflecting requests made since April 1, 2009 for evaluations of Nelva's 
capacity. 

15. All reports done or evaluations made since April1, 2009 ofNelva's capacity. 

16. All documents reflecting the reason for and arrangements made concerning the 10/25/10 
Conference Call. 

17. All memos or notes concerning the 10/25/10 Conference Call. 

18. All documents reflecting notification to Carl, Carl's wife, or Carl's daughter of the 10/25/10 
Conference Call. 

19. All documents reflecting notification to Nelva of the 10/25/10 Conference Call. 

20. All audio recordings ofthe 10/25/10 Conference Call. 

21. All transcriptions of the recording described in number 20 above. 

22. All documents reflecting any transfers of property owned by Elmer, Nelva, the Family Trust, 
the Survivor's Trust, or the Decedent's Trust. 

23. All documents reflecting actions taken and transfers made through the use of any power of 
attorney given by either Elmer and/or Nelva. 

24. All documents reflecting any notices, disclosures, or explanations provided to any of the 
Brunsting Descendants about Brunsting Issues. 

25. All documents reflecting explanations provided to Nelva concerning Brunsting Issues. 

26. All documents reflecting requests for changes in Elmer or Nelva's estate planning. 

27. All documents reflecting opposition to proposed changes in Nelva's estate planning. 

28. All accountings, whether in draft or final form, for any trusts resulting from Elmer or 
Nelva's estate planning. 

29. All documents reflecting funding of or transfers to any trusts resulting from Elmer or N elva's 
estate planning. 

30. All documents reflecting the value, description, characterization, and disposition of assets 
for any property owned by Elmer or Nelva before creation of the Family Trust. 
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31. All documents reflecting the value, description, characterization, and disposition of assets 
in the Family Trust at the time of Elmer's death. 

32. All documents reflecting the value, description, characterization, and disposition of assets 
in the Family Trust, the Survivor's Trust and the Decedent's Trust at the time ofNelva's 
death. 

33. All documents reflecting Elmer or Nelva's desire to treat any of their children differently or 
unequally in their estate planning. 

34. All documents reflecting Elmer or Nelva's desire to treat any of their grandchildren 
differently or unequally in their estate planning. 

35. All documents reflecting the current description and value of every asset in every trust 
resulting from Elmer and Nelva's estate planning. 

36. All documents reflecting the involvement of any of the Brunsting Descendants in Elmer and 
Nelva's estate planning. 

3 7. All documents reflecting knowledge of any of the Brunsting Descendants concerning Elmer 
and Nelva's estate planning. 

38. All complaints made or statements given to any agency, including, but not limited to, CPS 
or APS, about any Brunsting family member. 

39. All reports from any agency relating to the complaints or statements described in number 38 
above. 

40. All communications, including emails, between Brunsting family members. 

41. All gift tax returns filed by Elmer and/or Nelva since the formation of the Family Trust. 

42. All income tax returns filed by Elmer and/or Nelva since the formation of the Family Trust. 

43. All estate tax returns, or unfiled drafts of estate tax returns, for Elmer or Nelva. 

44. All work papers for the returns described in numbers 41, 42, and 43 above. 

45. All documents reflecting the parties involved in the administration of any of the trusts 
created by Elmer and Nelva. · 

46. All documents reflecting control exercised over the assets of Elmer, Nelva, and the trusts 
they created. 

4 7. All lists or other documents maintained by Elmer and/or Nelva prior to their deaths reflecting 
funds or other assets provided to any of the Brunsting Descendants. 
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48. All documents reflecting the manner in which the transfers described in number 47 above 
wereto be characterized and/or treated, as well as any return orrepayments of those amounts. 

49. All documents reflecting actions taken to confirm Nelva's capacity to make estate planning 
decisions or execute. documents. 

50. All documents reflecting the steps taken to deliver documents relating to legal, fmancial, or 
asset issues to Nelva. 

51. All documents concerning Brunsting Issues sent to anyone other than N elva. 

52. All documents tending to establish that Nelva was not being unduly influenced in her 
decisions after Elmer's death. 

53. All documents reflecting any efforts made to confirm that Nelva's wishes with regard to her 
estate planning were the ones being implemented. 

54. All fee agreements you have or had with Elmer, Nelva, any Brunsting Descendant, or any 
trust created by any such parties, including all documents addressing any joint representation 
issues. 

55. All documents relating to the preparation of and purpose for the net worth statement for 
Elmer and Nelva dated February 17,2005 showing a net worth of$2,244,893.26, including 
documents supporting the information contained in the statement. 

56. All documents relating to the ownership and transfer or other disposition of the 3522.42 
shares ofExxon Mobil stock listed on the February 17, 2005 net worth statement for Elmer 
and Nelva Brunsting, including, but not limited to, stock certificates and stock powers, 
summaries of account holdings and account transactions from Exxon Mobile or its transfer 
agent. 

57. All documents provided to Elmer, Nelva, or any of the Brunsting Descendants explaining any 
fiduciary obligations resulting from Elmer and Nelva's estate planning or any power of 
attorney Elmer or Nelva may have signed. 

58. All documents reflecting compliance with fiduciary obligations arising from Elmer and 
Nelva's estate planning or any power of attorney Elmer or Nelva may have signed. 

59. All documents reflecting investigations made to determine what assets, if any, were owned 
by Elmer and/or Nelva's probate estate or whether either of their wills should be probated. 

60. All documents reflecting actions taken to remove assets from Elmer's probate estate or to 
recharacterize assets as Family Trust assets after his death. 

61. All documents reflecting actions taken to remove assets from Nelva's probate estate or to 
recharacterize assets as Family Trust assets after her death. 

62. All expert opinions or reports of any kind prepared in connection with Brunsting Issues. 
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63. All billings from third parties paid by your flrm concerning Brunsting Issues.· 

64. All documents reflecting any steps taken to investigate or implement possible guardianship 
proceedings against any Brunsting family member. 

65. All bank statements, brokerage statements, or other fmancial institution statements for 
accounts in the name of Elmer or Nelva since formation of the Family Trust. 

66. All signature cards, whether original or amended, for bank accounts described in number 65 
above. 

67. All documents relating to calculation, and support for the calculation of any trustee 
compensation paid from any trust established by Elmer or Nelva. 

68. All statements taken from witnesses concerning Brunsting Issues. 

69. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other fmancial summaries 
relating to Elmer or Nelva. 

70. All support documents for the items described in number 69 above. 

71. All requests from any trustee of the Family Trust to receive and review any information 
regarding Nelva 's physical or mental health and all consents to release and disclosure of such 
information. 

72. All "Authorizations for Release of Protected Health Information" signed by Nelva or any 
trustee of the Family Trust. 

73. Any disclaimers signed by Nelva or any Brunsting Descendant. 

74. All records involving access to safety deposit boxes rented by Elmer and Nelva. 

75. All inventories of property kept in or removed from the safety deposit boxes described in 
number 74 above. 

76. The list circulated by Nelva to Brunsting Descendants after Elmer's death concerning 
personal property to be selected by the Descendants. 

77. All documents reflecting the disposition of all personal property owned by Elmer Nelva, or 
the Family Trust. 

78. All records reflecting storage units rented by or containing property owned by Elmer, N elva, 
or the Family Trust. 

79. All inventories of property located in or removed from the storage units described in number 
78 above. 
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80. All time records and other documentation concerning the identity, as well as the dates and 
time worked, of all caregivers helping Nelva since .January 1, 2010. 

81. All documents relating to any IRA, 401K, or other retirements or pension accounts owned 
by Elmer, Nelva, or the Family Trust, including, but not limited to, statements and 
beneficiary designation foirns. 

82. All information concerning savings bonds purchased and/or owned by Elmer, Nelva, or the 
Family Trust, including, but not limited to, documents reflecting the purchase and the 
liquidation of such bonds. 

83. All communications, including emails, with Carl concerning Nelva's estate. 

84. All appraisals of personal or real property owned by Elmer or the Family Trust at Elmer's 
death. 

85. All appraisals of personal or real property owned by Nelva or the Family Trust at Nelva's 
death. 

86. The trust notebook maintained by Elmer and Nelva. 

87. All letters of instruction from either Elmer or Nelva since formation of the Family Trust. 

88. All phot.ographs of property owned by Elmer, Nelva, or the Family Trust since formation of 
the Family Trust. 

89. All documents removed by Anita or Amy from Nelva's home or safe deposit box since 
Elmer's death. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to the Family Trust produce the following: 

1. All documents transferring assets to the Family Trust. 

2. All documents reflecting assets purchased by the Family Trust. 

3. All documents reflecting transfers of assets at any time from the Family Trust. 

4. All invoices, statements, or other support documents for expenses incurred by the Family 
Trust since April 1, 2009. 

5. All documents reflecting disbursements from the Family Trust since April 1, 2009. 

6. All documents reflecting funds received by the Family Trust since April 1, 2009. 

7. All documents providing support for the right of the Family Trust to receive funds since 
April!, 2009. 
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8. All documents establishing relationships of any type ·resulting in obligations owed by the 
Family Trust since April1, 2009. 

9. All documents establishing accounts of any type in the name of the Family Trust. 

10. All bank account statements in the name of the Family Trust or into which funds of the 
Family Trust was deposited since April1, 2009. 

11. All signature cards and beneficiary designation forms, whether original or amended, for bank 
accounts described in number 10 above. 

12. All cancelled checks, debits, or other documents reflecting withdrawals from accounts 
described in number 10 above. 

13. All deposits or other documents reflecting credits to accounts described in number 10 above. 

14. All brokerage account statements in the name of the Family Trust or which held stock, 
mutual funds, cash, or any other assets of the Family Trust since April1, 2009. 

15. All signature cards or authorization forms and beneficiary designation forms, whether 
original or amended, for the accounts described in number 14 above. 

16. All documents reflecting deposits or credits into accounts described in number 14 above. 

17. All documents reflecting withdrawals from or debits to the accounts described in number 14 
above. 

18. All documents reflecting stock transactions in the accounts described in number 14 above. 

19. All income tax returns for the Family Trust. 

20. All income tax returns for Elmer and/or Nelva which reported income or expenses of the 
Family Trust. 

21. All tax work papers for the tax returns described in numbers 19 and 20 above. 

22. All appraisals of real or personal property owned at any time by the Family Trust. 

23. All inventories, accountings, or other documents listing real or personal property owned by 
the Family Trust. 

24. All support documents for the items described in number 23 above. 

25. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other fmancial summaries 
relating to the Family Trust. 

26. All support documents for the items described in number 25 above. 
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27. All documents reflecting analysis or. calculation of changes to Family Trust's assets as a 
·result of Elmer's death. 

28. All documents reflecting analysis or calculation of changes to Family Trust's assets as a 
result ofNelva's death. 

29. All documents reflecting analysis or calculation concerning amounts transferred from the 
Family Trust to other trusts. 

30. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to the Family Trust. 

31. The original Family Trust instrument. 

32. All restatements of the Family Trust. 

33. All amendments to the Family Trust. 

34. All drafts of amendments to the Family Trust which were prepared but never signed. 

35. All appointments of trustees for the Family Trust. 

36. All resignations of trustees of the Family Trust. 

37. All acceptances by trustees of the Family Trust. 

38. All disclosures, notices, or accountings of the Family Trust provided to any of the Brunsting 
Descendants. 

39. All consents, receipts, or acknowledgments concerning the Family Trust signed by any of the 
Brunsting Descendants. 

40. All Affidavits of Authority to Act signed by any trustee of the Family Trust. 

41. All affidavits of succession signed by any successor trustee of the Family Trust. 

42. All affidavits described in numbers 40 and 41 above which were recorded in the real property 
records of any county. 

43. All fee agreements relating to the preparation of and any other work dont? with regard to the 
Family Trust. 

44. All time records for legal services, special co-trustee work, or trust protector work provided 
in connection with the Family Trust. 

45. All invoices for attorney's fees, special co-trustee work, trust protector work, or expenses 
billed in connection with the Family Trust. 

46. All documents prepared by any accountant relating to the Family Trust. 
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4 7.. All expert reports relating to the Family Trust. 

48. All invoices from accountants, appraisers, valuation experts, or any other expert for work 
relating to the Family Trust. 

49. All invoices from investigators concerning work done for or about the Family Trust. 

50. All investigator's reports concerning work done for or about the Family Trust. 

51. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or calculations done in connection with the 
formation of the Family Trust. 

52. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, calculations, or other documents listing Family 
Trust assets done in connection with Elmer's death. 

53. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, calculations, or other documents listing Family 
Trust assets done in connection with Nelva's death. 

54. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or calculations done in connection with any other 
events resulting in changes in the Family Trust's structure. 

55. All support documents for the items described in numbers 51, 52, 53, and 54 above. 

56. All documents evidencing or describing any trustee compensation, trust protector 
compensation, or reiml;>ursement paid by the Family Trust. 

57. All documents providing support for any trustee compensation or reimbursement paid by the 
Family Trust, including time records for time spent in the administration of the Family Trust 
and proof of expenses incurred. 

58. All requests for distributions from the Family Trust. 

59. All analysis of and responses to requests for distributions from the Family Trust. 

60. All written financial reports to beneficiaries required by Xll (Section E) of the Family Trust. 

61. All waivers by beneficiaries of the requirements ofthe reports described in number 60 above. 

62. All written notices to beneficiaries ofthe merger of any trusts as discussed in Xll (Section 
L) of the Family Trust. 

63. All Memoranda of Distribution or other instructions signed by Elmer or Nelva pursuant to 
the terms of XXN (Section A) of the Family Trust. 

64. All appointments, designations, acceptances, or removals of trust protectors for the Family 
Trust. 

65. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation paid to any trust protectors. 
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66. · All documents reflecting actions taken by any trust protectors and any. advance notice of 
those actions which wen~ provided to the Brup.sting Descendants. 

67. All documents setting forth the qualifications of all trust protectors. 

68. All documents creating liens agaln.st property owned by the Family Trust. 

69. All documents reflecting the agreement of the trustees of the Family Trust to take action. 

70. All letters of instruction from Elmer or Nelva since formation of the Family Trust. 

71. All withdrawals from the Family Trust exercised by either Elmer or Nelva. 

72. All other books and records of the Family Trust. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to the LIT produce the following: 

1. All documents transferring assets to the LIT. 

2. All documents reflecting assets owned by the LIT. 

3. All documents reflecting transfers of assets from the LIT. 

4. All invoices, statements, or other support documents for expenses incurred by the LIT. 

5. All documents reflecting disbursements for expenses from the LIT. 

6. All documents reflecting funds received by the LIT. 

7. All documents establishing the right of the LIT to receive insurance proceeds or otherwise 
providing support for any insurance proceeds received by the LIT. 

8. All documents establishing accounts of any type in the name ofthe LIT since April I, 2009. 

9. All bank account statements in the name of the LIT or into which funds of the LIT were 
deposited since April 1, 2009. 

10. All cancelled checks, debits, or other documents reflecting withdrawals from accounts 
described in number 9 above. 

11. All deposits or other documents reflecting credits to accounts described in number 9 above. 

12. All income tax returns for the LIT. 

13. All gift tax returns filed by Elmer and/or Nelva because of the existence of the LIT. 

14. All tax work papers for the tax returns described in numbers 12 and 13 above. 
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15. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to the LIT. 

16. The original LIT instrument. 

17. All disclos!lfes, notices, or a~countings provided to any of the Brunsting Descendants of the 
LIT. 

18. All consents, receipts, or acknowledgments signed by any of the Brunsting Descendants of 
the LIT. 

19. All fee agreements relating to preparation of and any other work done with regard to the LIT. 

20. All time records for legal services provided in connection with the LIT. 

21. All invoices for attorney's fees and expenses billed in connection with the LIT. 

22. All documents prepared by any accountant relating to the LIT. 

23. All invoices from accountants relating to the LIT. 

24. All documents evidencing any trustee compensation paid by the LIT. 

25. All documents supporting any trustee compensation paid by the LIT. 

26. All other books and records_ofthe LIT. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to the 6/15/10 QBD produce the following: 

1. All documents requesting or relating to preparation of the 6115110 QBD. 

2. All writings signed byNelva as described in LA. ofthe 6/15/10 QBD. 

3. All documents evidencing the advance offunds resulting in the writings described in number 
2 above. 

4. All correspondence relating to the 6/15/10 QBD or any advances the 6/15/10 QBD addresses. 

5. All drafts of amendments to the 6/15/10 QBD which were never signed. 

6. All notices to any beneficiaries of the Family Trust that the 6/15/10 QBD had been signed. 

7. All notices to any beneficiaries of advances established by the terms of the 6/15/10 QBD. 

8. All records reflecting gifts, loans, or other transfers of funds resulting in advances. 

9. All actions taken to determine Nelva's capacity on 6/15/10. 
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10. All actions taken to determine whether Nelva was unduly influenced in connection with the 
6/15/10 QBD. 

11. All documents describing the events which triggered the 6/15/10 QBD. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to the 8/25/10 QBD produce the following: 

1. All documents reflecting transfers of assets from the Family Trust based upon the terms of 
the 8/25/10 QBD. 

2. All documents reflecting assets transferred to any trust established by the terms of the 
8/25/10 QBD. 

3. All supporting calculations for the transfers described in numbers 1 and 2 above. 

4. All invoices, statements, or other support documents for expenses incurred by any trust 
established by the terms of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

5. All documents reflecting disbursements made by the Family Trust based upon the terms of 
the 8/25/10 QBD. 

6. All documents reflecting funds received by any other entity based upon the terms of the 
8/25/10 QBD. 

7. All signature cards, whether original or amended, for any bank account for any trust 
established by the terms of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

8. All bank statements for the accounts described in number 7 above. 

9. All cancelled checks, debits, or other documents reflecting withdrawals from any bank 
accounts described in number 7 above. 

10. All deposits or other documents reflecting credits to any bank accounts described in number 
7 above. 

11. All brokerage account statements for any trust established because of the terms of the 
8/25/10 QBD. 

12. All signature cards or authorization forms, whether original or amended, for the accounts 
described in number 11 above. 

13. All documents reflecting deposits or transfers into accounts described in number 11 above. 

14. All documents reflecting stock transactions in the accounts described in number 11 above. 

15. All accounting work done relating to the execution of the 8/25/10 QBD. 
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16. All accounting work done relating to the 8/25/10 QBD as a result ofNelva's death. 

17. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or other asset listings done in connection with the 
formation of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

18. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or other asset listings done in connection with the 
8/25/10 QBD as a result ofNelva's death. 

19. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other fmancial summaries 
prepared based upon the terms ofthe 8/25/10 QBD. 

20. All support documents for the items described in numbers 17, 18, and 19 above. 

21. All documents reflecting analysis or calculation of changes based upon the terms of the 
8/25/10 QBD assets as a result ofNelva's death. 

22. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

23. The original 8/25/10 QBD instrument. 

24. All restatements ofthe 8/25/10 QBD. 

25. All drafts of the 8/25/10 QBD or any amendments thereto which were prepared but never 
signed. 

26. All appointments of trustees for the 8/25/10 QBD. 

27. All resignations of trustee for the 8/25110 QBD. 

28. All acceptances by trustees for the 8/25/10 QBD. 

29. All notices, disclosures, or accountings provided to any of the Brunsting Descendants 
concerning the 8/25/10 QBD. 

30. All consents, receipts, or acknowledgments signed by any of the Brunsting Descendants 
concerning the 8/25110 QBD. 

31. All Affidavits of Authority to Act signed by any trustee of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

32. All affidavits of succession signed by any successor trustee of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

33. All affidavits described in numbers 31 and 32 above which were recorded in the real property 
records of any county. 

34. All fee agreements relating to the preparation of and any other work done with regard to the 
8/25/10 QBD. 
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35. All time records .for legal services, trustee services, special co-trustee services, or trust 
prote.ctor services provided in connection with the 8/25/10 QBD. 

36. All invoices for attorney's fees, trustee fees, special co-trustee fees, trust protector fees, and 
expenses billed in connection with the 8/25/10 QBD. 

37. All documents prepared by any accountant relating to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

38. All expert reports relating to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

39. All invoices from accountants, appraisers, valuation experts, or any other expert for work 
relating to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

40. All invoices from investigators concerning work done for or about the 8/25/10 QBD. 

41. All investigator's reports concerning work done for or about the 8/25/10 QBD. 

42. All documents evidencing or describing any trustee compensation or reimbursement paid by 
any trusts formed according to the terms of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

43. All documents supporting any the payments described in number 42 above. 

44. All requests for distributions from trusts created by the terms of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

45. All analysis of and responses to requests for distributions from the 8/25/10 QBD. 

46. All appointments, designations, acceptances, or resignations of special co-trustees for any 
trusts created according to the terms of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

4 7. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any special co
trustees. 

48. All documents reflecting actions taken by any special co-trustees. 

49. All appointments, designations, acceptances, or resignations of trust protectors for any trusts 
created according to the terms of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

50. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any trust 
protectors. 

51. All documents reflecting actions taken by any trust protectors for any trust created according 
to the terms of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

52. All notices, including, but not limited to, those required by paragraph C.l on page 17 of the 
QBD provided to the Brunsting Descendants of any actions taken by any special co-trustee 
or any trust protector of any trusts created according to the terms of the 8/25/10 QBD. 
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53. All documents reflecting the qualifications of any special co-trustee or trust protector for any 
trust created according to the terms of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

54. All documents creating liens against any property owned by any trust created by the 8/25/10 
QBD. 

55. All actions taken to determine Nelva's capacity on 8/25/10. 

56. All actions taken to determine whether Nelva was unduly influenced in connection with the 
8/25/10 QBD. 

57. All letters of instruction from N elva as contemplated by paragraph c on page 9 of the 8/25/10 
QBD. 

58. All withdrawals from trust property exercised by Nelva. 

59. All documents describing the events which triggered the 8/25/10 QBD. 

60. All other books and records relating to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard the Survivor's Trust produce the following: 

1. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets to the Survivor's Trust. 

2. All documents reflecting assets owned at any time by the Survivor's Trust. 

3. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets at any time from the Survivor's Trust. 

4. All invoices, statements, or other support documents for expenses incurred by the Survivor's 
Trust. 

5. All documents reflecting disbursements from the Survivor's Trust. 

6. All documents reflecting funds received by the Survivor's Trust. 

7. All bank account statements in the name of the Survivor's Trust or into which funds of the 
Survivor's Trust were deposited. 

8. All cancelled checks, debits, or other documents reflecting withdrawals from accounts 
described in number 7 above. 

9. All deposits or other documents reflecting credits to accounts described in number 7 above. 

10. All brokerage account statements in the name of the Survivor's Trust or which held assets 
ofthe Survivor's Trust. 

11. All documents reflecting deposits or credits into accounts described in number 10 above. 
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12. All documents reflecting debits to the accounts described in number 10 above. 

13. All documents reflecting stock transactions· in the accounts described in number 10 above. 

14. All income tax returns for the S~rvivor's Trust. 

15. All income tax returns for Nelva which reported income or expenses of the Survivor's Trust. 

16. All tax work papers for the tax returns described in numbers 14 and 15 above. 

17. All appraisals of real or personal property owned by the Survivor's Trust. 

18. All inventories, accountings, or other documents listing real or personal property owned by 
the Survivor's Trust. 

19. All support documents for the items described in number 18 above. 

20. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other fmancial summaries 
relating to the Survivor's Trust. 

21. All support documents for the items described in number 20 above. 

22. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to the Survivor's 
Trust. 

23. All notices, disclosures, or accountings provided to any of the Brunsting Descendants 
concerning the Survivor's Trust. 

24. All other books and records of the Survivor's Trust. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to the Survivor's Share One and Survivor's 
Share Two produce the following: 

1. All inventories, characterizations, accountings, or other documents listing property owned 
by the Survivor's Share One. 

2. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other financial summaries 
relating to the Survivor's Share One. 

3. All support documents for the items described in numbers 1 and 2 above. 

4. All inventories, characterizations, accountings, or other documents listing used to determine 
no property would be placed in Survivor's Share Two. 

5. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other financial summaries 
relating to the Survivor's Share Two. 
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6. All support documents for the items described in number 4 and 5 above. 

7. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or other documents listings done in connection 
with the formation of the Survivor's Share One. 

. . 

8. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or other documents listings done in connection 
with the formation of the Survivor's Share Two. 

9. All support documents for the items described in numbers 7 and 8 above. 

10. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to the Survivor's 
Share One. 

11. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to the Survivor's 
Share Two. 

12. All disclosures, notices, or accountings provided to any of the Brunsting Descendants 
relating to Survivor's Share One. 

13. All disclosures, notices, or accountings provided to any of the Brunsting Descendants 
relating to Survivor's Share Two. 

14. All other books and records of the Survivor's Share One. 

15. All other books and records of the Survivor's Share Two. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to the Decedent's Trust produce the following: 

1. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets to the Decedent's Trust. 

2. All documents reflecting assets owned at any time by the Decedent's Trust. 

3. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets at any time from the Decedent's Trust. 

4. All invoices, statements, or other support documents for expenses incurred by the Decedent's 
Trust. 

5. All documents reflecting disbursements from the Decedent's Trust. 

6. All documents reflecting funds received by the Decedent's Trust. 

7. All bank account statements in the name of the Decedent's Trust or into which funds of the 
Decedent's Trust were deposited. 

8. All cancelled checks, debits, or other documents reflecting withdrawals from accounts 
described in number 7 above. 
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9. All deposits or other documents reflecting credits to accounts described in number 7 above. 

10. All brokerage account statements in the name of the Decedent's Trust or which held assets 
of the Decedent's Trust. 

11. All documents reflecting deposits or credits into accounts described in number 10 above. 

12. All documents reflecting debits to the accounts described in number 10 above. 

13. All documents reflecting stock transactions in the accounts described in number 10 above. 

14. All income tax returns for the Decedent's Trust. 

15. All income tax returns for Nelva which reported income or expenses of the Decedent's Trust. 

16. All tax work papers for the tax returns described in numbers 14 and 15 above. 

17. All appraisals of real or personal property owned by the Decedent's Trust. 

18. All inventories, accountings, or other documents listing property owned by the Decedent's 
Trust. 

19. All support documents for the items described in number 18 above. 

20. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other fmancial summaries 
relating to the Decedent's Trust. 

21. All support documents for the items described in number 20 above. 

22. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to the Decedent's 
Trust. 

23. All disclosures, notices, or accountings provided to any of the Brunsting Descendants 
concerning the Decedent's Trust. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to Candace's Trust produce the following: 

1. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets to Candace's Trust. 

2. All documents reflecting assets owned at any time by Candace's Trust. 

3. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets from Candace's Trust. 

4. All invoices, statements, or other support documents for expenses incurred by Candace's 
Trust. 

5. All documents reflecting disbursements from Candace's Trust. 
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6. All documents reflecting funds received by Candace's Trust. 

7. All signature cards or other authorization documents, whether original or amended, and any 
other documents establishing ·accounts of any type for Candace's Trust. 

8. All bank account statements in the name of Candace's Trust or into which funds of 
Candace's Trust were deposited. 

9. All cancelled checks, debits, or other documents reflecting withdrawals from accounts 
described in number 8 above. 

10. All deposits or other documents reflecting credits to accounts described in number 8 above. 

11. All brokerage account statements in the name of Candace's Trust or into which assets of 
Candace's Trust were deposited. 

12. All documents reflecting deposits or credits into accounts described in number 11 above. 

13. All documents reflecting debits to the accounts described in number 11 above. 

14. All documents reflecting stock transactions in the accounts described in number 11 above. 

15. All appraisals of real or personal property owned by Candace's Trust. 

16. All inventories, accountings, or other documents listing property owned by Candace's Trust. 

1 7. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other fmancial summaries 
relating to Candace's Trust. 

18. All documents reflecting analysis or calculation of changes to Candace's Trust's assets as 
a result ofNelva's death. 

19. All support documents for the items described in numbers 16, 17, and 18 above. 

20. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to Candace's Trust. 

21. All notices, disclosures, or accounting provided to the beneficiary of Candace's Trust. 

22. All requests for distributions from Candace's Trust. 

23. All analysis of and responses to requests for distributions from Candace's Trust. 

24. All documents reflecting any action taken by any trustee of Candace's Trust since Nelva's 
death. 

25. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or other asset listings done in connection with the 
formation of Candace's Trust. 
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26. All documents reflecting trustee compensation or reimbursement. paid by Candace's Trust. 

27. All documents supporting the payments described in numbers 25 and 26 above. 

28. All time records for legal services, trustee services, special co-trustee services, and trust 
protector services provided in connection with Candace's Trust. 

29. All invoices for attorney's. fees, trustee services, special co-trustee services, trust protector 
services, and expenses billed in connection with Candace's Trust. 

30. All documents prepared by any accountant relating to Candace's Trust. 

31. All expert reports relating to Candace's Trust. 

32. All invoices from accountants, appraisers, valuation experts, or any other expert for work 
relating to Candace's Trust. 

33. All invoices from investigators concerning work done for or about Candace's Trust. 

34. All investigator's reports concerning work done for or about Candace's Trust. 

35. All appointments, designations, acceptances, and resignations of special co-trustees for 
Candace's Trust. 

36. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any special co
trustees. 

3 7. All documents reflecting actions taken by any special co-trustees. 

38. All appointments, designations, acceptances, and resignations of any trust protectors for 
Candace's Trust. 

39. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any trust 
protectors for Candace's Trust. 

40. All documents reflecting actions taken by trust protectors for Candace's Trust. 

41. All documents reflecting notice of any actions taken by any special co-trustee or trust 
protector to Candace. 

42. All documents creating liens against any property owned by Candace's Trust. 

43. All documents reflecting the agreement ofthe trustees of Candace's Trust to take action. 

44. All documents relating to any request for or scheduling of the private meeting or telephone 
conference with Candace contemplated by paragraph Con page 6 of the 10/25/10QBD. 

45. All other books and records of Candace's Trust. 
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Unless otherwise included above, with regard to Carole's Trust produce the following: 

1. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets to Carole's Trust. 

2. All documents reflecting assets owned at any time by Carole's Trust. 

3. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets from Carole's Trust. 

4. All invoices, statements, or other support documents for expenses incurred by Carole's Trust. 

5. All documents reflecting disbursements from Carole's Trust. 

6. All documents reflecting funds received by Carole's Trust. 

7. All signature cards or other authorization documents, whether original or amended, and other 
documents establishing accounts of any type for Carole's Trust. 

8. All bank account statements in the name of Carole's Trust or into which funds of Carole's 
Trust were deposited. 

9. All cancelled checks, debits, or other documents reflecting withdrawals from accounts 
described in number 8 above. 

10. All deposits or other documents reflecting credits to accounts described in number 8 above. 

11. All brokerage account statements in the name of Carole's Trust or into which assets of 
Carole's Trust were deposited. 

12. All documents reflecting deposits or credits into accounts described in number 11 above. 

13. All documents reflecting debits to the accounts described in number 11 above. 

14. All documents reflecting stock transactions in the accounts described in number 11 above. 

15. All appraisals of real or personal property owned by Carole's Trust. 

16. All inventories, accountings, or other documents listing property owned by Carole's Trust. 

17. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other financial summaries 
relating to Carole's Trust. 

18. All documents reflecting analysis or calculation of changes to Carole's Trust's assets as a 
result ofNelva's death. 

19. All support documents for the items described in numbers 16, 17, and 18 above. 

20. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to Carole's Trust. 
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. 21. All notices, disclosures, or accounting provided to the beneficiary of Carole's Trust. 

22. All requests for distributions from Carole's Trust 

23. All analysis of and responses to requests for distrib~tions from Carole's Trust. 

24. All documents reflecting any action taken by any trustee of Carole's Trust since Nelva's 
death. 

25. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or other asset listings done in connection with the 
formation of Carole's Trust. 

26. All documents reflecting trustee compensation or reimbursement paid by Carole's Trust. 

27. All documents supporting the payments described in numbers 25 and 26 above. 

28. All time records for legal services, trustee services, special co-trustee services, and trust 
protector services provided in connection with Carole's Trust. 

29. All invoices for attorney's fees, trustee services, special co-trustee services, and trust 
protector services, and expenses billed in connection with Carole's Trust. 

30. All documents prepared by any accountant relating to Carole's Trust. 

31. All expert reports relating to Carole's Trust. 

32. All invoices from accountants, appraisers, valuation experts, or any other expert for work 
relating to Carole's Trust. 

33. All invoices from investigators concerning work done for or about Carole's Trust. 

34. All investigator's reports concerning work done for or about Carole's Trust. 

35. All appointments, designations, acceptances, and resignations of special co-trustees for 
Carole's Trust. 

36. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any special co
trustees. 

3 7. All documents reflecting actions taken by any special co-trustees. 

38. All appointments, designations, acceptances, and resignations of any trust protectors for 
Carole's Trust. 

39. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any trust 
protectors for Carole's Trust. 

40. All documents reflecting actions taken by trust protectors for Carole's Trust. 
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41. All documents reflecting notice of any actions. taken by any special co-trustee or trust · 
protector to Carole. 

42. All documents creating liens against any property owned by Carole's trust. 

43. All disclaimers signed by Carole. 

44. All powers of appointment or qualified beneficiary designations signed by Carole. 

45. All other books and records of Carole's Trust. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to Carl's Trust produce the following: 

1. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets to Carl's Trust. 

2. All documents reflecting assets owned at any time by Carl's Trust. 

3. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets from Carl's Trust. 

4. All invoices, statements, or other support documents for expenses incurred by Carl's Trust. 

5. All documents reflecting disbursements from Carl's Trust. 

6. All documents reflecting funds received by Carl's Trust. 

7. All signature cards or other authorization documents, whether original or amended, and other 
documents establishing accounts of any type for Carl's Trust. 

8. All bank account statements in the name of Carl's Trust or into which funds of Carl's Trust 
were deposited. 

9. All cancelled checks, debits, or other documents reflecting withdrawals from accounts 
described in number 8 above. 

1 0. All deposits or other documents reflecting credits to accounts described in number 8 above. 

II. All brokerage account statements in the name of Carl's Trust or into which assets of Carl's 
Trust were deposited. 

12. All documents reflecting deposits or credits into accounts described in number 11 above. 

13. All documents reflecting debits to the accounts described in number 11 above. 

14. All documents reflecting stock transactions in the accounts described in number 11 above. 

15. All appraisals of real or personal property owned by Carl's Trust. 
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16. All inventories, accountings, or other documents listing property owned by Carl's Trust. 

17. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other fmancial summaries 
relating to Carl's Trust. 

18. All documents reflecting analysis or calculation of changes to Carl's Trust's assets as a result 
ofNelva's death. 

19. All support documents for the items described in numbers 16, 17, and 18 above. 

20. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to Carl's Trust. 

21. All notices, disclosures, or accounting provided to the beneficiary of Carl's Trust. 

22. All requests for distributions from Carl's Trust. 

23. All analysis of and responses to requests for distributions from Carl's Trust. 

24. All documents reflecting any action taken by any trustee of Carl's Trust since Nelva 's death. 

25. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or other asset listings done in connection with the 
formation of Carl's Trust. 

26. All documents reflecting trustee compensation or reimbursement paid by Carl's Trust. 

27. All documents supporting the payments described in numbers 25 and 26 above. 

28. All time records for legal services, trustee services, special co-trustee services, and trust 
protector services provided in connection with Carl's Trust. 

29. All invoices for attorney's fees, trustee services, special co-trustee services, and trust 
protector services, and expenses billed in connection with Carl's Trust. 

30. All documents prepared by any accountant relating to Carl's Trust. 

31. All expert reports relating to Carl's Trust. 

32. All invoices from accountants, appraisers, valuation experts, or any other expert for work 
relating to Carl's Trust. 

33. All invoices from investigators concerning work done for or about Carl's Trust. 

34. All investigator's reports concerning work. done for or about Carl's Trust. 

35. All appointments, designations, acceptances, and resignations of special co-trustees for 
Carl's Trust. 
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36. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any special co
trustees. 

3 7. All documents reflecting actions taken by any special co-trustees. 

38. All appointments, designations, acceptances; and resignations of any trust protectors for 
Carl's Trust. 

39. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any trust 
protectors for Carl's Trust. 

40; All documents reflecting actions taken by trust protectors for Carl's Trust. 

41. All documents reflecting notice of any actions taken by any special co-trustee or trust 
protector to Carl. 

42. All documents creating liens against any property owned by Carl's Trust. 

43. All documents reflecting the agreement of the trustees of Carl's Trust to take action. 

44. All documents relating to any request for or scheduling of the private meeting or telephone 
conference with Carl contemplated by paragraph Con page 6 of the 10/25/10QBD. 

45. All other books and records of Carl's Trust. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to Amy's Trust produce the following: 

1. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets to Amy's Trust. 

2. All documents reflecting assets owned at any time by Amy's Trust. 

3. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets from Amy's Trust. 

4. All invoices, statements, or other support documents for expenses incurred by Amy's Trust. 

5. All documents reflecting disbursements from Amy's Trust. 

6. All documents reflecting funds received by Amy's Trust. 

7. All signature cards or other authorization documents, whether original or amended, and other 
documents establishing accounts of any type for Amy's Trust. 

8. All bank account statements in the name of Amy's Trust or into which funds of Amy's Trust 
were deposited. 

9. All cancelled checks, debits, or other documents reflecting withdrawals from accounts 
described in number 8 above. 
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10. All deposits or other documents reflecting credits to accounts described in number 8 above. 

11. All brokerage account statements in the name of Amy's Trust or into which assets of Amy's 
Trust were deposited. 

12. All documents reflecting deposits or credits into accounts described in number 11 above. 

13. All documents reflecting debits to the accounts described in number 11 above. 

14. All documents reflecting stock transactions in the accounts described in number 11 above. 

15. All appraisals of real or personal property owned by Amy's Trust. 

16. All inventories, accountings, or other documents listing property owned by Amy's Trust. 

17. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other fmancial summaries 
relating to Amy's Trust. 

18. All documents reflecting analysis or calculation of changes to Amy's Trust's assets as a 
result ofNelva's death. 

19. All support documents for the items described in numbers 16, 17, and 18 above. 

20. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to Amy's Trust. 

21. All notices, disclosures, or accounting provided to the beneficiary of Amy's Trust. 

22. All requests for distributions from Amy's Trust. 

23. All analysis of and responses to requests for distributions from Amy's Trust. 

24. All documents reflecting any action taken by any trustee of Amy's Trust since N elva's death. 

25. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or other asset listings done in connection with the 
formation of Amy's Trust. 

26. All documents reflecting trustee compensation or reimbursement paid by Amy's Trust. 

27. All documents supporting the payments described in numbers 25 and 26 above. 

28. All time records for legal services, trustee services, special co-trustee services, and trust 
protector services provided in connection with Amy's Trust. 

29. All invoices for attorney's fees, trustee services, special co-trustee services, and trust 
protector services, and expenses billed in connection with Amy's Trust. 

30. All documents prepared by any accountant relating to Amy's Trust. 
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31. All expert reports relating to Amy's Trust. 

32. All invoices from accountaD.ts, appraisers, valuation experts, or any other expert for work 
relating to Amy's Trust. · · · · · · 

33. All invoices from investigators concerning work done for or about Amy's Trust. 

34. All investigator's reports concerning work done for or about Amy's Trust. 

35. All appointments, designations, acceptances, and resignations for Amy's Trust. 

36. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any special co
trustees. 

37. All documents reflecting actions taken by any special co-trustees. 

38. All appointments, designations, acceptances, and resignations of any trust protectors for 
Amy's Trust. 

39. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any trust 
protectors for Amy's Trust. 

40. All documents reflecting actions taken by trust protectors for Amy's Trust. 

41. All documents reflecting notice of any actions taken by any special co-trustee or trust 
protector to Amy's Trust. 

42. All documents creating liens against any property owned by Amy's Trust. 

43. All disclaimers signed by Amy. 

44. All powers of appointment or qualified beneficiary designations signed by Amy. 

45. All other books and records of Amy's Trust. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to Anita's Trust produce the following: 

1. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets to Anita's Trust. 

2. All documents reflecting assets owned at any time by Anita's Trust. 

3. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets from Anita's Trust. 

4. All invoices, statements, or other support documents for expenses incurred by Anita's Trust. 

5. All documents reflecting disbursements from Anita's Trust. 
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6. All documents reflecting funds received by Anita's Trust. 

7. .All signature cards or other authorization documents, whether original or amended, and qther 
docUments establishing accounts of any tYPe for Anita's Trust. 

8. All bank account statements in the name of Anita's Trust or into which funds of Anita's 
Trust were deposited. 

9. All cancelled checks, debits, or other documents reflecting withdrawals from accounts 
described in number 8 above. 

10. All deposits or other documents reflecting credits to accounts described in number 8 above. 

11. All brokerage account statements in the name of Anita's Trust or into which assets of Anita's 
Trust were deposited. 

12. All documents reflecting deposits or credits into accounts described in number 11 above. 

13. All documents reflecting debits to the accounts described in number 11 above. 

14. All documents reflecting stock transactions in the accounts described in number 11 above. 

15. All appraisals of real or personal property owned by Anita's Trust. 

16. All inventories, accountings, or other documents listing property owned by Anita's Trust. 

17. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other financial summaries 
relating to Anita's Trust. 

18. All documents reflecting analysis or calculation of changes to Anita's Trust's assets as a 
result ofNelva's death. 

19. All support documents for the items described in numbers 16, 17, and 18 above. 

20. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to Anita's Trust. 

21. All notices, disclosures, or accounting provided to the beneficiary of Anita's Trust. 

22. All requests for distributions from Anita's Trust. 

23. All analysis of and responses to requests for distributions from Anita's Trust. 

24. All documents reflecting any action taken by any trustee of Anita's Trust since Nelva's 
death. 

25. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or other asset listings done in connection with the 
formation of Anita's Trust. 
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26. All documents reflecting trustee compensation or reimbursement paid by Anita's Trust. 

27. All documents supporting the paYm:ents described in numbers 25 ~d 26 above. 

2~. All time records for legal seniices, trustee services, special co-trustee services, and trust 
protector services provided in connection with Anita's Trust. 

29. All invoices for attorney's fees, trustee services, special co-trustee services, and trust 
protector services, and expenses billed in connection with Anita's Trust. 

30. All documents prepared by any accountant relating to Anita's Trust. 

31. All expert reports relating to Anita's Trust. 

32. All invoices from accountants, appraisers, valuation experts, or any other expert for work 
relating to Anita's Trust. 

33. All invoices from investigators concerning work done for or about Anita's Trust. 

34. All investigator's reports concerning work done for or about Anita's Trust. 

35. All appointments, designations, acceptances, and resignations of special co-trustees for 
Anita's Trust. 

36. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any special co
trustees. 

3 7. All documents reflecting actions taken by any special co-trustees. 

38. All appointments, designations, acceptances, and resignations of any trust protectors for 
Anita's Trust. 

39. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any trust 
protectors for Anita's Trust. 

40. All documents reflecting actions taken by trust protectors for Anita's Trust. 

41. All documents reflecting notice of any actions taken by any special co-trustee or trust 
protector to Anita. 

42. All documents creating liens against any property owned by Anita's Trust. 

43. All disclaimers signed by Anita. 

44. All powers of appointment or qualified beneficiary designations signed by Anita. 

45. All other books and records of Anita's Trust. 
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Documents to be Produced by Anita Kay Brunsting 

For purposes of this document request, the following definitions apply: 

"6/15/1 0 QBD" means the Qualified Beneficiary Designation and Exercis~ ofTe·stamentary 
Powers of Appointment Under Living Trust Agreement signed by Nelva as founder, 
beneficiary, and trustee on June 15, 2010. 

"8/25/1 0 QBD" means the Qualified Beneficiary Designation and Exercise of Testamentary 
Powers of Appointment Under Living Trust Agreement signed by Nelva as founder, 
beneficiary, and trustee on August 25, 2010. 

"10/25/10 Conference Call" means the conference call arranged for and conducted by 
Candace Freed on or about October 25, 2010 which concerned Brunsting Issues, but in which 
neither Nelva nor Carl participated. 

"Amy'' means Amy Ruth Brunsting and "Amy's Trust" means the trust created byNelva's 
death on November 11,2011 pursuant to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

"Anita" means Anita Kay Brunsting and "Anita's Trust" means the trust created by Nelva's 
death on November 11, 2011 pursuant to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

"Brunsting Descendants" means Candace, Carole, Carl, Amy, Anita, and the children and 
grandchildren, if any, of Candace, Carole, Carl, Amy, and Anita. 

"Brunsting Issues" means medical, legal, and fmancial issues relating to Elmer, Nelva, or the 
Brunsting Descendants since formation of the Family Trust. This definition is intended to 
include estate planning issues concerning Elmer and Nelva, including any trusts Elmer and 
Nelva established, but is not limited to such issues. Any issue involving any medical, legal, 
or fmancial matters relating to any member of the Brunsting family falls within this 
defmition. Also included within this definition are any gifts or loans received by any 
Brunsting Descendant from Elmer, Nelva, or the Family Trust since formation of the Family 
Trust. Birthday and Christmas gifts which do not result in annual gifts exceeding the annual 
gift exclusion are not included, but amounts, including, among other things, those related to 
education, divorce, adoption, satisfaction of mortgages, home improvements, purchase of 
vehicles, and medical expenses are included. 

"Candace" means Candace Louise Curtis and "Candace's Trust" means the trust created by 
Nelva's death on November 11, 2011 pursuant to the 8/25110 QBD. 

"Carl" means Carl Henry Brunsting and "Carl's Trust" means the trust created by Nelva's 
death on November 11, 2011 pursuant to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

"Carole" means Carole Ann Brunsting and "Carole's Trust" means the trust created by 
Nelva's death on November 11, 2011 pursuant to the 8/25/10 QBD. 
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"Decedent's Trust" means the Elmer H. Brunsting Decedent's. Trust created on Elmer's death 
on April 1, 2009 pursuant to Article Vll(B)(2) of the Family Trust. 

"Elmer" means Elmer H. Brunsting. 

"Family Trust" means the Brunsting Family Living Trust signed by Elmer arid Nelva as both 
founders and trustees on October 10, 1996 and restated on January 12, 2005, including any 
amendments made to that trust. 

"LIT" means the life insurance trust known as the Brunsting Family Irrevocable Trust signed 
by Elmer and Nelva as founders and Anita as trustee on February 12, 1997. 

''Nelva" means Nelva E. Brunsting. 

"Survivor's Share One" means the portion of the Survivor's Trust defmed by Article 
Vill(A)(1) of the Family Trust. 

"Survivor's Share Two" means the portion of the Survivor's Trust defined in Article 
Vill(A)(2) of the Family Trust. 

"Survivor's Trust" means the Survivor's Trust created on Elmer's death on April 1, 2009 
pursuant to Article Vll(B)(l) of the Family Trust. 

Documents requested: 

1. All calendars reflecting appointments or phone conversations with Elmer, N elva, or any of 
the Brunsting Descendants about Brunsting Issues. 

2. All calendars reflecting meetings or telephone conferences with any attorney, accountant, 
appraiser, physician, expert providing opinions of any kind, or any other third parties 
concerning Brunsting Issues. .. 

3. All estate planning documents prepared for Elmer, Nelva, or any of the Brunsting 
Descendants, including drafts which were never signed. This request is intended to 
specifically include Wills, if any, signed by Nelva after January 12, 2005. 

4. All powers of attorney for any purpose prepared for either Elmer or Nelva, including drafts 
which were never signed, as well as any revocations of such powers of attorney. 

5. All memoranda, notes, or other documents memorializing tasks, conversations, or meetings 
concerning any Brunsting Issues. 

6. All correspondence or communications, including emails, to or from Elmer or Nelva or any 
of the Brunsting Descendants concerning Brunsting Issues. 

7. All correspondence or communications, including emails, to or from any other third parties 
concerning Brunsting Issues. 
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8. All audio or video recordings of meetings, conversations,- telephone messages, or other 
communications with Elmer, Nelva, or any of the Brunstmg Descendants concerning 
Brimsting Issues: · · · · · 

9. All audio or video recordings ofN~lva's execution of any documents. 

10. All audio or video recordings of evaluationsofNelva's capacity. 

11. All other audio or video recordings of any Brunsting family member. 

12. All transcriptions ofthe recordings described in numbers 8, 9, 10, and 11 above. 

13. All investigations made of any Brunsting family member, including any surveillance logs or 
reports. 

14. All documents reflecting requests made since April 1, 2009 for evaluations of Nelva's 
capacity. 

15. All reports done or evaluations made since April1, 2009 ofNelva's capacity. 

16. All documents reflecting the reason for and arrangements made concerning the 10/25/10 
Conference Call. 

17. All memos or notes concerning the 10/25/10 Conference Call. 

18. All documents reflecting notification to Carl, Carl's wife, or Carl's daughter of the 10/25/10 
Conference Call. 

19. All documents reflecting notification to Nelva ofthe 10/25/10 Conference Call. 

20. All audio recordings ofthe 10/25/10 Conference Call. 

21. All transcriptions of the recording described in number 20 above. 

22. All documents reflecting any transfers of property owned by Elmer, Nelva, the Family Trust, 
the Survivor's Trust, or the Decedent's Trust. 

23. All documents reflecting actions taken and transfers made through the use of any power of 
attorney given by either Elmer and/or Nelva. 

24. All documents reflecting any notices, disclosures, or explanations provided to any of the 
Brunsting Descendants about Brunsting Issues. 

25. All documents reflecting explanations provided to Nelva concerning Brunsting Issues. 

26. All documents reflecting requests for changes in Elmer or Nelva's estate planning. 

27. All documents reflecting opposition to proposed changes in Nelva's estate planning. 
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28. All accountings, whether in draft or final form, for any trusts resulting from Elmer or 
Nelva's estate planning. 

29. All documents reflecting funding of or transfers to any trusts resulting from Elmer or N elva's 
estate plalln.ing .. 

30. All documents reflecting the value, description, characterization, and disposition of assets 
for any property owned by Elmer or Nelva before creation of the Family Trust. 

31. All documents reflecting the value, description, characterization, and disposition of assets 
in the Family Trust at the time of Elmer's death. 

32. All documents reflecting the value, description, characterization, and disposition of assets 
in the Family Trust, the Survivor's Trust and the Decedent's Trust at the time ofNelva's 
death. 

33. All documents reflecting Elmer or Nelva's desire to treat any of their children differently or 
unequally in their estate planning. 

34. All documents reflecting Elmer or Nelva's desire to treat any of their grandchildren 
differently or unequally in their estate planning. 

35. All documents reflecting the current description and value of every asset in every trust 
resulting from Elmer and Nelva's estate planning. 

36. All documents reflecting the involvement of any of the Brunsting Descendants in Elmer and 
Nelva's estate planning. 

37. All documents reflecting knowledge of any of the Brunsting Descendants concerning Elmer 
and Nelva's estate planning. 

38. All complaints made or statements given to any agency, including, but not limited to, CPS 
or APS, about any Brunsting family member. 

39. All reports from any agency relating to the complaints or statements described in number 38 
above. 

40. All communications, including emails, between Brunsting family members concerning 
Brunsting Issues. 

41. All gift tax returns filed by Elmer and/or Nelva since the formation of the Family Trust. 

42. All income tax returns filed by Elmer and/or Nelva since the formation of the Family Trust. 

43. All estate tax returns, or unfiled drafts of estate tax returns, for Elmer or Nelva. 

44. All work papers for the returns described in numbers 41, 42, and 43 above. 
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45. · All documents reflecting the parties involved in the administrati.on of any of the trusts 
created by Elmer and Nelva. · 

46. All documents reflecting_ control exercised over the assets of Elmer, Nelva, and the trusts 
they created. 

4 7. All lists or other documents maintained by Elmer and/or Nelva prior to their deaths reflecting 
funds or other assets provided to any of the Brunsting Descendants. 

48. All documents reflecting the manner in which the transfers described in number 47 above 
were to be characterized and/or treated, as well as any return or repayments of those amounts. 

49. All documents reflecting actions taken to confirm Nelva's capacity to make estate planning 
decisions or execute documents. 

50. All documents reflecting the steps taken to deliver documents relating to legal, financial, or 
asset issues to Nelva. 

51. All documents concerning Brunsting Issues received from Nelva's attorney. 

52. All documents tending to establish that Nelva was not being unduly influenced in her 
decisions after Elmer's death. 

53. All documents reflecting any efforts made to confirm that Nelva's wishes with regard to her 
estate planning were the ones being implemented. 

54. All fee agreements you have, individually or as trustee, concerning Brunsting Issues, 
including all documents addressing any joint representation issues. 

55. All documents relating to the preparation of and purpose for the net worth statement for 
Elmer and Nelva dated February 17, 2005 showing a net worth of$2,244,893.26, including 
documents supporting the information contained in the statement. 

56. All documents relating to the ownership and transfer or other disposition of the 3522.42 
shares ofExxon Mobil stock listed on the February 17,2005 net worth statement for Elmer 
and Nelva Brunsting, including, but not limited to, stock certificates and stock powers, 
summaries of account holdings and account transactions from Exxon Mobile or its transfer 
agent. 

57. All documents provided to Elmer, N elva, or any ofthe Brunsting Descendants explaining any 
fiduciary obligations resulting from Elmer and Nelva's estate planning or any power of 
attorney Elmer or Nelva may have signed. 

58. All documents reflecting compliance with fiduciary obligations arising from Elmer and 
Nelva's estate planning or any power of attorney Elmer or Nelva may have signed. 

59. All documents reflecting investigations made to determine what assets, if any, were owned 
by Elmer and/or Nelva's probate estate or whether either of their wills should be probated. 
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60. All documents reflecting· actions taken to remove assets from Elmt!r's probate estate or to 
recharacterize assets as Fani.ily Trust assets after his death~ 

61. All documents reflecting actions taken to remove assets from Nelva's probate estate or to 
recharacterize assets as Family Trust assets after her death. 

62. All expert opinions or reports of any kind prepared in connection with Brunsting Issues. 

63. All billings from third parties you paid concerning Brunsting Issues relating to Nelva or any 
Brunsting Descendant other than yourself. 

64. All documents reflecting any steps taken to investigate or implement possible guardianship 
proceedings against any Brunsting family member. 

65. All bank statements, brokerage statements, or other fmancial institution statements for 
accounts in the name of Elmer or Nelva since formation of the Family Trust. 

66. All signature cards, whether original or amended, for bank accounts described in number 65 
above. 

67. All documents relating to calculation, and support for the calculation of any trustee 
compensation paid from any trust established by Elmer or Nelva. 

68. All statements taken from witnesses concerning Brunsting Issues. 

69. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other fmancial summaries 
relating to Elmer or Nelva. 

70. All support documents for the items described in number 69 above. 

71. All requests from any trustee of the Family Trust to receive and review any information 
regarding N elva's physical or mental health and all consents to release and disclosure of such 
information. 

72. All "Authorizations for Release of Protected Health Information" signed by Nelva or any 
trustee of the Family Trust. 

73. Any disclaimers signed by Nelva or any Brunsting Descendant. 

74. All records involving access to safety deposit boxes rented by Elmer and Nelva. 

75. All inventories of property kept in or removed from the safety deposit boxes described in 
number 74 above. 

76. The list circulated by Nelva to Brunsting Descendants after Elmer's death concerning 
personal property to be selected by the Descendants. 
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77. All documents reflecting the disposition of all personal property owned by Elmer N elva, or 
the-Family Trust. 

78. · All records reflecting storage units rented by or containing property owned by Elmer, Nelva, 
or the Family Trust. 

79. All inventories of property located in or removed from the storage units described in number 
78 above. 

80. All time records and other documentation concerning the identity, as well as the dates and 
time worked, of all caregivers helping Nelva since January 1, 2010. 

81. All documents relating to any IRA, 401K, or other retirements or pension accounts owned 
by Elmer, Nelva, or the Family Trust, including, but not limited to, statements and 
beneficiary designation forms. 

82. All information concerning savings bonds purchased and/or owned by Elmer, Nelva, or the 
Family Trust, including, but not limited to, documents reflecting the purchase and the 
liquidation of such bonds. 

83. All communications, including emails, with Carl concerning Nelva's estate. 

84. All appraisals of personal or real property owned by Elmer or the Family Trust at Elmer's 
death. 

85. All appraisals of personal or real property owned by Nelva or the Family Trust at Nelva's 
death. 

86. The trust notebook maintained by Elmer and Nelva. 

87. All letters of instruction from either Elmer or Nelva since formation of the Family Trust. 

88. All photographs of property owned by Elmer, Nelva, Qr the Family Trust since formation of 
the Family Trust. 

89. All documents you or Amy have removed from Nelva's home or safe deposit box since 
Elmer's death. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to the Family Trust produce the following: 

1. All documents transferring assets to the Family Trust. 

2. All documents reflecting assets purchased by the Family Trust. 

3. All documents reflecting transfers of assets at any time from the Family Trust. 
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.. 4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

All invoices, statements, or other support documents for expenses incurred by the Family 
Trust since Aprill, 2009. 

All documents reflecting disbursements from the Family Trust since Aprill, 2009. 

All documents reflecting funds received by the Family Trust since Aprill, 2009. 

All documents providing support for the right of the Family Trust to receive funds since 
April1, 2009. 

All documents establishing relationships of any type resulting in obligations owed by the 
Family Trust since April 1, 2009. 

All documents establishing accounts of any type in the name of the Family Trust. 

All bank account statements in the name of the Family Trust or into which funds of the 
Family Trust was deposited since Aprill, 2009. 

All signature cards and beneficiary designation forms, whether original or amended, for bank 
accounts described in number 10 above. 

All cancelled checks, debits, or other documents reflecting withdrawals from accounts 
described in number 10 above. 

All deposits or other documents reflecting credits to accounts described in number 10 above. 

All brokerage account statements in the name of the Family Trust or which held stock, 
mutual funds, cash, or any other assets of the Family Trust since April1, 2009. 

All signature cards or authorization forms and beneficiary designation forms, whether 
original or amended, for the accounts described in number 14 above. 

All documents reflecting deposits or credits into accounts described in number 14 above. 

All documents reflecting withdrawals from or debits to the accounts described in number 14 
above. 

All documents reflecting stock transactions in the accounts described in number 14 above. 

All income tax returns for the Family Trust. 

All income tax returns for Elmer and/or Nelva which reported income or expenses of the 
Family Trust. 

All tax work papers for the tax returns described in numbers 19 and 20 above. 

All appraisals of real or personal property owned at any time by the Family Trust. 
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23. All inventories, accountings, or other.documents listing real or personal property owned by 
the ·Family Trust. . 

24. All support documents for the items described in number 23 above. 

25. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other fmancial summaries 
relating to the Family Trust 

26. All support documents for the items described in number 25 above. 

27. All documents reflecting analysis or calculation of changes to Family Trust's assets as a 
result of Elmer's death. 

28. All documents reflecting analysis or calculation of changes to Family Trust's assets as a 
result ofNelva's death. 

29. All documents reflecting analysis or calculation concerning amounts transferred from the 
Family Trust to other trusts. 

30. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to the Family Trust. 

31. The original Family Trust instrument 

32. All restatements of the Family Trust. 

33. All amendments to the Family Trust. 

34. All drafts of amendments to the Family Trust which were prepared but never signed. 

35. All appointments of trustees for the Family Trust. 

36. All resignations oftrustees of the Family Trust. 

37. All acceptances by trustees of the Family Trust. 

38. All disclosures, notices, or accountings of the Family Trust provided to any of the Brunsting 
Descendants. 

39. All consents, receipts, or acknowledgments concerning the Family Trust signed by any ofthe 
Brunsting Descendants. 

40. All Affidavits of Authority to Act signed by any trustee of the Family Trust. 

41. All affidavits of succession signed by any successor trustee of the Family Trust 

42. All affidavits described in numbers 40 and 41 above which were recorded in the real property 
records of any county. 
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43. All f~e agreements relating to the preparation of and ~y other work done with regard to the 
family Trus~. 

44. · All time records for legal services, special co-trustee work, or trust protector work provided 
in connection with the Fan:i.ily Trust. 

45. All invoices for attorney's fees, special co-trustee work, trust protector work, or expenses 
billed in connection with the Family Trust. · 

46. All documents prepared by any accountant relating to the Family Trust. 

4 7. All expert reports relating to the Family Trust. 

48. All invoices from accountants, appraisers, valuation experts, or any other expert for work 
relating to the Family Trust. 

49. All invoices from investigators concerning work done for or about the Family Trust. 

50. All investigator's reports concerning work done for or about the Family Trust. 

51. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or calculations done in connection with the 
formation of the Family Trust. 

52. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, calculations, or other documents listing Family 
Trust assets done in connection with Elmer's death. 

53. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, calculations, or other documents listing Family 
Trust assets done in connection with Nelva's death. 

54. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or calculations done in connection with any other 
events resulting in changes in the Family Trust's structure. 

55. All support documents for the items described in numbers 51, 52, 53, and 54 above. 

56. All documents evidencing or describing any trustee compensation, trust protector 
compensation, or reimbursement paid by the Family Trust. 

57. All documents providing support for any trustee compensation or reimbursement paid by the 
Family Trust, including time records for time spent in the administration of the Family Trust 
and proof of expenses incurred. 

58. All requests for distributions from the Family Trust. 

59. All analysis of and responses to requests for distributions from the Family Trust. 

60. All written financial reports to beneficiaries required by XII (Section E) of the Family Trust. 

61. All waivers by beneficiaries of the requirements ofthe reports described in number 60 above. 
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62. All written notices to beneficiaries of the merger of any trusts as discussed in XII (Section 
L) of the Fanuly Trust. 

63. All Memoranda of Distribution or other instructions signed by Elmer or Nelva pursuant to 
the terms of XX1V (Section A) of the· Family Trust. · · 

64. All appointments, designations, acceptances, or removals of trust protectors for the Family 
·Trust. 

65. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation paid to any trust protectors. 

66. All documents reflecting actions taken by any trust protectors and any advance notice of 
those actions which were provided to the Brunsting Descendants. 

67. All documents setting forth the qualifications of all trust protectors. 

68. All documents creating liens against property owned by the Family Trust. 

69. All documents reflecting the agreement of the trustees of the Family Trust to take action. 

70. All letters of instruction from Elmer or Nelva since formation of the Family Trust. 

71. All withdrawals from the Family Trust exercised by either Elmer or Nelva. 

72. All other books and records of the Family Trust. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to the LIT produce the following: 

1. All documents transferring assets to the LIT. 

2. All documents reflecting assets owned by the LIT. 

3. All documents reflecting transfers of assets from the LIT. 

4. All invoices, statements, or other support documents for expenses incurred by the LIT. 

5. All documents reflecting disbursements for expenses from the LIT. 

6. All documents reflecting funds received by the LIT. 

7. All documents establishing the right of the LIT to receive insurance proceeds or otherwise 
providing support for any insurance proceeds received by the LIT. 

8. All documents establishing accounts of any type in the name of the LIT since April1, 2009. 

9. All bank account statements in the name of the LIT or into which funds of the LIT were 
deposited since April 1, 2009. 
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10. All cancelled checks, debits, _.or other documents refle.cting withdrawals from accounts 
described in number 9 above. 

11. All deposits or other documents reflecting credits to accounts described in number 9 above. 

12. All income tax returns for the LIT. 

13. All gift tax retUrns filed by Elmer and/or Nelva because of the existence of the LIT. 

14. All tax work papers for the tax returns described in numbers 12 and 13 above. 

15. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to the LIT. 

16. The original LIT instrument. 

17. All disclosures, notices, or accountings provided to any of the Brunsting Descendants of the 
LIT. 

18. All consents, receipts, or acknowledgments signed by any ofthe Brunsting Descendants of 
the LIT. 

19. All fee agreements relating to preparation of and any other work done with regard to the LIT. 

20. All time records for legal services provided in connection with the LIT. 

21. All invoices for attorney's fees and expenses billed in connection with the LIT. 

22. All documents prepared by any accountant relating to the LIT. 

23. All invoices from accountants relating to the LIT. 

24. All documents evidencing any trustee compensation paid by the LIT. 

25. All documents supporting any trustee compensation paid by the LIT. 

26. All other books and records of the LIT. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to the 6/15/10 QBD produce the following: 

1. All documents requesting or relating to preparation of the 6/15/10 QBD. 

2. All writings signed by Nelva as described in LA. of the 6/15/10 QBD. 

3. All documents evidencing the advance of funds resulting in the writings described in number 
2 above. 

4. All correspondence relating to the 6/15/10 QBD or any advances the 6/15/10 QBD addresses. 
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5. All drafts of amendments to the 6/15/10 QBD which were never· signed: 

6. All notices to any beneficiaries of the Fainily Trust that the 6/15/iO QBD had been signed. 

7. All notices to any beneficiaries of advances established by the terms of the 6/15/10 QBD. 

8. All records reflecting gifts, loans, or other transfers of funds resulting_ in advances. 

9. All actions taken to determine Nelva's capacity on 6/15/10. 

10. All actions taken to determine whether Nelva was unduly influenced in connection with the 
6/15/10 QBD. 

11. All documents describing the events which triggered the 6/15/1~ QBD. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to the 8/25/10 QBD produce the following: 

1. All documents reflecting transfers of assets from the Family Trust based upon the terms of 
the 8/25/10 QBD. 

2. All documents reflecting assets transferred to any trust established by the terms of the 
8/25/10 QBD. 

3. All supporting calculations for the transfers described in numbers 1 and 2 above. 

4. All invoices, statements, or other support documents for expenses incurred by any trust 
established by the terms of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

5. All documents reflecting disbursements made by the Family Trust based upon the terms of 
the 8/25/10 QBD. 

6. All documents reflecting funds received by any other entity based upon the terms of the 
8/25/10 QBD. 

7. All signature cards, whether original or amended, for any bank account for any trust 
established by the terms of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

8. All bank statements for the accounts described in number 7 above. 

9. All cancelled checks, debits, or other documents reflecting withdrawals from any bank 
accounts described in number 7 above. 

10. All deposits or other documents reflecting credits to any bank accounts described in number 
7 above. 

11. All brokerage account statements for any trust established because of the terms of the 
8/25/10 QBD. 
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12. ·All signature cards or authorization fonits, whether .original or amended, for the accounts 
.described in number I 1 abpve. · 

13. All documents reflecting deposits or transfers into accounts described in number 11 above. · 

14. All documents reflecting stock transactions in the accounts described in number 11 above. 

15. All accounting work done relating to the execution of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

16. All accounting work done relating to the 8/25/10 QBD as a result ofNelva's death. 

17. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or other asset listings done in connection with the 
formation of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

18. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or other asset listings done in connection with the 
8/25/10 QBD as a result ofNelva's death. 

19. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other financial summaries 
prepared based upon the terms of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

20. All support documents for the items described in numbers 17, 18, and 19 above. 

21. All documents reflecting analysis or calculation of changes based upon the terms of the 
8/25/10 QBD assets as a result ofNelva's death. 

22. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

23. The original 8/25/10 QBD instrument. 

24. All restatements ofthe 8/25/10 QBD. 

25. All drafts of the 8/25/10 QBD or any amendments thereto which were prepared but never 
signed. 

26. All appointments of trustees for the 8/25/10 QBD. 

27. All resignations of trustee for the 8/25/10 QBD. 

28. All acceptances by trustees for the 8/25/10 QBD. 

29. All notices, disclosures, or accountings provided to any of the Brunsting Descendants 
concerning the 8/25/10 QBD. 

30. All consents, receipts, or acknowledgments signed by any of the Brunsting Descendants 
concerning the 8/25/10 QBD. 

31. All Affidavits of Authority to Act signed by any trustee ofthe 8/25/10 QBD. 
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32. All affidavits of suc~essiOJ?- signed by any successor trustee of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

33. All affidavits described in numbers 31 and 3~ above which were recorded in the real property 
records of any county. 

34. All fee agreements relating to the preparation of and any other work done with regard to the 
8/25/10 _QBD. 

35. All time records for legal services, trustee services, special co-trustee services, or trust 
protector services provided in connection with the 8/25110 QBD. 

36. All invoices for attorney's fees, trustee fees, special co-trustee fees, trust protector fees, and 
expenses billed in connection with the 8/25/10 QBD. 

37. All documents prepared by any accountant relating to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

38. All expert reports relating to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

39. All invoices from accountants, appraisers, valuation experts, or any other expert for work 
relating to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

40. All invoices from investigators concerning work done for or about the 8/25/10 QBD. 

41. All investigator's reports concerning work done for or about the 8/25/10 QBD. 

42. All documents evidencing or describing any trustee compensation or reimbursement paid by 
any trusts formed according to the terms of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

43. All documents supporting any the payments described in number 42 above. 

44. All requests for distributions from trusts created by the terms of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

45. All analysis of and responses to requests for distributions from the 8/25/10 QBD. 

46. All appointments, designations, acceptances, or resignations of special co-trustees for any 
trusts created according to the terms of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

47. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any special co
trustees. 

48. All documents reflecting actions taken by any special co-trustees. 

49. All appointments, designations, acceptances, or resignations of trust protectors for any trusts 
created according to the terms of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

50. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any trust 
protectors. 
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51. All documents reflecting actions taken by any i:!Ust protectors far any trust created according 
. to the terms of the S/25/10 QBD. · 

52. All notices, including, but not liniited to, those required by paragraph C.l on page 17 of the 
QBD provided to the Brunsting Descendants of any actions taken.by any special co-trustee 
or any trust protector of any trusts created according to the terms of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

53. All documents reflecting the qualifications of any special co-trustee or trust protector for any 
trust created according to the terms of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

54. All documents creating liens against any property owned by any trust created by the 8/25/10 
QBD. 

55. All actions taken to determine Nelva's capacity on 8/25/10. 

56. All actions taken to determine whether Nelva was unduly influenced in connection with the 
8/25/10 QBD. 

57. All letters of instruction from N elva as contemplated by paragraph con page 9 of the 8/25/10 
QBD. 

58. All withdrawals from trust property exercised by Nelva. 

59. All documents describing the events which triggered the 8/25/10 QBD. 

60. All other books and records relating to the 8/25110 QBD. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard the Survivor's Trust produce the following: 

1. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets to the Survivor's Trust. 

2. All documents reflecting assets owned at any time by the Survivor's Trust. 

3. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets at any time from the Survivor's Trust. 

4. All invoices, statements, or other support documents for expenses incurred by the Survivor's 
Trust. 

5. All documents reflecting disbursements from the Survivor's Trust. 

6. All documents reflecting funds received by the Survivor's Trust. 

7. All bank account statements in the name of the Survivor's Trust or into which funds of the 
Survivor's Trust were deposited. 

8. All cancelled checks, debits, or other documents reflecting withdrawals from accounts 
described in number 7 above. 
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9.. All. deposits or other documents retlecting credits to accounts. described in number 7 above. 

10. All brokerage account statements in the name of the Survivor's Trust. or which held assets 
ofthe Survivor's Trust. 

11. All documents reflecting deposits or credits into accounts described in number 10 above. 

12. All docl.unents reflecting debits to the accounts described in number 10 above. 

13. All documents reflecting stock transactions in the accounts described in number 10 above. 

14. All income tax returns for the Survivor's Trust. 

15. All income tax returns for Nelva which reported income or expenses of the Survivor's Trust. 

16. All tax work papers for the tax returns described in numbers 14 and 15 above. 

17. All appraisals of real or personal property owned by the Survivor's Trust. 

18. All inventories, accountings, or other documents listing real or personal property owned by 
the Survivor's Trust. 

19. All support documents for the items described in number 18 above. 

20. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other fmancial summaries 
relating to the Survivor's Trust. 

21. All support documents for the items described in number 20 above. 

22. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to the Survivor's 
Trust. 

23. All notices, disclosures, or accountings provided to any of the Brunsting Descendants 
concerning the Survivor's Trust. 

24. All other books and records of the Survivor's Trust. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to the Survivor's Share One and Survivor's 
Share Two produce the following: 

1. All inventories, characterizations, accountings, or other documents listing property owned 
by the Survivor's Share One. 

2. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other financial summaries 
relating to the Survivor's Share One. 

3. All support documents for the items described in numbers 1 and 2 above. 
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4. All inventories, characterizations, accountings, or other documents lis~g used to determine 
··no pr~perty·would be plaeed in Survivor's Share Two. 

5. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, generalle_dgers, or other fmancial summaries 
relating to the Survivor's Share Two. · 

6. All support documents for the items described in number 4 and 5 above. 

7. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or other documents listings done in connection 
with the formation of the Survivor's Share One. 

8. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or other documents listings done in connection 
with the formation of the Survivor's Share Two. 

9. All support documents for the items described in numbers 7 and 8 above. 

10. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to the Survivor's 
Share One. 

11. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to the Survivor's 
Share Two. 

12. All disclosures, notices, or accountings provided to any of the Brunsting Descendants 
relating to Survivor's Share One. 

13. All disclosures, notices, or accountings provided to any of the Brunsting Descendants 
relating to Survivor's Share Two. 

14. All other books and records of the Survivor's Share One. 

15. All other books and records of the Survivor's Share Two. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to the Decedent's Trust produce the following: 

1. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets to the Decedent's Trust. 

2. All documents reflecting assets owned at any time by the Decedent's Trust. 

3. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets at any time from the Decedent's Trust. 

4. All invoices, statements, or other support documents for expenses incurred by the Decedent's 
Trust. 

5. All documents reflecting disbursements from the Decedent's Trust. 

6. All documents reflecting funds received by the Decedent's Trust. 
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7. All bank account statements in the name of the Decedent's Trust or into which funds of.the 
Decedent's Trust were deposited. 

8. All cancelled checks, debits, or other documents reflecting withdrawals from accounts 
described in number 7 above. . 

9. All deposits or other documents reflecting credits to accounts described in number 7 above. 

10. All brokerage account statements in the name of the Decedent's Trust or which held assets 
ofthe Decedent's Trust. 

11. All documents reflecting deposits or credits into accounts described in number 10 above. 

12. All documents reflecting debits to the accounts described in number 10 above. 

13. All documents reflecting stock transactions in the accounts described in number 10 above. 

14. All income tax returns for the Decedent's Trust. 

15. All income tax returns for Nelva which reported income or expenses of the Decedent's Trust. 

16. All tax work papers for the tax returns described in numbers 14 and 15 above. 

17. All appraisals of real or personal property owned by the Decedent's Trust. 

18. All inventories, accountings, or other documents listing property owned by the Decedent's 
Trust. 

19. All support documents for the items described in number 18 above. 

20. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other fmancial summaries 
relating to the Decedent's Trust. 

21. All support documents for the items described in number 20 above. 

22. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to the Decedent's 
Trust. 

23. All disclosures, notices, or accountings provided to any of the Brunsting Descendants 
concerning the Decedent's Trust. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to Candace's Trust produce the following: 

1. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets to Candace's Trust. 

2. All documents reflecting assets owned at any time by Candace's Trust. 
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3. All documents reflecting a transfer.ofassets from Candace's,Trust, 

4. All invoices, statementS, or other support documents for expenses incurred by Candace's 
Trust. 

5. - All documents reflecting disbursements frorri Candace's Trust. 

6. All documents reflecting funds received by Candace's Trust. 

7. All signature cards or other authorization documents, whether original or amended, and any 
other documents establishing accounts of any type for Candace's Trust. 

8. All bank account statements in the name of Candace's Trust or into which funds of 
Candace's Trust were deposited. 

9. All cancelled checks, debits, or other documents reflecting withdrawals from accounts 
described in number 8 above. 

10. All deposits or other documents reflecting credits to accounts described in number 8 above. 

11. All brokerage account statements in the name of Candace's Trust or into which assets of 
Candace's Trust were deposited. 

12. All documents reflecting deposits or credits into accounts described in number 11 above. 

13. All documents reflecting debits to the accounts described in number 11 above. 

14. All documents reflecting stock transactions in the accounts described in number 11 above. 

15. All appraisals of real or personal property owned by Candace's Trust. 

16. All inventories, accountings, or other documents listing property owned by Candace's Trust. 

1 7. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other financial summaries 
relating to Candace's Trust. 

18. All documents reflecting analysis or calculation of changes to Candace's Trust's assets as 
a result ofNelva's death. 

19. All support documents for the items described in numbers 16, 17, and 18 above. 

20. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to Candace's Trust. 

21. All notices, disclosures, or accounting provided to the beneficiary of Candace's Trust. 

22. All requests for distributions from Candace's Trust. 

23. All analysis of and responses to requests for distributions from Candace's Trust. 
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24. All docUments reflecting any action taken by any trustee of Candace's Trust since Nelva'·s 
death. · 

25. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or other asset listings done in connection with the 
foirnati.on of Candace's Trust. · · 

26. All documents reflecting trustee compensati~n or reimbursem~nt paid by Candace's Trust. 

27. All documents supporting the payments described in numbers 25 and 26 above. 

28. All time records for legal services, trustee services, special co-trustee services, and trust 
protector services provided in connection with Candace's Trust. 

29. All invoices for attorney's fees, trustee services, special co-trustee services, trust protector 
services, and expenses billed in connection with Candace's Trust. 

30. All documents prepared by any accountant relating to Candace's Trust. 

31. All expert reports relating to Candace's Trust. 

32. All invoices from accountants, appraisers, valuation experts, or any other expert for work 
relating to Candace's Trust. 

33. All invoices from investigators concerning work done for or about Candace's Trust. 

34. All investigator's reports concerning work done for or about Candace's Trust. 

35. All appointments, designations, acceptances, and resignations of special co-trustees for 
Candace's Trust. 

36. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any special co
trustees. 

3 7. All documents reflecting actions taken by any special co-trustees. 

38. All appointments, designations, acceptances, and resignations of any trust protectors for 
Candace's Trust. 

39. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any trust 
protectors for Candace's Trust. 

40. All documents reflecting actions taken by trust protectors for Candace's Trust. 

41. All documents reflecting notice of any actions taken by any special co-trustee or trust 
protector to Candace. 

42. All documents creating liens against any property owned by Candace's Trust. 
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43. All documents reflecting the agreement of the trustees of Candace's Trustt~ take action. 

44. All documents relating to any request for or scheduling of the private meeting or telephone 
conference with Candace contemplated by paragraph Con page 6 of the 10/25/lOQBD. 

45. All other books and records of Candace's Trust. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to Carole's Trust produce the following: 

1. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets to Carole's Trust. 

2. All documents reflecting assets owned at any time by Carole's Trust. 

3. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets from Carole's Trust. 

4. All invoices, statements, or other support documents for expenses incurred by Carole's Trust. 

5. All documents reflecting disbursements from Carole's Trust. 

6. All documents reflecting funds received by Carole's Trust. 

7. All signature cards or other authorization documents, whether original or amended, and other 
documents establishing accounts of any type for Carole's Trust. 

8. All bank account statements in the name of Carole's Trust or into which funds of Carole's 
Trust were deposited. 

9. All cancelled checks, debits, or other documents reflecting withdrawals from accounts 
described in number 8 above. 

10. All deposits or other documents reflecting credits to accounts described in number 8 above. 

11. All brokerage account statements in the name of Carole's Trust or into which assets of 
Carole's Trust were deposited. 

12. All documents reflecting deposits or credits into accounts described in number 11 above. 

13. All documents reflecting debits to the accounts described in number 11 above. 

14. All documents reflecting stock transactions in the accounts described in number 11 above. 

15. All appraisals of real or personal property owned by Carole's Trust. 

16. All inventories, accountings, or other documents listing property owned by Carole's Trust. 

17. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other fmancial summaries 
relating to Carole's Trust. 
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18. All documents reflecting analysis or calculation of changes to Carole's Trust's as~ets as a 
· ·result ofNelva's death. 

19. All support documents for the items described in numbers 16, l7, and 18 above. 

20. All correspondence or other coinmumcations, includmg emails, relating to Carole's Trust. 

21. All notices, disclosures, or accounting provided to the beneficiary of Carole's Trust. 

22. All requests for distributions from Carole's Trust. 

23. All analysis of and responses to requests for distributions from Carole's Trust. 

24. All documents reflecting any action taken by any trustee of Carole's Trust since Nelva's 
death. 

25. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or other asset listings done in connection with the 
formation of Carole's Trust. 

26. All documents reflecting trustee compensation or reimbursement paid by Carole's Trust. 

27. All documents supporting the payments described in numbers 25 and 26 above. 

28. All time records for legal services, trustee services, special co-trustee services, and trust 
protector services provided in connection with Carole's Trust. 

29. All invoices for attorney's fees, trustee services, special co-trustee services, and trust 
protector services, and expenses billed in connection with Carole's Trust. 

30. All documents prepared by any accountant relating to Carole's Trust. 

31. All expert reports relating to Carole's Trust. 

32. All invoices from accountants, appraisers, valuation experts, or any other expert for work 
relating to Carole's Trust. 

33. All invoices from investigators concerning work done for or about Carole's Trust. 

34. All investigator's reports concerning work done for or about Carole's Trust. 

35. All appointments, designations, acceptances, and resignations of special co-trustees for 
Carole's Trust. 

36. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any special co
trustees. 

37. All documents reflecting actions taken by any special co-trustees. 
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38. All appointments, designations, acceptances, and resignations of any trust protectQrs for 
Carole's Trust. 

39. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbUrsement to any trust 
protectors for Carole's Trust. 

40. All documents reflecting actions taken by trust prote~tors for Carole's Trust. 

41. All documents reflecting notice of any actions taken by any special co-trustee or trust 
protector to Carole. 

42. All documents creating liens against any property owned by Carole's Trust. 

43. All disclaimers signed by Carole. 

44. All powers of appointment or qualified beneficiary designations signed by Carole. 

45. All other books and records of Carole's Trust. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to Carl's Trust produce the following: 

1. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets to Carl's Trust. 

2. All documents reflecting assets owned at any time by Carl's Trust. 

3. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets from Carl's Trust. 

4. All invoices, statements, or other support documents for expenses incurred by Carl's Trust. 

5. All documents reflecting disbursements from Carl's Trust. 

6. All documents reflecting funds received by Carl's Trust. 

7. All signature cards or other authorization documents, whether original or amended, and other 
documents establishing accounts of any type for Carl's Trust. 

8. All bank account statements in the name of Carl's Trust or into which funds of Carl's Trust 
were deposited. 

9. All cancelled checks, debits, or other documents reflecting withdrawals from accounts 
described in number 8 above. 

10. All deposits or other documents reflecting credits to accounts described in number 8 above. 

11. All brokerage account statements in the name of Carl's Trust or into which assets of Carl's 
Trust were deposited. 
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12. All .documents reflecting deposits or credits into accounts .described in number 11 above. 

13. All documents reflecting debits to the accowits described in number 11 above. 

14. All documents reflecting stock tr~actions in the accoun~s described in number 11 above. 

15. All appraisals of real or personal property owned by Carl's Trust. 

16. All inventories, accountings, or other documents listing property owned by Carl's Trust. 

17. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other fmancial summaries 
relating to Carl's Trust. 

18. All documents reflecting analysis or calculation of changes to Carl's Trust's assets as a result 
ofNelva's death. 

19. All support documents for the items described in numbers 16, 17, and 18 above. 

20. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to Carl's Trust. 

21. All notices, disclosures, or accounting provided to the beneficiary of Carl's Trust. 

22. All requests for distributions from Carl's Trust. 

23. All analysis of and responses to requests for distributions from Carl's Trust. 

24. All documents reflecting any action taken by any trustee of Carl's Trust since N elva's death. 

25. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or other asset listings done in connection with the 
formation of Carl's Trust. 

26. All documents reflecting trustee compensation or reimbursement paid by Carl's Trust. 

27. All documents supporting the payments described in numbers 25 and 26 above. 

28. All time records for legal services, trustee services, special co-trustee services, and trust 
protector services provided in connection with Carl's Trust. 

29. All invoices for attorney's fees, trustee services, special co-trustee services, and trust 
protector services, and expenses billed in connection with Carl's Trust. 

30. All documents prepared by any accountant relating to Carl's Trust. 

31. All expert reports relating to Carl's Trust. 

32. All invoices from accountants, appraisers, valuation experts, or any other expert for work 
relating to Carl's Trust. 
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33 ... All invoices from investigators concerning work done for or !!bout Carl's Trust. 

34. All investigator's reports concerning work done for or about Carl's Trust.· 

35. · All appointments, de-signations, acceptances, and resignations of special co-trustees for 
Carl's Trust. 

36. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any special co
trustees. 

37. All documents reflecting actions taken by any special co-trustees. 

38. All appointments, designations, acceptances, and resignations of any trust protectors for 
Carl's Trust. 

39. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any trust 
protectors for Carl's Trust. 

40. All documents reflecting actions taken by trust protectors for Carl's Trust. 

41. All documents reflecting notice of any actions taken by any special co-trustee or trust 
protector to Carl. 

42. All documents creating liens against any property owned by Carl's Trust. 

43. All documents reflecting the agreement of the trustees of Carl's Trust to take action. 

44. All documents relating to any request for or scheduling of the private meeting or telephone 
conference with Carl contemplated by paragraph Con page 6 of the 10/25/lOQBD. 

45. All other books and records of Carl's Trust. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to Amy's Trust produce the following: 

1. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets to Amy's Trust. 

2. All documents reflecting assets owned at any time by Amy's Trust. 

3. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets from Amy's Trust. 

4. All invoices, statements, or other support documents for expenses incurred by Amy's Trust. 

5. All documents reflecting disbursements from Amy's Trust. 

6. All documents reflecting funds received by Amy's Trust. 
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7 .. · . All signature cards or other authorization documents, whether original or amended, and other 
documents establishing accounts of any type for Amy's Trust. 

· 8. All bank account statements in the name of Amy's Trust or into which funds of Amy's Trust 
were deposited. . 

9. All cancelled checks, debits, or other documents reflecting withdrawals from accounts 
described in number 8 above. 

10. All deposits or other documents reflecting credits to accounts described in number 8 above. 

11. All brokerage account statements in the name of Amy's Trust or into which assets of Amy's 
Trust were deposited. 

12. All documents reflecting deposits or credits into accounts described in number 11 above. 

13. All documents reflecting debits to the accounts described in number 11 above. 

14. All documents reflecting stock transactions in the accounts described in number 11 above. 

15. All appraisals of real or personal property owned by Amy's Trust. 

16. All inventories, accountings, or other documents listing property owned by Amy's Trust. 

17. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other fmancial summaries 
relating to Amy's Trust. 

18. All documents reflecting analysis or calculation of changes to Amy's Trust's assets as a 
result ofNelva's death. 

19. All support documents for the items described in numbers 16, 17, and 18 above. 

20. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to Amy's Trust. 

21. All notices, disclosures, or accounting provided to the beneficiary of Amy's Trust. 

22. All requests for distributions from Amy's Trust. 

23. All analysis of and responses to requests for distributions from Amy's Trust. 

24. All documents reflecting any action taken by any trustee of Amy's Trust since N elva's death. 

25. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or other asset listings done in connection with the 
formation of Amy's Trust. 

26. All documents reflecting trustee compensation or reimbursement paid by Amy's Trust. 

27. All documents supporting the payments described in numbers 25 and 26 above. 
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28. All time records. for legal services~ trustee services, special co-trustee services, and trust 
protector services provided· in connection with Amy's Trust. ' 

29. All inv·oices for attorney's fees, trustee services, special co-trustee services, and trust 
protector services, and expenses.billed in connection with Amy's Tnist. 

30. All documents prepared by any accountant relating to Amy's Trust. 

31. All expert reports relating to Amy's Trust. 

32. All invoices from accountants, appraisers, valuation experts, or any other expert for work 
relating to Amy's Trust. 

33. All invoices from investigators concerning work done for or about Amy's Trust. 

34. All investigator's reports concerning work done for or about Amy's Trust. 

35. All appointments, designations, acceptances, and resignations for Amy's Trust. 

36. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any special co
trustees. 

3 7. All documents reflecting actions taken by any special co-trustees. 

38. All appointments, designations, acceptances, and resignations of any trust protectors for 
Amy's Trust. 

39. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any trust 
protectors for Amy's Trust. 

40. All documents reflecting actions taken by trust protectors for Amy's Trust. 

41. All documents reflecting notice of any actions taken by any special co-trustee or trust 
protector to Amy's Trust. 

42. All documents creating liens against any property owned by Amy's Trust. 

43. All disclaimers signed by Amy. 

44. All powers of appointment or qualified beneficiary designations signed by Amy. 

45. All other books and records of Amy's Trust. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to Anita's Trust produce the following: 

1. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets to Anita's Trust. 
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2. . All documents refle.cting assets owned at any time by Anita's Trust. 

3. All doctiments reflecting a transfer of assets from Anita's Trust. 

4. All invoices, statements, or other support doc~ents for ex.penses incurred by Anita's Tnist. 

5. All documents reflecting disbursements from Anita's Trust. 

6. All documents reflecting funds received by Anita's Trust. 

7. All signature cards or other authorization documents, whether original or amended, and other 
documents establishing accounts of any type for Anita's Trust. 

8. All bank account statements in the name of Anita's Trust or into which funds of Anita's 
Trust were deposited. 

9. All cancelled checks, debits, or other documents reflecting withdrawals from accounts 
described in number 8 above. 

10. All deposits or other documents reflecting credits to accounts described in number 8 above. 

11. All brokerage account statements in the name of Anita's Trust or into which assets of Anita's 
Trust were deposited. 

12. All documents reflecting deposits or credits into accounts described in number 11 above. 

13. All documents reflecting debits to the accounts described in number 11 above. 

14. All documents reflecting stock transactions in the accounts described in number 11 above. 

15.. All appraisals of real or personal property owned by Anita's Trust. 

16. All inventories, accountings, or other documents listing property owned by Anita's Trust. 

17. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other fmancial summaries 
relating to Anita's Trust. 

18. All documents reflecting analysis or calculation of changes to Anita's Trust's assets as a 
result ofNelva's death. 

19. All support documents for the items described in numbers 16, 17, and 18 above. 

20. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to Anita's Trust. 

21. All notices, disclosures, or accounting provided to the beneficiary of Anita's Trust. 

22. All requests for distributions from Anita's Trust. 
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23. All analysis of and responses to requests for distributions from Anita's Trust. 

24. All documents reflecting any action taken by any trustee of Anita's Trust since Nelva's 
death. 

25. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or other asset listings don~ in connection with the 
formation of Anita's Trust. 

26. All documents reflecting trustee con;tpensation or reimbursement paid by Anita's Trust. 

27. All documents supporting the payments described in numbers 25 and 26 above. 

28. All time records for legal services, trustee services, special co-trustee services, and trust 
protector services provided in connection with Anita's Trust. 

29. All invoices for attorney's fees, trustee services, special co-trustee services, and trust 
protector services, and expenses billed in connection with Anita's Trust. 

30. All documents prepared by any accountant relating to Anita's Trust. 

31. All expert reports relating to Anita's Trust. 

32. All invoices from accountants, appraisers, valuation experts, or any other expert for work 
relating to Anita's Trust. 

33. All invoices from investigators concerning work done for or about Anita's Trust. 

34. All investigator's reports concerning work done for or about Anita's Trust. 

35. All appointments, designations, acceptances, and resignations of special co-trustees for 
Anita's Trust. 

36. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any special co
trustees. 

37. All documents reflecting actions taken by any special co-trustees. 

38. All appointments, designations, acceptances, and resignations of any trust protectors for 
Anita's Trust. 

39. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any trust 
protectors for Anita's Trust. 

40. All documents reflecting actions taken by trust protectors for Anita's Trust. 

41. All documents reflecting notice of any actions taken by any special co-trustee or trust 
protector to Anita. 
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42: All documentS creating liens against any property ow_ned by Anita's. Trust 

43. All disclaimers signed by you. 

44. All powers of appointment or qualified beneficiary designationS signed by you. 

45. All other books and records of Anita's Trust. 
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Documents to be Produced by Amy Ruth Brunsting 

For purposes of this document request, the following definitions apply: 

"(i/15/1 () QBD" means the Qualified Beneficiary Designation &nd Exercise of Testamentary 
Powers of Appointnient Under Living Trust Agreement signed by Nelva as founder, 
beneficiary, and trustee on June 15, 2010. 

"8/25/10 QBD" means the Qualified Beneficiary Designation and Exercise ofTestamentary 
Powers of Appointment Under Living Trust Agreement signed by Nelva as founder, 
beneficiary, and trustee on August 25, 2010. 

"10/25/10 Conference Call" means the conference call arranged for and conducted by 
Candace Freed on or about October 25, 2010 which concerned Brunsting Issues, but in which 
neither Nelva nor Carl participated. 

"Amy'' means Amy Ruth Brunsting and "Amy's Trust" means the trust created byNelva's 
death on November 11, 2011 pursuant to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

"Anita" means Anita Kay Brunsting and "Anita's Trust" means the trust created by Nelva's 
death on November 11, 2011 pursuant to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

"Brunsting Descendants" means Candace, Carole, Carl, Amy, Anita, and the children and 
grandchildren, if any, of Candace, Carole, Carl, Amy, and Anita. 

"Brunsting Issues" means medical, legal, and fmancial issues relating to Elmer, Nelva, or the 
Brunsting Descendants since formation of the Family Trust. This definition is intended to 
include estate planning issues concerning Elmer and Nelva, including any trusts Elmer and 
Nelva established, but is not limited to such issues. Any issue involving any medical, legal, 
or fmancial matters relating to any member of the Brunsting family falls within this 
definition. Also included within this definition are any gifts or loans received by any 
Brunsting Descendant from Elmer, Nelva, or the Family Trust since formation of the Family 
Trust. Birthday and Christmas gifts which do not result in annual gifts exceeding the annual 
gift exclusion are not included, but amounts, including, among other things, those related to 
education, divorce, adoption, satisfaction of mortgages, home improvements, purchase of 
vehicles, and medical expenses are included. 

"Candace" means Candace Louise Curtis and "Candace's Trust" means the trust created by 
Nelva's death on November 11, 2011 pursuant to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

"Carl" means Carl Henry Brunsting and "Carl's Trust" means the trust created by Nelva's 
death on November 11, 2011 pursuant to the. 8/25/10 QBD. 

"Carole" means Carole Ann Brunsting and "Carole's Trust" means the trust created by 
Nelva's death on November 11, 2011 pursuant to the 8/25/10 QBD. 
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"Decedent's Trust'' means the Elmer H. Brunsting Decedent's Trust created on Elmer's death 
on Aprill, 2009 pursuant to Article Vll(B)(2) of the Family Trust. 

"Elmer" means Elmer H. Brunsting. 

"Family Trust" means the Brunsting Family Living Trust signed by Elmer and Nelva as both 
founders and trustees on October 10, 1996 and restated on January 12,2005, including any 
amendments made to that trust. 

"LIT" means the life insurance trust known as the Brunsting Family Irrevocable Trust signed 
by Elmer and Nelva as founders and Anita as trustee on February 12, 1997. 

''Nelva" means Nelva E. Brunsting. 

"Survivor's Share One" means the portion of the Survivor's Trust defined by Article 
Vlll(A)(l) of the Family Trust. 

"Survivor's Share Two" means the portion of the Survivor's Trust defmed in Article 
Vlll(A)(2) of the Family Trust. 

"Survivor's Trust" means the Survivor's Trust created on Elmer's death on Aprill, 2009 
pursuant to Article Vll(B)(1) of the Family Trust. 

Documents requested: 

1. All calendars reflecting appointments or phone conversations with Elmer, Nelva, or any of 
the Brunsting Descendants about Brunsting Issues. 

2. All calendars reflecting meetings or telephone conferences with any attorney, accountant, 
appraiser, physician, expert providing opinions of any kind, or any other third parties 
concerning Brunsting Issues. 

3. All estate planning documents prepared for Elmer, Nelva, or any of the Brunsting 
Descendants, including drafts which were never signed. This request is intended to 
specifically include Wills, if any, signed by Nelva after January 12, 2005. 

4. All powers of attorney for any purpose prepared for either Elmer or Nelva, including drafts 
which were never signed, as well as any revocations of such powers of attorney. 

5. All memoranda, notes, or other documents memorializing tasks, conversations, or meetings 
concerning any Brunsting Issues. 

6. All correspondence or communications, including emails, to or from Elmer or Nelva or any 
of the Brunsting Descendants concerning Brunsting Issues. 

7. All correspondence or communications, including emails, to or from any other third parties 
concerning Brunsting Issues. 
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8. All audio or video recordings of meetings, ~onversations, telephone messages, or other 
·communications with ·Elmer, Nelva, or any of the Brunsting Descendants concerning 
~runsting Issues. 

9. All audio or video recordings ofNelva's execution of any documents. 

10. All audio or video recordings of evaluations ofNelva's capacity. 

11. All other audio or video recordings of any Brunsting family member. 

12. All transcriptions of the recordings described in numbers 8, 9, 10, and 11 above. 

13. All investigations made of any Brunsting family member, including any surveillance logs or 
reports. 

14. All documents reflecting requests made since April 1, 2009 for evaluations of Nelva's 
capacity. 

15. All reports done or evaluations made since April1, 2009 ofNelva's capacity. 

16. All documents reflecting the reason for and arrangements made concerning the 10/25110 
Conference Call. 

17. All memos or notes concerning the 10/25/10 Conference Call. 

18. All documents reflecting notification to Carl, Carl's wife, or Carl's daughter of the 10/25/10 
Conference Call. 

19. All documents reflecting notification to Nelva of the 10/25/10 Conference Call. 

20. All audio recordings ofthe 10/25/10 Conference Call. 

21. All transcriptions of the recording described in number 20 above. 

22. All documents reflecting any transfers of property owned by Elmer, Nelva, the Family Trust, 
the Survivor's Trust, or the Decedent's Trust. 

23. All documents reflecting actions taken and transfers made through the use of any power of 
attorney given by either Elmer and/or Nelva. 

24. All documents reflecting any notices, disclosures, or explanations provided to any of the 
Brunsting Descendants about Brunsting Issues. 

25. All documents reflecting explanations provided to Nelva concerning Brunsting Issues. 

26. All documents reflecting requests for changes in Elmer or Nelva's estate planning. 

27. All documents reflecting opposition to proposed changes in Nelva's estate planning. 
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28. All accountings, whether in draft or final form, for any trusts resultin_g from Elmer or 
Nelva's estate planning. · 

29. All documents reflecting funding of or transfers to. any trusts resulting from Elmer or N elva's 
estate planning. 

30. All documents reflecting the value, description, characterization, and disposition of assets 
for any property owned by Elmer or Nelva before creation of the Family Trust. 

31. All documents reflecting the value, description, characterization, and disposition of assets 
in the Family Trust at the time of Elmer's death. 

32. All documents reflecting the value, description, characterization, and disposition of assets 
in the Family Trust, the Survivor's Trust and the Decedent's Trust at the time ofNelva's 
death. 

33. All documents reflecting Elmer or Nelva's desire to treat any of their children differently or 
unequally in their estate planning. 

34. All documents reflecting Elmer or Nelva's desire to treat any of their grandchildren 
differently or unequally in their estate planning. 

35. All documents reflecting the current description and value of every asset in every trust 
resulting from Elmer and Nelva's estate planning. 

36. All documents reflecting the involvement of any of the Brunsting Descendants in Elmer and 
Nelva's estate planning. 

3 7. All documents reflecting knowledge of any of the Brunsting Descendants concerning Elmer 
and Nelva's estate planning. 

38. All complaints made or statements given to any agency, including, but not limited to, CPS 
or APS, about any Brunsting family member. 

39. All reports from any agency relating to the complaints or statements described in number 38 
above. 

40. All communications, including emails, between Brunsting family members concerning 
Brunsting Issues. 

41. All gift tax returns filed by Elmer and/or Nelva since the formation of the Family Trust. 

42·. All income tax returns filed by Elmer and/or Nelva since the formation of the Family Trust. 

43. All estate tax returns, or unfiled drafts of estate tax returns, for Elmer or Nelva. 

44. All work papers for the returns described in numbers 41, 42, and 43 above. 
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45.. All documents reflecting the parties involved in the administration of any of the trusts 
created by Elmer ·and Nelva. 

46. All documents reflecting control exercised over the .assets of Elmer, Nelva, an~ the trusts 
they created. 

4 7. All lists or other documents maintained by Elmer and/or N elva prior to their deaths reflecting 
funds or other assets provided to any of the Brunsting Descendants. 

48. All documents reflecting the manner in which the transfers described in number 4 7 above 
were to be characterized and/or treated, as well as any return or repayments of those amounts. 

49. All documents reflecting actions taken to confirm Nelva's capacity to make estate planning 
decisions or execute documents. 

50. All documents reflecting the steps taken to deliver documents relating to legal, financial, or 
asset issues to Nelva. 

51. All documents concerning Brunsting Issues received from Nelva's attorney. 

52. All documents tending to establish that Nelva was not being unduly influenced in her 
decisions after Elmer's death. 

53. All documents reflecting any efforts made to confirm that Nelva's wishes with regard to her 
estate planning were the ones being implemented. 

54. All fee agreements you have, individually or as trustee, concerning Brunsting Issues, 
including all documents addressing any joint representation issues, 

55. All documents relating to the preparation of and purpose for the net worth statement for 
Elmer and Nelva dated February 17, 2005 showing a net worth of$2,244,893.26, including 
documents supporting the information contained in the statement. 

56. All documents relating to the ownership and transfer or other disposition of the 3522.42 
·shares ofExxon Mobil stock listed on the February 17, 2005 net worth statement for Elmer 
and Nelva Brunsting, including, but not limited to, stock certificates and stock powers, 
summaries of account holdings and account transactions from Exxon Mobile or its transfer 
agent. 

57. All documents provided to Elmer, Nelva, or any of the Brunsting Descendants explaining any 
fiduciary obligations resulting from Elmer and Nelva's estate planning or any power of 
attorney Elmer or Nelva may have signed. 

58. All documents reflecting compliance with fiduciary obligations arising from Elmer and 
Nelva's estate planning or any power of attorney Elmer or Nelva may have signed. 

59. All documents reflecting investigations made to determine what assets, if any, were owned 
by Elmer and/or Nelva's probate estate or whether either of their wills should be probated. 
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60. All documents reflecting actions taken to remove assets from Elmer's probate estate or to 
recharacterize assets as Family Trust assets after his death. 

61. All documents reflecting actions taken to remove assets from Nelva's probate estate orto 
t:echaracterize assets as Family Trust assets after her death .. 

62. All expert opinions or reports of any kind prepared in connection with Brunsting Issues. 

63. All billings from third parties you paid concerning Brunsting Issues relating to Nelva or any 
Brunsting Descendant other than yourself. 

64. All documents reflecting any steps taken to investigate or implement possible guardianship 
proceedings against any Brunsting family member. 

65. All bank statements, brokerage statements, or other financial institution statements for 
accounts in the name of Elmer or Nelva since formation ofthe Family Trust. 

66. All signature cards, whether original or amended, for bank accounts described in number 65 
above. 

67. All documents relating to calculation, and support for the calculation of any trustee 
compensation paid from any trust established by Elmer or Nelva. 

68. All statements taken from witnesses concerning Brunsting Issues. 

69. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other fmancial summaries 
relating to Elmer or Nelva. 

70. All support documents for the items described in number 69 above. 

71. All requests from any trustee of the Family Trust to receive and review any information 
regarding N elva's physical or mental health and all consents to release and disclosure of such 
information. 

72. All "Authorizations for Release of Protected Health Information" signed by Nelva or any 
trustee of the Family Trust. 

73. Any disclaimers signed by Nelva or any Brunsting Descendant. 

74. All records involving access to safety deposit boxes rented by Elmer and Nelva. 

75. All inventories of property kept in or removed from the safety deposit boxes described in 
number 74 above. 

76. The list circulated by Nelva to Brunsting Descendants after Elmer's death concerning 
personal property to be selected by the Descendants. 
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. 77. All documents reflecting the disposition of all personal property owned by Elmer Nelva, or
the Family Trust. 

78. All records reflecting storage units rented by or containing property owned by Elmer, Nelva, 
or Pte ~amily Trust. · 

79. All inventories of property located in or removed from the storage units described in number 
78 above. 

80. All time records and other documentation concerning the identity, as well as the dates and 
time worked, of all caregivers helpingNelva since January 1, 2010. 

81. All documents relating to any IRA, 401K, or other retirements or pension accounts owned 
by Elmer, Nelva, or the Family Trust, including, but not limited to, statements and 
beneficiary designation forms. 

82. All information concerning savings bonds purchased and/or owned by Elmer, Nelva, or the 
Family Trust, including, but not limited to, documents reflecting the purchase and the 
liquidation of such bonds. 

83. All communications, including emails, with Carl concerning Nelva's estate. 

84. All appraisals of personal or real property owned by Elmer or the Family Trust at Elmer's 
death. 

85. All appraisals of personal or real property owned by Nelva or the Family Trust at Nelva's 
death. 

86. The trust notebook maintained by Elmer and Nelva. 

87. All letters of instruction from either Elmer or Nelva since formation of the Family Trust. 

88. All photographs of property owned by Elmer, Nelva, or the Family Trust since formation of 
the Family Trust. 

89. All documents you or Anita have removed from Nelva's home or safe deposit box since 
Elmer's death. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to the Family Trust produce the following: 

1. All documents transferring assets to the Family Trust. 

2. All documents reflecting assets purchased by the Family Trust. 

3. All documents reflecting transfers of assets at any time from the Family Trust. 
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4. All invoices, statements, or other support documents for expenses incurred by the Family 
Trust since April.l, 2009. 

5. All documents reflecting disbursementS from the Family Trust since Aprill, 2009. 

6. · All documents reflecting funds received by the Family Trust since April1, 2009. 

7. All documents providing support for the right of the Family Trust to receive funds since 
April1, 2009. 

8. All documents establishing relationships of any type resulting in obligations owed by the 
Family Trust since April1, 2009. 

9. All documents establishing accounts of any type in the name of the Family Trust. 

10. All bank account statements in the name of the Family Trust or into which funds of the 
Family Trust was deposited since April1, 2009. 

11. All signature cards and beneficiary designation forms, whether original or amended, for bank 
accounts described in number 10 above. 

12. All cancelled checks, debits, or other documents reflecting withdrawals from accounts 
described in number 10 above. 

13. All deposits or other documents reflecting credits to accounts described in number 10 above. 

14. All brokerage account statements in the name of the Family Trust ~;>r which held stock, 
mutual funds, cash, or any other assets of the Family Trust since Aprill, 2009. 

15. All signature cards or authorization forms and beneficiary designation forms, whether 
original or amended, for the accounts described in number 14 above. 

16. All documents reflecting deposits or credits into accounts described in number 14 above. 

17. All documents reflecting withdrawals from or debits to the accounts described in number 14 
above. 

18. All documents reflecting stock transactions in the accounts described in number 14 above. 

19. All income tax returns for the Family Trust. 

20. All income tax returns for Elmer and/or Nelva which reported income or expenses of the 
Family Trust. 

21. All tax work papers for the tax returns described in numbers 19 and 20 above. 

22. All appraisals of real or personal property owned at any time by the Family Trust. 
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23. All inventories, accountings, or other documents listing real or personal property owned py 
the Family Trust. 

24. All support documents for the items described in number 23 above. 

. . 

25. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other fmancial summaries 
relating to the Family Trust. 

26. All support documents for the items described in number 25 above. 

27. All documents reflecting analysis or calculation of changes to Family Trust's assets as a 
result of Elmer's death. 

28. All documents reflecting analysis or calculation of changes to Family Trust's assets as a 
result ofNelva's death. 

29. All documents reflecting analysis or calculation concerning amounts transferred from the 
Family Trust to other trusts. 

30. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to the Family Trust. 

31. The original Family Trust instrument. 

32. All restatements of the Family Trust. 

33. All amendments to the Family Trust. 

34. All drafts of amendments to the Family Trust which were prepared but never signed. 

35. All appointments of trustees for the Family Trust. 

36. All resignations of trustees of the Family Trust. 

3 7. All acceptances by trustees of the Family Trust. 

38. All disclosures, notices, or accountings of the Family Trust provided to any of the Brunsting 
Descendants. 

39. All consents, receipts, or acknowledgments concerning the Family Trust signed by any ofthe 
Brunsting Descendants. 

40. All Affidavits of Authority to Act signed by any trustee of the Family Trust. 

41. All affidavits of succession signed by any successor trustee of the Family Trust. 

42. All affidavits described in numbers 40 and 41 above which were recorded in the real property 
records of any county. 
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43. All fee agreements relating to the preparation of and any other work done with regard to the 
Family Trust." . 

44. All time records for legal services, special co-trustee work, or trust protector workprovided 
in connection with the Family.Trust. 

45. All invoices for attorney's fees, special co-trustee work, trust protector work, or expenses 
billed in connection with the Family Trust. 

46. All documents prepared by any accountant relating to the Family Trust. 

47. All expert reports relating to the Family Trust. 

48. All invoices from accountants, appraisers, valuation experts, or any other expert for work 
relating to the Family Trust. 

49. All invoices from investigators concerning work done for or about the Family Trust. 

50. All investigator's reports concerning work done for or about the Family Trust. 

51. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or calculations done in connection with the 
formation of the Family Trust. 

52. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, calculations, or other documents listing Family 
Trust assets done in connection with Elmer's death. 

53. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, calculations, or other documents listing Family 
Trust assets done in connection with Nelva's death. 

54. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or calculations done in connection with any other 
events resulting in changes in the Family Trust's structure. 

55. All support documents for the items described in numbers 51, 52, 53, and 54 above. 

56. All documents evidencing or describing any trustee compensation, trust protector 
compensation, or reimbursement paid by the Family Trust. 

57. All documents providing support for any trustee compensation or reimbursement paid by the 
Family Trust, including time records for time spent in the administration of the Family Trust 
and proof of expenses incurred. 

58. All requests for distributions from the Family Trust. 

59. All analysis of and responses to requests for distributions from the Family Trust. 

60. All written financial reports to beneficiaries required by Xll (Section E) of the Family Trust. 

61. All waivers by beneficiaries ofthe requirements of the reports described in number 60 above. 
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62. All written ·notices to beneficiaries of the merger of any trusts as discussed in Xll (Section 
L) of the Family Trust. 

63. All Memoranda of Distribution or other instructions signed by Elmer or Nelva purst,tant to 
the term~ of XXIV (~ection A) of the Family Trost. · 

64. All appointments, designations, acceptances, or removals of trust protectors for the Family 
Trust. 

65. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation paid to any trust protectors. 

66. All documents reflecting actions taken by any trust protectors and any advance notice of 
those actions which were provided to the Brunsting Descendants. 

67. All documents setting forth the qualifications of all trust protectors. 

68. All documents creating liens against property owned by the Family Trust. 

69. All documents reflecting the agreement of the trustees of the Family Trust to take action. 

70. All letters of instruction from Elmer or Nelva since formation of the Family Trust. 

71. All withdrawals from the Family Trust exercised by either Elmer or Nelva. 

72. All other books and records of the Family Trust. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to the LIT produce the following: 

1. All documents transferring assets to the LIT. 

2. All documents reflecting assets owned by the LIT. 

3. All documents reflecting transfers of assets from the LIT. 

4. All invoices, statements, or other support documents for expenses incurred by the LIT. 

5. All documents reflecting disbursements for expenses from the LIT. 

6. All documents reflecting funds received by the LIT. 

7. All documents establishing the right of the LIT to receive insurance proceeds or otherwise 
providing support for any insurance proceeds received by the LIT. 

8. All documents establishing accounts of any type in the name ofthe LIT since April!, 2009. 

9. All bank account statements in the name of the LIT or into which funds of the LIT were 
deposited since April 1, 2009. 
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10. All cancelled checks, debits, or other documents reflecting withdrawals from accounts 
· d~scribed in number 9 above. 

11. All deposits or other documents reflecting credits to accounts described in number 9 above. 

12. All income tax returns for the LIT. 

13. All gift tax returns filed by Elmer and/or Nelva because of the existence of the LIT. 

14. All tax work papers for the tax returns described in numbers 12 and 13 above. 

15. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to the LIT. 

16. The original UT instrument. 

17. All disclosures, notices, or accountings provided to any of the Brunsting Descendants of the 
LIT. 

18. All consents, receipts, or acknowledgments signed by any ofthe Brunsting Descendants of 
the LIT. 

19. All fee agreements relating to preparation of and any other work done with regard to the LIT. 

20. All time records for legal services provided in connection with the LIT. 

21. All invoices for attorney's fees and expenses billed in connection with the UT. 

22. All documents prepared by any accountant relating to the LIT. 

23. All invoices from accountants relating to the UT. 

24. All documents evidencing any trustee compensation paid by the UT. 

25. All documents supporting any trustee compensation paid by the LIT. 

26. All other books and records of the UT. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to the 6/15/10 QBD produce the following: 

1. All documents requesting or relating to preparation of the 6/15/10 QBD. 

2. All writings signed by Nelva as described in I.A. of the 6/15/10 QBD. 

3. All documents evidencing the advance of funds resulting in the writings described in number 
2 above. 

4. All correspondence relating to the 6/1 5110 QBD or any advances the 6/15/10 QBD addresses. 
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5. All drafts of amendments to the 6/15/10 QBD which were never signed. 

. . 

6. All" notices to any beneficiaries of the Family Trust that the 6/15/10 QBD had been signed. 

7. All notices to any beneficiaries of advances established by the terms of the 6/15/10 QBD. 

8. All records reflecting gifts, loans, or other transfers of funds resulting in advances. 

9. All actions taken to determine Nelva's capacity on 6/15/10. 

10. All actions taken to determine whether Nelva was unduly influenced in connection with the 
6/15/10 QBD. 

11. All documents describing the events which triggered the 6/15/10 QBD. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to the 8/25/10 QBD produce the following: 

1. All documents reflecting transfers of assets from the Family Trust based upon the terms of 
the 8/25/10 QBD. 

2. All documents reflecting assets transferred to any trust established by the terms of the 
8/25/10 QBD. 

3. All supporting calculations for the transfers described in numbers 1 and 2 above. 

4. All invoices, statements, or other support documents for expenses incurred by any trust 
established by the terms of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

5. All documents reflecting disbursements made by the Family Trust based upon the terms of 
the 8/25/10 QBD. 

6. All documents reflecting funds received by any other entity based upon the terms of the 
8/25/10 QBD. 

7. All signature cards, whether original or amended, for any bank account for any trust 
established by the terms of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

8. All bank statements for the accounts described in number 7 above. 

9. All cancelled checks, debits, or other documents reflecting withdrawals from any bank 
accounts described in number 7 above. 

10. All deposits or other documents reflecting credits to any bank accounts described in number 
7 above. 

11. All brokerage account statements for any trust established because of the terms of the 
8/25/10 QBD. 
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12. J\11 signature cards or authorization forms, whether ·original or amended, for the accounts 
described in number 11 above. 

13. All documents-reflecting deposits or transfers into accounts described in number 11 above. 

. . 

14. All documents reflecting stock transactions in the accounts described in number 11 above. 

15. All accounting work done relating to the execution of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

16. All accounting work done relating to the 8/25/10 QBD as a result ofNelva's death. 

17. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or other asset listings done in connection with the 
formation of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

18. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or other asset listings done in connection with the 
8/25/10 QBD as a result ofNelva's death. 

19. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other fmancial summaries 
prepared based upon the terms of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

20. All support documents for the items described in numbers 17, 18, and 19 above. 

21. All documents reflecting analysis or calculation of changes based upon the terms of the 
8/25/10 QBD assets as a result ofNelva's death. 

22. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

23. The original 8/25/10 QBD instrument. 

24. All restatements ofthe 8/25/10 QBD. 

25. All drafts of the 8/25/10 QBD or any amendments thereto which were prepared but never 
signed. 

26. All appointments of trustees for the 8/25/10 QBD. 

27. All resignations oftrustee for the 8/25/10 QBD. 

28. All acceptances by trustees for the 8/25/10 QBD. 

29. All notices, disclosures, or accountings provided to any of the Brunsting Descendants 
concerning the 8/25/10 QBD. 

30. All consents, receipts, or acknowledgments signed by any of the Brunsting Descendants 
concerning the 8/25/10 QBD. 

31. All Mfidavits of Authority to Act signed by any trustee of the 8/25/10 QBD. 
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32. All affidavits of succession signed by any successor trustee· of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

33. All affidavits described in numbers 31 and 32.above which were recorded in the real property 
records of any county. 

. . 
34. All fee agreements relati..i:J.g to the preparation of and any other work done with regard to the 

8/25/10 QBD. 

35. All time records for legal services, trustee services, special co-trustee services, or trust 
protector services provided in connection with the 8/25/10 QBD. 

36. All invoices for attorney's fees, trustee fees, special co-trustee fees, trust protector fees, and 
expenses billed in connection with the 8/25/10 QBD. 

37. All documents prepared by any accountant relating to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

38. All expert reports relating to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

39. All invoices from accountants, appraisers, valuation experts, or any other expert for work 
relating to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

40. All invoices from investigators concerning work done for or about the 8/25/10 QBD. 

41. All investigator's reports concerning work done for or about the 8/25/10 QBD. 

42. All documents evidencing or describing any trustee compensation or reimbursement paid by 
any trusts formed according to the terms of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

43. All documents supporting any the payments described in number 42 above. 

44. All requests for distributions from trusts created by the terms of the 8/25110 QBD. 

45. All analysis of and responses to requests for distributions from the 8/25/10 QBD. 

46. All appointments, designations, acceptances, or resignations of special co-trustees for any 
trusts created according to the terms of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

4 7. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any special co
trustees. 

48. All documents reflecting actions taken by any special co-trustees. 

49. All appointments, designations, acceptances, or resignations of trust protectors for any trusts 
created according to the terms of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

50. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any trust 
protectors. 
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51. · All documents reflecting actions taken by any trust protectors for any trust .created according 
to the.te.rms of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

52. All notices, including, but not limited to, those required by paragraph C.l on page 17 of the 
QBD provided to the Brunsting Descendants of any actions taken by any special co-trustee 
or any trust protector of any trusts created according to the terms of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

53. All documents reflecting the qualifications of any special co-trustee or trust protector for any 
trust created according to the terms of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

54. All documents creating liens against any property owned by any trust created by the 8/25/10 
QBD. 

55. All actions taken to determine Nelva's capacity on 8/25/10. 

56. All actions taken to determine whether Nelva was unduly influenced in connection with the 
8/25/10 QBD. 

57. All letters of instruction from Nelva as contemplated by paragraph con page 9 of the 8/25/10 
QBD. 

58. All withdrawals from trust property exercised by Nelva. 

59. All documents describing the events which triggered the 8/25/10 QBD. 

60. All other books and records relating to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard the Survivor's Trust produce the following: 

1. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets to the Survivor's Trust. 

2. All documents reflecting assets owned at any time by the Survivor's Trust. 

3. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets at any time from the Survivor's Trust. 

4. All invoices, statements, or other support documents for expenses incurred by the Survivor's 
Trust. 

5. All documents reflecting disbursements from the Survivor's Trust. 

6. All documents reflecting funds received by the Survivor's Trust. 

7. All bank account statements in the name of the Survivor's Trust or into which funds of the 
Survivor's Trust were deposited. 

8. All cancelled checks, debits, or other documents reflecting withdrawals from accounts 
described in number 7 above. 
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9. All deposits or other documents reflecting credits to accounts described ~ number 7 above. 

10. All brokerage account statements in the name of the "Survivor's Trust or which held assets 
ofthe Survivor's Trust. 

11. All documents reflecting deposits or credits into accounts described in number 10 above. 

12. All documents reflecting debits to the accounts described in number 10 above. 

13. All documents reflecting stock transactions in the accounts described in number 10 above. 

14. All income tax returns for the Survivor's Trust. 

15. All income tax returns for Nelva which reported income or expenses of the Survivor's Trust. 

16. All tax work papers for the tax returns described in numbers 14 and 15 above. 

17. All appraisals of real or personal property owned by the Survivor's Trust. 

18. All inventories, accountings, or other documents listing real or personal property owned by 
the Survivor's Trust. 

19. All support documents for the items described in number 18 above. 

20. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other financial summaries 
relating to the Survivor's Trust. 

21. All support documents for the items described in number 20 above. 

22. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to the Survivor's 
Trust. 

23. All notices, disclosures, or accountings provided to any of the Brunsting Descendants 
concerning the Survivor's Trust. 

24. All other books and records of the Survivor's Trust. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to the Survivor's Share One and Survivor's 
Share Two produce the following: 

1. All inventories, characterizations, accountings, or other documents listing property owned 
by the Survivor's Share One. 

2. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other financial summaries 
relating to the Survivor's Share One. 

3. All support documents for the items described in numbers 1 and 2 above. 
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4. All inventories, characterizatio~s, accountings, or other documents lis~ing used to determine_ 
no property would be placeq in Survivor~s Share Two. 

5. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other fmancial summaries 
r~lating to the S~vor's Share Two. 

6. All support documents for the items described in number 4 and 5 above. 

7. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or other documents listings done in connection 
with the formation of the Survivor's Share One. 

8. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or other documents listings done in connection 
with the formation of the Survivor's Share Two. 

9. All support documents for the items described in numbers 7 and 8 above. 

10. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to the Survivor's 
Share One. 

11. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to the Survivor's 
Share Two. 

12. All disclosures, notices, or accountings provided to any of the Brunsting Descendants 
relating to Survivor's Share One. 

13. All disclosures, notices, or accountings provided to any of the Brunsting Descendants 
relating to Survivor's Share Two. 

14. All other books and records of the Survivor's Share One. 

15. All other books and records of the Survivor's Share Two. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to the Decedent's Trust produce the following: 

1. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets to the Decedent's Trust. 

2. All documents reflecting assets owned at any time by the Decedent's Trust. 

3. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets at any time from the Decedent's Trust. 

4. All invoices, statements, or other support documents for expenses incurred by the Decedent's 
Trust. 

5. All documents reflecting disbursements from the Decedent's Trust. 

6. All documents reflecting funds received by the Decedent's Trust. 
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7. All bank account statements in the name of the Decedent's Trust or into which funds of the 
Decedent's Trust were deposited. . 

8. All cancelled checks, debits, or other documents reflecting withdrawals from accounts 
described in number 7 above. 

9. All deposits or other documents reflecting credits to accounts described in number 7 above. 

10. All brokerage account statements in the name of the Decedent's Trust or which held assets 
of the Decedent's Trust. 

11. All documents reflecting deposits or credits into accounts described in number 10 above. 

12. All documents reflecting debits to the accounts described in number 10 above. 

13. All documents reflecting stock transactions in the accounts described in number 10 above. 

14. All income tax returns for the Decedent's Trust. 

15. All income tax returns for N elva which reported income or expenses of the Decedent's Trust. 

16. All tax work papers for the tax returns described in numbers 14 and 15 above. 

17. All appraisals of real or personal property owned by the Decedent's Trust. 

18. All inventories, accountings, or other documents listing property owned by the Decedent's 
Trust. 

19. All support documents for the items described in number 18 above. 

20. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other fmancial summaries 
relating to the Decedent's Trust. 

21. All support documents for the items described in number 20 above. 

22. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to the Decedent's 
Trust. 

23. All disclosures, notices, or accountings provided to any of the Brunsting Descendants 
concerning the Decedent's Trust. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to Candace's Trust produce the following: 

1. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets to Candace's Trust. 

2. All documents reflecting assets owned at any time by Candace's Trust. 
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3. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets from Candace'~ Trust. 

4. All invoices, statements, or other support documents for expenses incurred by Candace's 
Trust. 

5. All documents reflecting disbursements from Candace's Trust. 

6. All documents reflecting funds received by Candace's Trust. 

7. All signature cards or other authorization documents, whether original or amended, and any 
other documents establishing accounts of any type for Candace's Trust. 

8. All bank account statements in the name of Candace's Trust or into which funds of 
Candace's Trust were deposited. 

9. All cancelled checks, debits, or other documents reflecting withdrawals from accounts 
described in number 8 above. 

I 0. All deposits or other documents reflecting credits to accounts described in number 8 above. 

II. All brokerage account statements in the name of Candace's Trust or into which assets of 
Candace's Trust were deposited. 

12. All documents reflecting deposits or credits into accounts described in number 11 above. 

13. All documents reflecting debits to the accounts described in number 11 above. 

14. All documents reflecting stock transactions in the accounts described in number 11 above. 

15. All appraisals of real or personal property owned by Candace's Trust. 

16. All inventories, accountings, or other documents listing property owned by Candace's Trust. 

17. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other financial summaries 
relating to Candace's Trust. 

18. All documents reflecting analysis or calculation of changes to Candace's Trust's assets as 
a result ofNelva's death. 

19. All support documents for the items described in numbers 16, 17, and 18 above. 

20. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to Candace's Trust. 

21. All notices, disclosures, or accounting provided to the beneficiary of Candace's Trust. 

22. All requests for distributions from Candace's Trust. 

23. All analysis of and responses to requests for distributions from Candace's Trust. 
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24. All documents reflecting any action taken by any trustee· of Candace's Trust since Nelva's 
death: 

25. All inventories, accountings, evaluati.ons, or other asset listings done in connection with the 
formation of Candace's Trust. 

26. All documents reflecting trustee compensation or reimbursement paid by Candace's Trust. 

27. All documents supporting the payments described in numbers 25 and 26 above. 

28. All time records for legal services, trustee services, special co-trustee services, and trust 
protector services provided in connection with Candace's Trust. 

29. All invoices for attorney's fees, trustee services, special co-trustee services, trust protector 
services, and expenses billed in connection with Candace's Trust. 

30. All documents prepared by any accountant relating to Candace's Trust. 

31. All expert reports relating to Candace's Trust. 

32. All invoices from accountants, appraisers, valuation experts, or any other expert for work 
relating to Candace's Trust. 

33. All invoices from investigators concerning work done for or about Candace's Trust. 

34. All investigator's reports concerning work done for or about Candace's Trust. 

35. All appointments, designations, acceptances, and resignations of special co-trustees for 
Candace's Trust. 

36. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any special co
trustees. 

3 7. All documents reflecting actions taken by any special co-trustees. 

38. All appointments, designations, acceptances, and resignations of any trust protectors for 
Candace's Trust. 

39. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any trust 
protectors for Candace's Trust. 

40. All documents reflecting actions taken by trust protectors for Candace's Trust. 

41. All documents reflecting notice of any actions taken by any special co-trustee or trust 
protector to Candace. 

42. All documents creating liens against any property owned by Candace's Trust. 
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43. All documents reflecting the agreement ~fthe trustees.ofCandace's Trust to take action. 

44. All documents relating to any request for or scheduling of the private meeting or telephone 
conference with Candace contemplated by paragraph Con page 6 of the 10/25/10QBD. 

45. All other books and records of Candace's Trust. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to Carole's Trust produce the following: 

1. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets to Carole's Trust. 

2. All documents reflecting assets owned at any time by Carole's Trust. 

3. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets from Carole's Trust. 

4. All invoices, statements, or other support documents for expenses incurred by Carole's Trust. 

5. All documents reflecting disbursements from Carole's Trust. 

6. All documents reflecting funds received by Carole's Trust. 

7. All signature cards or other authorization documents, whether original or amended, and other 
documents establishing accounts of any type for Carole's Trust. 

8. All bank account statements in the name of Carole's Trust or into which funds of Carole's 
Trust were deposited. 

9. All cancelled checks, debits, or other documents reflecting withdrawals from accounts 
described in number 8 above. 

10. All deposits or other documents reflecting credits to accounts described in number 8 above. 

11. All brokerage account statements in the name of Carole's Trust or into which assets of 
Carole's Trust were deposited. 

12. All documents reflecting deposits or credits into accounts described in number 11 above. 

13. All documents reflecting debits to the accounts described in number 11 above. 

14. All documents reflecting stock transactions in the accounts described in number 11 above. 

15. All appraisals of real or personal property owned by Carole's Trust. 

16. All inventories, accountings, or other documents listing property owned by Carole's Trust. 

17. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other fmancial summaries 
relating to Carole's Trust. 
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~ 8. All documents reflecting analysis or calculation of changes to Carole's Trust's assets as a 
result ofNelva's death. 

19. All support documents for the items described in numbers 16, 17, and 18 above. 

20. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to Carole's Trust. 

21. All notices, disclosures, or accounting provided to the beneficiary of Carole's Trust. 

22. All requests for distributions from Carole's Trust. 

23. All analysis of and responses to requests for distributions from Carole's Trust. 

24. All documents reflecting any action taken by any trustee of Carole's Trust since Nelva's 
death. 

25. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or other asset listings done in connection with the 
formation of Carole's Trust. 

26. All documents reflecting trustee compensation or reimbursement paid by Carole's Trust. 

27. All documents supporting the payments described in numbers 25 and 26 above. 

28. All time records for legal services, trustee services, special co-trustee services, and trust 
protector services provided in connection with Carole's Trust. 

29. All invoices for attorney's fees, trustee services, special co-trustee services, and trust 
protector services, and expenses billed in connection with Carole's Trust. 

30. All documents prepared by any accountant relating to Carole's Trust. 

31. All expert reports relating to Carole's Trust. 

32. All invoices from accountants, appraisers, valuation experts, or any other expert for work 
relating to Carole's Trust. 

33. All invoices from investigators concerning work done for or about Carole's Trust. 

34. All investigator's reports concerning work done for or about Carole's Trust. 

35. All appointments, designations, acceptances, and resignations of special co-trustees for 
Carole's Trust. 

36. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any special co
trustees. 

37. All documents reflecting actions taken by any special co-trustees. 
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38. All appointments,. designations, acceptances, and resignations of any trust protectors for 
Carole's Trust. 

39. All documents reflecting. and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any trust 
protectors for Carole's Trust. 

40. All documents reflecting actions taken by trust protectors for Carole's Trust. 

41. All documents reflecting notice of any actions taken by any special co-trustee or trust 
protector to Carole. 

42. All documents creating liens against any property owned by Carole's Trust. 

43. All disclaimers signed by Carole. 

44. All powers of appointment or qualified beneficiary designations signed by Carole. 

45. All other books and records of Carole's Trust. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to Carl's Trust produce the following: 

1. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets to Carl's Trust. 

2. All documents reflecting assets owned at any time by Carl's Trust. 

3. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets from Carl's Trust. 

4. All invoices, statements, or other support documents for expenses incurred by Carl's Trust. 

5. All documents reflecting disbursements from Carl's Trust. 

6. All documents reflecting funds received by Carl's Trust. 

7. All signature cards or other authorization documents, whether original or amended, and other 
documents establishing accounts of any type for Carl's Trust. 

8. All bank account statements in the name of Carl's Trust or into which funds of Carl's Trust 
were deposited. 

9. All cancelled checks, debits, or other documents reflecting withdrawals from accounts 
described in number 8 above. 

10. All deposits or other documents reflecting credits to accounts described in number 8 above. 

11. All brokerage account statements in the name of Carl's Trust or into which assets of Carl's 
Trust were deposited. 
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12. All documents reflecting deposits. or credits into accounts described in number 11 above. 

13. All documents reflecting debits to the accounts described in number 11 above. · 

14. All documents reflecting stock transactions in the accounts described in number 11 above. 

15. All appraisals of real or personal property owned by Carl's Trust. 

16. All inventories, accountings, or other documents listing property owned by Carl's Trust. 

17. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other financial summaries 
relating to Carl's Trust. 

18. All documents reflecting analysis or calculation of changes to Carl's Trust's assets as a result 
ofNelva's death. 

19. All support documents for the items described in numbers 16, 17, and 18 above. 

20. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to Carl's Trust. 

21. All notices, disclosures, or accounting provided to the beneficiary of Carl's Trust. 

22. All requests for distributions from Carl's Trust. 

23. All analysis of and responses to requests for distributions from Carl's Trust. 

24. All documents reflecting any action taken by any trustee of Carl's Trust since N elva's death. 

25. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or other asset listings done in connection with the 
formation of Carl's Trust. 

26. All documents reflecting trustee compensation or reimbursement paid by Carl's Trust. 

27. All documents supporting the payments described in numbers 25 and 26 above. 

28. All time records for legal services, trustee services, special co-trustee services, and trust 
protector services provided in connection with Carl's Trust. 

29. All invoices for attorney's fees, trustee services, special co-trustee services, and trust 
protector services, and expenses billed in connection with Carl's Trust. 

30. All documents prepared by any accountant relating to Carl's Trust. 

31. All expert reports relating to Carl's Trust. 

32. All invoices from accountants, appraisers, valuation experts, or any other expert for work 
relating to Carl's Trust. 
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33. All invoi~es from investigators concerning work done for or about Carl's Trust. 

·34. All investigator's reports concerning work done for or about Carl's Trust. 
. . 

35. ·All appointments, designations, acceptances, and resignations of special co-trustees for 
Carl's Trust. 

36. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any special co
trustees. 

3 7. All documents reflecting actions taken by any special co-trustees. 

38. All appointments, designations, acceptances, and resignations of any trust protectors for 
Carl's Trust. 

39. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any trust 
protectors for Carl's Trust. 

40. All documents reflecting actions taken by trust protectors for Carl's Trust. 

41. All documents reflecting notice of any actions taken by any special co-trustee or trust 
protector to Carl. 

42. All documents creating liens against any property owned by Carl's Trust. 

43. All documents reflecting the agreement of the trustees of Carl's Trust to take action. 

44. All documents relating to any request for or scheduling of the private meeting or telephone 
conference with Carl contemplated by paragraph Con page 6 of the 10/25/lOQBD. 

45. All other books and records of Carl's Trust. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to Amy's Trust produce the following: 

1. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets to Amy's Trust. 

2. All documents reflecting assets owned at any time by Amy's Trust. 

3. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets from Amy's Trust. 

4. All invoices, statements, or other support documents for expenses incurred by Amy's Trust. 

5. All documents reflecting disbursements from Amy's Trust. 

6. All documents reflecting funds received by Amy's Trust. 
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7. All sigtiature cards o~ other authorization documents, whether original or amended, ~d other 
documents _establishing accounts of aiiy type for Amy's Trust 

8. All bank account statements in the name of Amy's Trust or into which funds of Amy's Trust 
were deposited. 

9. All cancelled checks, debits, or other documents reflecting withdrawals from accounts 
described in number 8 above. 

10. All deposits or other documents reflecting credits to accounts described in number 8 above. 

11. All brokerage account statements in the name of Amy's Trust or into which assets of Amy's 
Trust were deposited. 

12. All documents reflecting deposits or credits into accounts described in number 11 above. 

13. All documents reflecting debits to the accounts described in number 11 above. 

14. All documents reflecting stock transactions in the accounts described in number 11 above. 

15. All appraisals of real or personal property owned by Amy's Trust. 

16. All inventories, accountings, or other documents listing property owned by Amy's Trust. 

17. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other financial summaries 
relating to Amy's Trust. 

18. All documents reflecting analysis or calculation of changes to Amy's Trust's assets as a 
result ofNelva's death. 

19. All support documents for the items described in numbers 16, 17, and 18 above. 

20. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to Amy's Trust. 

21. All notices, disclosures, or accounting provided to the beneficiary of Amy's Trust. 

22. All requests for distributions from Amy's Trust. 

23. All analysis of and responses to requests for distributions from Amy's Trust. 

24. All documents reflecting any action taken by any trustee of Amy's Trust since Nelva's death. 

25. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or other asset listings done in connection with the 
formation of Amy's Trust. 

26. All documents reflecting trustee compensation or reimbursement paid by Amy's Trust. 

27. All documents supporting the payments described in numbers 25 and 26 above. 
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28. All time records for legal services, trustee services, special co-trustee services, and trust 
protector services provided in connection with Amy's Trust. 

29. All invoices for attorney's fees, trustee services, special co-trustee services, and trust 
protector services, and expenses billed in connection with Amy's Trust. 

30. All documents prepared by any accountant relating to Amy's Trust. 

31. All expert reports relating to Amy's Trust. 

32. All invoices from accountants, appraisers, valuation experts, or any other expert for work 
relating to Amy's Trust. 

33. All invoices from investigators concerning work done for or about Amy's Trust. 

34. All investigator's reports concerning work done for or about Amy's Trust. 

35. All appointments, designations, acceptances, and resignations for Amy's Trust. 

36. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any special co
trustees. 

3 7. All documents reflecting actions taken by any special co-trustees. 

38. All appointments, designations, acceptances, and resignations of any trust protectors for 
Amy's Trust. 

39. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any trust 
protectors for Amy's Trust. 

40. All documents reflecting actions taken by trust protectors for Amy's Trust. 

41. All documents reflecting notice of any actions taken by any special co-trustee or trust 
protector to Amy's Trust. 

42. All documents creating liens against any property owned by Amy's Trust. 

43. All disclaimers signed by you. 

44. All powers of appointment or qualified beneficiary designations signed by you. 

45. All other books and records of Amy's Trust. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to Anita's Trust produce the following: 

1. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets to Anita's Trust. 
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2. All documents reflecting a8sets owned at any time by Anita's Trust. 

3. All do.cuments reflecting a transfer of assets from Anita's Trust. 

. . 

4. All invoices, statements, or other support documents for expenses incurred by Anita's Trust. 

5. All documents refl~cting disbursements from Anita's Trust. 

6. All documents reflecting funds received by Anita's Trust. 

7. All signature cards or other authorization documents, whether original or amended, and other 
documents establishing accounts of any type for Anita's Trust. 

8. All bank account statements in the name of Anita's Trust or into which funds of Anita's 
Trust were deposited. 

9. All cancelled checks, debits, or other documents reflecting withdrawals from accounts 
described in number 8 above. 

10. All deposits or other documents reflecting credits to accounts described in number 8 above. 

11. All brokerage account statements in the name of Anita's Trust or into which assets of Anita's 
Trust were deposited. 

12. All documents reflecting deposits or credits into accounts described in number 11 above. 

13. All documents reflecting debits to the accounts described in number 11 above. 

14. All documents reflecting stock transactions in the accounts described in number 11 above. 

15. All appraisals of real or personal property owned by Anita's Trust. 

16. All inventories, accountings, or other documents listing property owned by Anita's Trust. 

17. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other fmancial summaries 
relating to Anita's Trust. 

18. All documents reflecting analysis or calculation of changes to Anita's Trust's assets as a 
result ofNelva's death. 

19. All support documents for the items described in numbers 16, 17, and 18 above. 

20. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to Anita's Trust. 

21. All notices, disclosures, or accounting provided to the beneficiary of Anita's Trust. 

22. All requests for distributions from Anita's Trust. 
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23". All analysis ofand responses to teques~ for distributions from Anita's Trust. 

24. All documents reflecting any action taken by any trustee of Anita's Trust since Nelva's 
death. · · 

25. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or other asset listings done in connection with the 
formation of Anita's Trust. 

26. All documents reflecting trustee compensation or reimbursement paid by Anita's Trust. 

27. All documents supporting the payments described in numbers 25 and 26 above. 

28. All time records for legal services, trustee services, special co-trustee services, and trust 
protector services provided in connection with Anita's Trust. 

29. All invoices for attorney's fees, trustee services, special co-trustee services, and trust 
protector services, and expenses billed in connection with Anita's Trust. 

30. All documents prepared by any accountant relating to Anita's Trust. 

31. All expert reports relating to Anita's Trust. 

32. All invoices from accountants, appraisers, valuation experts, or any other expert for work 
relating to Anita's Trust. 

33. All invoices from investigators concerning work done for or about Anita's Trust. 

34. All investigator's reports concerning work done for or about Anita's Trust. 

35. All appointments, designations, acceptances, and resignations of special co-trustees for 
Anita's Trust. 

36. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any special co
trustees. 

37. All documents reflecting actions taken by any special co-trustees. 

38. All appointments, designations, acceptances, and resignations of any trust protectors for 
Anita's Trust. 

39. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any trust 
protectors for Anita's Trust. 

40. All documents reflecting actions taken by trust protectors for Anita's Trust. 

41. All documents reflecting notice of any actions taken by any special co-trustee or trust 
protector to Anita. 
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42. All documents creating liens against any property owned by Anita's Trust. 

43. All disclaimers signed by Anita. 

44. All powers of appointment or _qualified beneficiary designations signed by Anita. 

45. All other books and records of Anita's Trust. 
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Documents ·to be-Produced by Carole Ann Brunsting · 

For purposes of this document request, the following definitions apply: 

"6/ 15/10 QBD" means the Qualified Beneficiary Designation and Exercise ofTestamentary 
Powers of Appointment Under Living Trust Agreement signed by Nelva as founder, 
beneficiary, and trustee on June 15, 2010. 

"8/25/1 0 QBD" means the Qualified Beneficiary Designation and Exercise of Testamentary 
Powers of Appointment Under Living Trust Agreement signed by Nelva as founder, 
beneficiary, and trustee on August 25, 2010. 

"10/25/10 Conference Call" means the conference call arranged for and conducted by 
Candace Freed on or about October 25, 2010 which concerned Brunsting Issues, but in which 
neither Nelva nor Carl participated. 

"Amy'' means Amy Ruth Brunsting and "Amy's Trust" means the trust created by Nelva's 
death on November 11, 2011 pursuant to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

"Anita" means Anita Kay Brunsting and "Anita's Trust" means the trust created by Nelva's 
death on November 11, 2011 pursuant to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

"Brunsting Descendants" means Candace, Carole, Carl, Amy, Anita, and the children and 
grandchildren, if any, of Candace, Carole, Carl, Amy, and Anita. 

"Brunsting Issues" means medical, legal, and financial issues relating to Elmer, Nelva, or the 
Brunsting Descendants since formation of the Family Trust. This definition is intended to 
include estate planning issues concerning Elmer and Nelva, including any trusts Elmer and 
Nelva established, but is not limited to such issues. Any issue involving any medical, legal, 
or financial matters relating to any member of the Brunsting family falls within this 
definition. Also included within this defmition are any gifts or loans received by any 
Brunsting Descendant from Elmer, Nelva, or the Family Trust since formation of the Family 
Trust. Birthday and Christmas gifts which do not result in annual gifts exceeding the annual 
gift exclusion are not included, but amounts, including, among other things, those related to 
education, divorce, adoption, satisfaction of mortgages, home improvements, purchase of 
vehicles, and medical expenses are included. 

"Candace" means Candace Louise Curtis and "Candace's Trust" means the trust created by 
Nelva's death on November 11, 2011 pursuant to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

"Carl" means Carl Henry Brunsting and "Carl's Trust" means the trust created by Nelva's 
death on November 11, 2011 pursuant to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

"Carole" means Carole Ann Brunsting and "Carole's Trust" means the trust created by 
Nelva's death on November 11, 2011 pursuant to the 8/25/10 QBD. 
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·. "Decedent's Trust" means the Elmer H. Brunsting Decedent's Trust created on Elmer's death 
on April1, 2009 pursuant to Article Vll(B)(2) of the Family Trust. 

"Elmer" means Elmer H. Brunsting. 

"Family Trust" means the Brunsting Family Living Trust signed by Elmer and Nelva as both 
founders and trustees on October 10, 1996 and restated on January 12, 2005, including any 
amendments made to that trust. 

"LIT'' means the life insurance trust known as the Brunsting Family Irrevocable Trust signed 
by Elmer and Nelva as founders and Anita as trustee on February 12, 1997. 

''Nelva" means Nelva E. Brunsting. 

"Survivor's Share One" means the portion of the Survivor's Trust defined by Article 
VID(A)(1) of the Family Trust. 

"Survivor's Share Two" means the portion of the Survivor's Trust defmed in Article 
VID(A)(2) of the Family Trust. 

"Survivor's Trust'' means the Survivor's Trust created on Elmer's death on April 1, 2009 
pursuant to Article Vll(B)(l) of the Family Trust. 

Documents requested: 

1. All calendars reflecting appointments or phone conversations with Elmer, Nelva, or any of 
the Brunsting Descendants about Brunsting Issues. 

2. All calendars reflecting meetings or telephone conferences with any attorney, accountant, 
appraiser, physician, expert providing opinions of any kind, or any other third parties 
concerning Brunsting Issues. 

3. All estate planning documents prepared for Elmer, Nelva, or any of the Brunsting 
Descendants, including drafts which were never signed. This request is intended to 
specifically include Wills, if any, signed by Nelva after January 12, 2005. 

4. All powers of attorney for any purpose prepared for either Elmer or Nelva, including drafts 
which were never signed, as well as any revocations of such powers of attorney. 

5. All memoranda, notes, or other documents memorializing tasks, conversations, or meetings 
concerning any Brunsting Issues. 

6. All correspondence or communications, including emails, to or from Elmer or Nelva or any 
of the Brunsting Descendants concerning Brunsting Issues. 

7. All correspondence or communications, including emails, to or from any other third parties 
concerning Brunsting Issues. 
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8;. All audio or video recordings of meetings, :convers~tions, telephone messages, or other 
communications with Elmer, Nelva, or any ·of the Brunsting Descendants concerning 
Brunsting Issues. 

"9.. All audio or video recordings ofNelva's execution of any documents. 

10. All audio or video recordings of evaluations ofNelva's capacity. 

11. All other audio or video recordings of any Brunsting family member. 

12. All transcriptions of the recordings described in numbers 8, 9, 10, and 11 above. 

13. All investigations made of any Brunsting family member, including any surveillance logs or 
reports. 

14. All documents reflecting requests made since April 1, 2009 for evaluations of Nelva's 
capacity. 

15. All reports done or evaluations made since April1, 2009 ofNelva's capacity. 

16. All documents reflecting the reason for and arrangements made concerning the 10/25/10 
Conference Call. 

17. All memos or notes concerning the 10/25/10 Conference Call. 

18. All documents reflecting notification to Carl, Carl's wife, or Carl's daughter of the 10/25/10 
Conference Call. 

19. All documents reflecting notification to Nelva of the 10/25/10 Conference Call. 

20. All audio recordings ofthe 10/25/10 Conference Call. 

21. All transcriptions of the recording described in number 20 above. 

22. All documents reflecting any transfers of property owned by Elmer, Nelva, the Family Trust, 
the Survivor's Trust, or the Decedent's Trust. 

23. All documents reflecting actions taken and transfers made through the use of any power of 
attorney given by either Elmer and/or Nelva. 

24. All documents reflecting any notices, disclosures, or explanations provided to any of the 
Brunsting Descendants about Brunsting Issues. 

25. All documents reflecting explanations provided to Nelva concerning Brunsting Issues. 

26. All documents reflecting requests for changes in Elmer or Nelva's estate planning. 

27. All documents reflecting opposition to proposed changes in Nelva's estate planning. 
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28. · All accountings, whether ·in draft or fmal form, for any trusts resulting from Elmer or 
Ndv~'s estate planning. 

29. All documents reflecting funding of or transfers to any trusts resulting from Elmer or Nelva' s 
estate plai).D.ing. 

30. All documents reflecting the value, description; characterization, and disposition of assets· 
for any property owned by Elmer or Nelva before creation of the Family Trust. 

31. All documents reflecting the value, description, characterization, and disposition of assets 
in the Family Trust at the time of Elmer's death. 

32. All documents reflecting the value, description, characterization, and disposition of assets 
in the Family Trust, the Survivor's Trust and the Decedent's Trust at the time ofNelva's 
death. 

33. All documents reflecting Elmer or Nelva's desire to treat any of their children differently or 
unequally in their estate planning. 

34. All documents reflecting Elmer or Nelva's desire to treat any of their grandchildren 
differently or unequally in their estate planning. 

35. All documents reflecting the current description and value of every asset" in every trust 
resulting from Elmer and Nelva's estate planning. 

36. All documents reflecting the involvement of any of the Brunsting Descendants in Elmer and 
Nelva's estate planning. 

37. All documents reflecting knowledge of any of the Brunsting Descendants concerning Elmer 
and Nelva's estate planning. 

38. All complaints made or statements given to any agency, including, but not limited to, CPS 
or APS, about any Brunsting family member. 

39. All reports from any agency relating to the complaints or statements described in number 38 
above. 

40. All communications, including emails, between Brunsting family members concerning 
Brunsting Issues. 

41. All gift tax returns filed by Elmer and/or Nelva since the formation of the Family Trust. 

42. All income tax returns filed by Elmer and/or Nelva since the formation of the Family Trust. 

43. All estate tax returns, or unfiled drafts of estate tax returns, for Elmer or Nelva. 

44. All work papers for the returns described in numbers 41, 42, and 43 above. 
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4-5. All documents reflecting the parties ~volved in the administration of any of the trusts 
created by Elmer and Nelva. 

46. All documents reflecting control exercised over the assets of Elmer, Nelva, and the trusts 
they creat~d. 

4 7. All lists or other documents maintained by Elmer and/or N elva prior to their deaths reflecting 
funds or other assets provided to any of the Brunsting Descendants. 

48. All documents reflecting the manner in which the transfers described in number 47 above 
were to be characterized and/or treated, as well as any return or repayments of those amounts. 

49. All documents reflecting actions taken to confirm Nelva's capacity to make estate planning 
decisions or execute documents. 

50. All documents reflecting the steps taken to deliver documents relating to legal, financial, or 
asset issues to Nelva. 

51. All documents concerning Brunsting Issues received from Nelva's attorney. 

52. All documents tending to establish that Nelva was not being unduly influenced in her 
decisions after Elmer's death. 

53. All documents reflecting any efforts made to confirm that Nelva's wishes with regard to her 
estate planning were the ones being implemented. 

54. All fee agreements you have, individually or as trustee concerning Brunsting Issues, 
including all documents addressing any joint representation issues. 

55. All documents relating to the preparation of and purpose for the net worth statement for 
Elmer and Nelva dated February 17,2005 showing a net worth of$2,244,893.26, including 
documents supporting the information contained in the statement. 

56. All documents relating to the ownership and transfer or other disposition of the 3522.42 
shares ofExxon Mobil stock listed on the February 17, 2005 net worth statement for Elmer 
and Nelva Brunsting, including, but not limited to, stock certificates and stock powers, 
summaries of account holdings and account transactions from Exxon Mobile or its transfer 
agent. 

57. All documents provided to Elmer, Nelva, or any of the Brunsting Descendants explaining any 
fiduciary obligations resulting from Elmer and Nelva's estate planning or any power of 
attorney Elmer or Nelva may have signed. 

58. All documents reflecting compliance with fiduciary obligations arising from Elmer and 
Nelva's estate planning or any power of attorney Elmer or Nelva may have signed. 

59. All documents reflecting investigations made to determine what assets, if any, were owned 
by Elmer and/or Nelva's probate estate or whether either of their wills should be probated. 
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60. All documents reflecting· actions taken to remove assets from Elmer's probate estate or to 
recharacterize· assets as Family Trust assets after his death. 

61. All documents reflecting actions taken to remove assets from Nelva's probate estate or to 
recharacterize assets as Family Trust assets after her death. 

62. All expert opinions or reports of any kind prepared in connection with Brunsting Issues. 

63. All billings from third parties you paid concerning Brunsting Issues relating to Nelva or any 
Brunsting Descendant other than yourself. 

64. All documents reflecting any steps taken to investigate or implement possible guardianship 
proceedings against any Brunsting family member. 

65. All bank statements, brokerage statements, or other fmancial institution statements for 
accounts in the name of Elmer or Nelva since formation of the Family Trust. 

66. All signature cards, whether original or amended, for bank accounts described in number 65 
above. 

67. All documents relating to calculation, and support for the calculation of any trustee 
compensation paid from any trust established by Elmer or Nelva. 

68. All statements taken from witnesses concerning Brunsting Issues. 

69. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other fmancial summaries 
relating to Elmer or Nelva. 

70. All support documents for the items described in number 69 above. 

71. All requests from any trustee of the Family Trust to receive and review any information 
regarding Nelva' s physical or mental health and all consents to release and disclosure of such 
information. 

72. All "Authorizations for Release of Protected Health Information" signed by Nelva or any 
trustee of the Family Trust. 

73. Any disclaimers signed by Nelva or any Brunsting Descendant. 

74. All records involving access to safety deposit boxes rented by Elmer and Nelva. 

75. All inventories of property kept in or removed from the safety deposit boxes described in 
number 74 above. 

76. The list circulated by Nelva to Brunsting Descendants after Elmer's death concerning 
personal property to be selected by the Descendants. 
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7.7. All documents reflecting the disposition of all perso:t:J.al property owned by Elmer Nelva, or 
the Fainily Trust. 

78. All records reflecting storage units rented by or containing property owned by Elmer, Nelva, 
. or the Family Trust. 

79. All inventories of property located in or removed from the storage units described in number 
78 above. 

80. All time records and other documentation concerning the identity, as well as the dates and 
time worked, of all caregivers helping Nelva since January 1, 2010. 

81. All documents relating to any IRA, 401K, or other retirements or pension accounts owned 
by Elmer, Nelva, or the Family Trust, including, but not limited to, statements and 
beneficiary designation forms. 

82. All information concerning savings bonds purchased and/or owned by Elmer, Nelva, or the 
Family Trust, including, but not limited to, documents reflecting the purchase and the 
liquidation of such bonds. 

83. All communications, including emails, with Carl concerning Nelva's estate. 

84. All appraisals of personal or real property owned by Elmer or the Family Trust at Elmer's 
death. 

85. All appraisals of personal or real property owned by Nelva or the Family Trust at Nelva's 
death. 

86. The trust notebook maintained by Elmer and Nelva. 

87. All letters of instruction from either Elmer or Nelva since formation of the Family Trust. 

88. All photographs of property owned by Elmer, Nelva, or the Family Trust since formation of 
the Family Trust. 

89. All documents you have removed from Nelva's home or safe deposit box since Elmer's 
death. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to the Family Trust produce the following: 

1. All documents transferring assets to the Family Trust. 

2. All documents reflecting assets purchased by the Family Trust. 

3. All documents reflecting transfers of assets at any time from the Family Trust. 
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4. AllinvQices, statements, or other support documents·for expense~ incurred by the Faiilily 
Trust since April1, 2009. 

5. All documents reflecting disbursements from the Family Trust since Aprill, 2009. 

6. All documents reflecting funds received by the Family Trust since April1," 2009. 

7. A11 documents providing support for the right of the Family Trust to receive funds since 
April 1, 2009. 

8. All documents establishing relationships of any type resulting in obligations owed by the 
Family Trust since April1, 2009. 

9. All documents establishing accounts of any type in the name of the Family Trust. 

10. All bank account statements in the name of the Family Trust or into which funds of the 
Family Trust was deposited since April1, 2009. 

11. All signature cards and beneficiary designation forms, whether original or amended, for bank 
accounts described in number 10 above. 

12. All cancelled checks, debits, or other documents reflecting withdrawals from accounts 
described in number 10 above. 

13. All deposits or other documents reflecting credits to accounts described in number 10 above. 

14. All brokerage account statements in the name of the Family Trust or which held stock, 
mutual funds, cash, or any other assets of the Family Trust since April 1, 2009. 

15. All signature cards or authorization forms and beneficiary designation forms, whether 
original or amended, for the accounts described in number 14 above. 

16. All documents reflecting deposits or credits into accounts described in number 14 above. 

17. All documents reflecting withdrawals from or debits to the accounts described in number 14 
above. 

18. All documents reflecting stock transactions in the accounts described in number 14 above. 

19. All income tax returns for the Family Trust. 

20. All income tax returns for Elmer and/or Nelva which reported income or expenses of the 
Family Trust. 

21. All tax work papers for the tax returns described in numbers 19 and 20 above. 

22. All appraisals of real or personal property owned at any time by the Family Trust. 
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23. . All inventories, .accountings, or·other documents listing real or personal property owned by · 
the Family Trust. 

24. All support documents for the items described in number 23 above. 

25. All balance. sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other fmancial summaries 
relating to the Family Trust. 

26. All support documents for the items described in number 25 above. 

27. All documents reflecting analysis or calculation of changes to Family Trust's assets as a 
result of Elmer's death. 

28. All documents reflecting analysis or calculation of changes to Family Trust's assets as a 
result ofNelva's death. 

29. All documents reflecting analysis or calculation concerning amounts transferred from the 
Family Trust to other trusts. 

30. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to the Family Trust. 

31. The original Family Trust instrument. 

32. All restatements of the Family Trust. 

33. All amendments to the Family Trust. 

34. All drafts of amendments to the Family Trust which were prepared but never signed. 

35. All appointments of trustees for the Family Trust. 

36. All resignations of trustees of the Family Trust. 

3 7. All acceptances by trustees of the Family Trust. 

38. All disclosures, notices, or accountings of the Family Trust provided to any of the Brunsting 
Descendants. 

39. All consents, receipts, or acknowledgments concerning the Family Trust signed by any ofthe 
Brunsting Descendants. 

40. All Affidavits of Authority to Act signed by any trustee of the Family Trust. 

41. All affidavits of succession signed by any successor trustee of the Family Trust. 

42. All affidavits described in numbers 40 and 41 above which were recorded in the real property 
records of any county. 
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43. All fee agreements .relating to the preparation of and any other·work dpne with regard to the 
Family Trust. 

44. All time records for legal services, special co-trustee work, or trust protector work provided 
in connection with the Family Trust. 

45. All invoices for attorney's fees, special co-trustee work, trust protector work, or expenses 
billed in connection with the Family Trust. 

46. All documents prepared by any accountant relating to the Family Trust. 

4 7. All expert reports relating to the Family Trust. 

48. All invoices from accountants, appraisers, valuation experts, or any other expert for work 
relating to the Family Trust. 

49. All invoices from investigators concerning work done for or about the Family Trust. 

50. All investigator's reports concerning work done for or about the Family Trust. 

51. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or calculations done in connection with the 
formation of the Family Trust. 

52. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, calculations, or other documents listing Family 
Trust assets done in connection with Elmer's death. 

53. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, calculations, or other documents listing Family 
Trust assets done in connection with Nelva's death. 

54. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or calculations done in connection with any other 
events resulting in changes in the Family Trust's structure. 

55. All support documents for the items described in numbers 51, 52, 53, and 54 above. 

56. All documents evidencing or describing any trustee compensation, trust protector 
compensation, or reimbursement paid by the Family Trust. 

57. All documents providing support for any trustee compensation or reimbursement paid by the 
Family Trust, including time records for time spent in the administration of the Family Trust 
and proof of expenses incurred. 

58. All requests for distributions from the Family Trust. 

59. All analysis of and responses to requests for distributions from the Family Trust. 

60. All written financial reports to beneficiaries required by Xll (Section E) of the Family Trust. 

61. All waivers by beneficiaries of the requirements ofthe reports described in number60 above. 
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62. All written notices to bene:ij.ciaries of the merger of any trusts as discussed in :xn (Section 
L) of the Family Trust. 

63. All Memoranda of Distribution or other instructions signed by Elmer or Nelva pursuant to 
the terms ofXXN (Section A) o.fthe Family Trust. · 

64. All appointments, designations, acceptances, or removals of trust protectors for the Family 
Trust. 

65. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation paid to any trust protectors. 

66. All documents reflecting actions taken by any trust protectors and any advance notice of 
those actions which were provided to the Brunsting Descendants. 

67. All documents setting forth the qualifications of all trust protectors. 

68. All documents creating liens against property owned by the Family Trust. 

69. All documents reflecting the agreement of the trustees of the Family Trust to take action. 

70. All letters of instruction from Elmer or Nelva since formation of the Family Trust. 

71. All withdrawals from the Family Trust exercised by either Elmer or Nelva. 

72. All other books and records of the Family Trust. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to the LIT produce the following: 

I. All documents transferring assets to the LIT. 

2. All documents reflecting assets owned by the LIT. 

3. All documents reflecting transfers of assets from the LIT. 

4. All invoices, statements, or other support documents for expenses incurred by the LIT. 

5. All documents reflecting disbursements for expenses from the LIT. 

6. All documents reflecting funds received by the LIT. 

7. All documents establishing the right ofthe LIT to receive insurance proceeds or otherwise 
providing support for any insurance proceeds received by the LIT. 

8. All documents establishing accounts of any type in the name of the LIT since Aprill, 2009. 

9. All bank account statements in the name of the LIT or into which funds of the LIT were 
deposited since April I, 2009. 
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10. · All cancelled checks, debits, or other documents reflecting withdrawals· from accounts 
described· in number 9 above. 

11. All deposits or other documents reflecting credits to accounts described in number 9 above. 

12. All income tax returns for the LIT. 

13. All gift tax returns filed by Elmer and/or Nelva because of the existence of the LIT. 

14. All tax work papers for the tax returns described in numbers 12 and 13 above. 

15. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to the LIT. 

16. The original LIT instrument. 

17. All disclosures, notices, or accountings provided to any of the Brunsting Descendants of the 
LIT. 

18. All consents, receipts, or acknowledgments signed by any of the Brunsting Descendants of 
the LIT. 

19. All fee agreements relating to preparation of and any other work done with regard to the LIT. 

20. All time records for legal services provided in connection with the LIT. 

21. All invoices for attorney's fees and expenses billed in connection with the LIT. 

22. All documents prepared by any accountant relating to the LIT. 

23. All invoices from accountants relating to the LIT. 

24. All documents evidencing any trustee compensation paid by the LIT. 

25. All documents supporting any trustee compensation paid by the LIT. 

26. All other books and records of the LIT. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to the 6/15/10 QBD produce the following: 

1. All documents requesting or relating to preparation of the 6/15/10 QBD. 

2. All writings signed byNelva as described in I.A. ofthe 6/15110 QBD. 

3. All documents evidencing the advance of funds resulting in the writings described in number 
2 above. 

4. All correspondence relating to the 6/15/10 QBD or any advances the 6/15/10 QBD addresses. 
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5. All drafts of amendments to·the 6/15/10 QBD which were never signed. 

6. All notices to any beneficiaries of the Family Trust that the 6/15/10 QBD had been signed. 

7. All notices to any beneficiaries of advances established by the terms of the 6/15/10 QBD. 

8. All records reflecting gifts, loans, or other transfers of funds resulting in advances. 

9. All actions taken to determine Nelva's capacity on 6/15/10. 

10. All actions taken to determine whether Nelva was unduly influenced in connection with the 
6/15/10 QBD. 

11. All documents describing the events which triggered the 6/15/10 QBD. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to the 8/25/10 QBD produce the following: 

1. All documents reflecting transfers of assets from the Family Trust based upon the terms of 
the 8/25/10 QBD. 

2. All documents reflecting assets transferred to any trust established by the terms of the 
8/25/10 QBD. 

3. All supporting calculations for the transfers described in numbers 1 and 2 above. 

4. All invoices, statements, or other support documents for expenses incurred by any trust 
established by the terms of the 8/25110 QBD. 

5. All documents reflecting disbursements made by the Family Trust based upon the terms of 
the 8/25/10 QBD. 

6. All documents reflecting funds received by any other entity based upon the terms of the 
8/25/10 QBD. 

7. All signature cards, whether original or amended, for any bank account for any trust 
established by the terms of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

8. All bank statements for the accounts described in number 7 above. 

9. All cancelled checks, debits, or other documents reflecting withdrawals from any bank 
accounts described in number 7 above. 

10. All deposits or other documents reflecting credits to any bank accounts described in number 
7 above. 

11. All brokerage account statements for any trust established because of the terms of the 
8/25/10 QBD. 
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12. All signature cards or.authorization forms, whether original or amended, for the accounts 
described in numbei n above. . . 

13. All documents reflecting deposits or transfers into accounts described in number 11 above. 

14. All documents reflecting stock transactions in the accounts described in number 11 above. 

15. All accounting work done relating to the execution of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

16. All accounting work done relating to the 8/25/10 QBD as a result ofNelva's death. 

17. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or other asset listings done in connection with the 
formation of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

18. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or other asset listings done in connection with the 
8/25/10 QBD as a result ofNelva's death. 

19. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other financial summaries 
prepared based upon the terms ofthe 8/25/10 QBD. 

20. All support documents for the items described in numbers 17, 18, and 19 above. 

21. All documents reflecting analysis or calculation of changes based upon the terms of the 
8/25/10 QBD assets as a result ofNelva's death. 

22. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

23. The original 8/25/10 QBD instrument. 

24. All restatements ofthe 8/25/10 QBD. 

25. All drafts of the 8/25/10 QBD or any amendments thereto which were prepared but never 
signed. 

26. All appointments of trustees for the 8/25110 QBD. 

27. All resignations of trustee for the 8/25110 QBD. 

28. All acceptances by trustees for the 8/25/10 QBD. 

29. All notices, disclosures, or accountings provided to any of the Brunsting Descendants 
concerning the 8/25/10 QBD. 

30. All consents, receipts, or acknowledgments signed by any of the Brunsting Descendants 
concerning the 8/25/10 QBD. 

31. All Affidavits of Authority to Act signed by any trustee of the 8/25/10 QBD. 
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~2. All affidavits of succes_sion signed by any successor trustee of the 8/25/1 0· QBD. 

33. All affidavits described in numbers 31 and 32 above which were recorded in the real property 
records of any county. · 

34. All fee agreements relating to the preparation of and any other work done with regard to the 
8125/10 QBD. 

35. All time records for legal services, trustee services, special co-trustee services, or trust 
protector services provided in connection with the 8/25/10 QBD. 

36. All invoices for attorney's fees, trustee fees, special co-trustee fees, trust protector fees, and 
expenses billed in connection with the 8/25/10 QBD. 

37. All documents prepared by any accountant relating to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

38. All expert reports relating to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

39. All invoices from accountants, appraisers, valuation experts, or any other expert for work 
relating to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

40. All invoices from investigators concerning work done for or about the 8/25/10 QBD. 

41. All investigator's reports concerning work done for or about the 8/25/10 QBD. 

42. All documents evidencing or describing any trustee compensation or reimbursement paid by 
any trusts formed according to the terms of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

43. All documents supporting any the payments described in number 42 above. 

44. All requests for distributions from trusts created by the terms of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

45. All analysis of and responses to requests for distributions from the 8/25/10 QBD. 

46. All appointments, designations, acceptances, or resignations of special co-trustees for any 
trusts created according to the terms of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

4 7. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any special co
trustees. 

48. All documents reflecting actions taken by any special co-trustees. 

49. All appointments, designations, acceptances, or resignations of trust protectors for any trusts 
created according to the terms of the 8/25/IO QBD. 

50. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any trust 
protectors. 
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51. · All documents re.flecting actions taken by·any trust protectors for any trust created according 
to the·terms ofthe 8/25/10 QBD.. · 

52. All notices, including, but not limited to, those required by paragraph C.l on page 17 of the 
QBD provided to the Brunsting Descendants of any actions taken by any speciaf co-trustee 
or any trust protector of any trusts created according. to the terms of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

53. All documents reflecting the qualifications of any special co-trustee or trust protector for any 
trust created according to the terms of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

54. All documents creating liens against any property owned by any trust created by the 8/25/10 
QBD. 

55. All actions taken to determine Nelva's capacity on 8/25/10. 

56. All actions taken to determine whether Nelva was unduly influenced in connection with the 
8/25/10 QBD. 

57. All letters of instruction from Nelva as contemplated by paragraph con page 9 of the 8/25/10 
QBD. 

58. All withdrawals from trust property exercised by Nelva. 

59. All documents describing the events which triggered the 8/25/10 QBD. 

60. All other books and records relating to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

Unless otherwise included above, with regard to Carole's Trust produce the following: 

1. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets to Carole's Trust. 

2. All documents reflecting assets owned at any time by Carole's Trust. 

3. All documents reflecting a transfer of assets from Carole's Trust. 

4. All invoices, statements, or other support documents for expenses incurred by Carole's Trust. 

5. All documents reflecting disbursements from Carole's Trust. 

6. All documents reflecting funds received by Carole's Trust. 

7. All signature cards or other authorization documents, whether original or amended, and other 
documents establishing accounts of any type for Carole's Trust. 

8. All bank account statements in the name of Carole's Trust or into which funds of Carole's 
Trust were deposited. 
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9. All cancelled checks, debits, or other documents reflecting withdrawals from accounts 
described in number 8 above. 

10. All deposits or other documents reflecting credits to accounts described in number 8 above. 

11. All brokerage account ·statements in the name of Carole's Trust or into which assets of 
Carole's Trust were deposited. 

12. All documents reflecting deposits or credits into accounts described in number 11 above. 

13. All documents reflecting debits to the accounts described in number 11 above. 

14. All documents reflecting stock transactions in the accounts described in number 11 above. 

15. All appraisals of real or personal property owned by Carole's Trust. 

16. All inventories, accountings, or other documents listing property owned by Carole's Trust. 

17. All balance sheets, profit and loss statements, general ledgers, or other financial summaries 
relating to Carole's Trust. 

18. All documents reflecting analysis or calculation of changes to Carole's Trust's assets as a 
result of N elva's death. 

19. All support documents for the items described in numbers 16, 17, and 18 above. 

20. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, relating to Carole's Trust. 

21. All notices, disclosures, or accounting provided to the beneficiary of Carole's Trust. 

22. All requests for distributions from Carole's Trust. 

23. All analysis of and responses to requests for distributions from Carole's Trust. 

24. All documents reflecting any action taken by any trustee of Carole's Trust since Nelva's 
death. 

25. All inventories, accountings, evaluations, or other asset listings done in connection with the 
formation of Carole's Trust. 

26. All documents reflecting trustee compensation or reimbursement paid by Carole's Trust. 

27. All documents supporting the payments described in numbers 25 and 26 above. 

28. All time records for legal services, trustee services, special co-trustee services, and trust 
protector services provided in connection with Carole's Trust. 
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29. All invoices for attorney's fees, trustee services, special co-trustee services, and trust 
protector services, and expenses billed in connection with Carole's Trust. 

30. All documents prepared by any accountant relating to-Carole's Trust. 

31. All expert reports relating to Carole's Trust. 

32. All invoices from accountants, appraisers, valuation experts, or any other expert for work 
relating to Carole's Trust. 

33. All invoices from investigators concerning work done for or about Carole's Trust. 

34. All investigator's reports concerning work done for or about Carole's Trust. 

35. All appointments, designations, acceptances, and resignations of special co-trustees for 
Carole's Trust. 

36. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any special co
trustees. 

37. All documents reflecting actions taken by any special co-trustees. 

38. All appointments, designations, acceptances, and resignations of any trust protectors for 
Carole's Trust. 

39. All documents reflecting and supporting compensation or reimbursement to any trust 
protectors for Carole's Trust. 

40. All documents reflecting actions taken by trust protectors for Carole's Trust. 

41. All documents reflecting notice of any actions taken by any special co-trustee or trust 
protector to Carole. 

42. All documents creating liens against any property owned by Carole's Trust. 

43. All disclaimers signed by you. 

44. All powers of appointment or qualified beneficiary designations signed by you. 

45. All documents relating to any request for or scheduling of the private meeting or telephone 
conference with you as contemplated by paragraph Con page 6 of the 10/25/lOQBD. 

46. All other books and records of Carole's Trust. 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

Documents-to be Produced by Computershare 
as transfer aeent for Exxon Mobil Corporation 

All documents reflecting the acquisition of any Exxon Mobil Corporation stock by Elmer 
Brunsting, Nelva Brunsting, and/or The Brunsting Family Living Trust. 

All documents reflecting any transfers of all or any portion of the stock described in number 
1 above. 

All documents reflecting any sale or other liquidation of all or any portion of the stock 
described in number 1 above. 

4. All documents reflecting the current ownership of all or any portion of the stock described 
in number 1 above. 

5. All communications, including emails, concerning the stock described in number 1 above 
or any transfers of all or any portion of the stock described in number 1 above. 

6. All documents authorizing the transfer of all or any portion of the stock described in number 
1 above. 

7. All documents evidencing the payment of dividends on the stock described in number I 
above. 
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3. 

Documents to be Produced by Rosewood Family Physicians I. PLLC, Dr. Robert White, 
Medical Chest Associates, P A. and Dr. A jay Jain 

All medical records for Nelva Brunsting from January 1, 2010 until her death on November 
11, 2011. 

All documents reflecting requests for competency evaluations of Nelva Brunsting from 
January 1, 2010 until her death on November 11, 2011. 

All reports concerning Nelva Brunsting's competency prepared since January 1, 2010. 

4. All memoranda or notes concerning Nelva Brunsting's competency from January 1, 2010 
until her death. 

5. All communications, including emails, from or to any attorneys concerning NelvaBruhsting. 

6. All communications, including emails, from or to any ofNelva Brunsting's children. 

7. All documents reflecting the dates on which Dr. Robert White or any other physician at 
Rosewood Family Physicians I, PLLC met with or examined Nelva Brunsting from January 
1, 2010 until her death on November 11, 2011. 

8. All consent forms or other documents presented since January 1, 2010 to obtain copies of 
Nelva Brunsting's medical records. 
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Documents to be Produced by Northern Trust Company 

For purposes of this document request, the following definitions apply: 

"6/15/1 0 QBD" means the Qualified Beneficiary Designation and Exercise ofTestamentary 
Powers of Appointment Under Living Trust Agreement signed by Nelva as founder, 
beneficiary, and trustee on June 15, 2010. 

"8/2511 0 QBD" means the Qualified Beneficiary Designation and Exercise of Testamentary 
Powers of Appointment Under Living Trust Agreement signed by Nelva as founder, 
beneficiary, and trustee on August 25, 2010. 

"10/25/10 Conference Call" means the conference call arranged for and conducted by 
Candace Freed on or about October 25, 2010 which concerned Brunsting Issues, but in which 
neither Nelva nor Carl participated. 

"Amy'' means Amy Ruth Brunsting and "Amy's Trust" means the trust created by Nelva's 
death on November 11, 2011 pursuant to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

"Anita" means Anita Kay Brunsting and "Anita's Trust" means the trust created by Nelva's 
death on November 11, 2011 pursuant to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

"Brunsting Descendants" means Candace, Carole, Carl, Amy, Anita, and the children and 
grandchildren, if any, of Candace, Carole, Carl, Amy, and Anita. 

"Brunsting Issues" means issues relating to Elmer, Nelva, or the Brunsting Descendants. 
This definition is intended to include estate planning issues concerning Elmer and Nelva, 
including any trusts Elmer and Nelva established, but is not limited to such issues. Any issue 
involving any member of the Brunsting family falls within this definition . 

. · . 
"Candace" means Candace Louise Curtis and "Candace's Trust" means the trust created by 
Nelva's death on November 11, 2011 pursuant to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

"Carl" means Carl Henry Brunsting and "Carl's Trust" means the trust created by Nelva's 
death on November 11, 2011 pursuant to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

"Carole" means Carole Ann Brunsting and "Carole's Trust" means the trust created by 
Nelva's death on November 11, 2011 pursuant to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

"Decedent's Trust" means the Elmer H. Brunsting Decedent's Trust created on Elmer's death 
on April1, 2009 pursuant to Article Vll(B)(2) of the Family Trust. 

"Elmer'' means Elmer H. Brunsting. 

EXHIBIT G 



"Family Trust;' means the Brunsting Family Living Trust signed by Elmer and Nelva as both 
founders and trustees on October 10, 1996 and restated on January 12,2005, including any 
amendments made to that trust. 

"LIT" means the life insurance trust known as the Brunsting Family Irrevocable Trust signed 
by Elmer and Nelva as founders and Anita as trustee on February 12, 1997. 

''Nelva" means Nelva E. Brunsting. 

"Survivor's Share One" means the portion of the Survivor's Trust defined by Article 
Vill(A)(l) of the Family Trust. 

"Survivor's Share Two" means the portion of the Survivor's Trust defined in Article 
Vlll(A)(2) of the Family Trust. 

"Survivor's Trust" means the Survivor's Trust created on Elmer's death on April 1, 2009 
pursuant to Article Vll(B)(1) of the Family Trust. 

i 

Documents requested: 

1. All account statements, cancelled checks, deposits, and deposited items for accounts in the 
name of the Family Trust. 

2. All account statements, cancelled checks, deposits, and deposited items for accounts in the 
name of any trust created as a result of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

3. All documents reflecting stock or other assets purchases, sales, or transfers relating to non
cash assets of the Family Trust. 

4. All documents reflecting stock or other assets purchases, sales, or transfers relating to non
cash assets of any trust created as a result of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

5. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, with Nelva or any of the 
Brunsting Descendants relating to Brunsting Issues. 

6. All correspondence or communications, including emails, with any other third parties 
concerning Brunsting Issues. 

7. All documents identifying assets held by the Family Trust or any trust created by the 8/25/10. 

8. All documents reflecting any accountings provided to Nelva or any of the Brunsting 
Descendants. 

9. All documents reflecting any notices or disclosures provided to Nelva or any of the Brunsting 
Descendants. 
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.... · 

10. All inventories of any assets of the Family Trust or any trust created by the 8/2511 0 QBD. 

11. All appraisals of any assets of the Family Trust or any trust created by the 8/25/10 QBb. 

12. All photographs of any assets of the Family Trust or any trust created by the 8/25110 QBD. 

13. All expert's reports of any assets of the Family Trust or any trust created by the 8/25/10 
QBD. 

~. . . . . 
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;Documents to be Produced by Frost Bank 

For purposes of this document request, the following definitions apply: 

"6/15/1 0 QBD" means the Qualified Beneficiary Designation and Exercise ofTestamentary 
Powers of Appointment Under Living Trust Agreement signed by Nelva as founder, 
beneficiary, and trustee on June 15, 2010. 

"8/25/10 QBD" means the Qualified Beneficiary Designation and Exercise ofTestamentary 
Powers of Appointment Under Living Trust Agreement signed by Nelva as founder, 
beneficiary, and trustee on August 25, 2010. 

"10/25/10 Conference Call" means the conference call arranged for and conducted by 
Candace Freed on or about October 25, 2010 which concerned Brunsting Issues, but in which 
neither Nelva nor Carl participated. 

"Amy'' means Amy Ruth Brunsting and "Amy's Trust" means the trust created by Nelva's 
death on November 11, 2011 pursuant to the 8/25/10 QBD . 

... 

"Anita" means Anita Kay Brunsting and "Anita's Trust" means the trust created by Nelva's 
death on November 11, 2011 pursuant to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

"Brunsting Descendants" means Candace, Carole, Carl, Amy, Anita, and the children and 
grandchildren, if any, of Candace, Carole, Carl, Amy, and Anita. 

"Brunsting Issues" means issues relating to Elmer, Nelva, or the Brunsting Descendants. 
This definition is intended to include estate planning issues concerning Elmer and Nelva, 
including any trusts Elmer and Nelva established, but is not limited to such issues. Any issue 
involving any member of the Brunsting family falls within this definition. 

"Candace" means Candace Louise Curtis and "Candace's Trust" means the trust created by 
Nelva's death on November 11, 2011 pursuant to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

"Carl" means Cru"i Henry Brunsting and "Carl's Trust" means the trust created by Nelva's 
death on November 11,2011 pursuant to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

"Carole" means Carole Ann Brunsting and "Carole's Trust" means the trust created by 
Nelva's death on November 11, 2011 pursuant to the 8/25/10 QBD. 

"Decedent's Trust" means the Elmer H. Brunsting Decedent's Trust created on Elmer's death 
on April1, 2009 pursuant to Article VII(B)(2) of the Family Trust. 

"Elmer" means Elmer H. Brunsting. 
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"Family Trust" means the Brunsting Family Living Trust signed by Elmer and Nelva as both 
founders and trustees on October 10, 1996 and restated on January 12, 2005, including any 
amendments made to that trust. 

"LIT" means the life insurance trust known as the Brunsting Family Irrevocable Trust signed 
by Elmer and Nelva as founders and Anita as trustee on February 12, 1997. 

"Nelva" means Nelva E. Brunsting. 

"Survivor's Share One" means the portion of the Survivor's Trust defined by Article 
VIII(A)(l) of the Family Trust. 

"Survivor's Shar~ Two" means the portion of the Survivor's Trust defined in Article 
Vlli(A)(2) of the Family Trust. 

"Survivor's Trust" means the Survivor's Trust created on Elmer's death on April 1, 2009 
pursuant to Article VII(B)(l) of the Family Trust. 

Documents requested: 

1. All account statements, cancelled checks, deposits, and deposited items for accounts in the 
name of the Family Trust. 

2. All account statements, cancelled checks, deposits, and deposited items for accounts in the 
name of any trust created as a result of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

3. All documents reflecting stock or other assets purchases, sales, or transfers relating to non
cash assets of the Family Trust. 

4. All documents reflecting stock or other assets purchases, sales, or transfers relating to non
cash assets of any trust created as a result of the 8/25/10 QBD. 

5. All correspondence or other communications, including emails, with Nelva or any of the 
Brunsting Descendants relating to Brunsting Issues. 

6. All correspondence or communications, including emails, with any other third parties 
concerning Brunsting Issues. 

7. All documents identifying assets held by the Family Trust or any trust created by the 8/25/10. 

8. All documents reflecting any accountings provided to Nelva or any of the Brunsting 
Descendants. 

9. All documents reflecting any notices or disclosures provided to Nelva or any of the Brunsting 
Descendants. 
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10. All inventories of any assets of the Family Trust or any trust created by the 8/25/10 QBD. 

11. All appraisals of any assets of the Family Trust or any trust created by the 8/25/10 QBD. 

12. All photographs of any assets of the Family Trust or any trust created by the 8/25/10 QBD. 

13. All expert's reports of any assets of the Family Trust or any trust created by the 8/25/10 
QBD. 
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1. 

2 . 

3. 

Documents to be Produced by Bank of America 

All rental agreements for any safe deposit box rented by Elmer Brunsting, Nelva Brunsting, 
or the Brunsting Family Living Trust. 

All signature or other authorization documents for any safe deposit box rented by Elmer 
Brunsting, Nelva Brunsting, or the Brunsting Family Living Trust. 

All documents . reflecting the parties accessing any safe deposit box rented by Elmer 
Brunsting, Nel~a Bfun8ting, or the Brunsting Family Living Trust. 

4. All inventories of items held in any safe deposit box rented by Elmer Brunsting, Nelva 
Brunsting, or the Brunsting Family Living Trust. 

5. All billing records for any safe deposit box rented by Elmer Brunsting, Nelva Brunsting, or 
the Brunsting Family Living Trust. 

..... l 
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NO. _____ _ 

IN RE: CARL HENRY BRUNSTING § 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF 

HARRIS COUNTY, TEXAS 

JUDICIAL DISTRICT 

ORDER ON CARL HENRY BRUNSTING'S 
VERIFIED PETITION TOT AKE DEPOSITIONS BEFORE SillT 

After considering the Petition of Carl Henry Brunsting, asking the court for permission to 

take oral and written depositions to investigate potential claims, the response, if any, and arguments 

of counsel, the court GRANTS the request and finds that allowing Petitioner to take the requested 

depositions may prevent a failure or delay of justice in an anticipated suit and that the likely benefit 

of allowing the Petitioner to take the requested depositions to investigate potential claims outweighs 

the burden or expense of the procedure. 

It is therefore ORDERED that petitioner may take the oral and/or written deposition of 

A. Vacek & Freed, PLLC; 

B. Candace L. Kunz-Freed, an attorney practicing with Vacek & Freed, PLLC; 

C. Carole Ann Brunsting; 

D. Anita Brunsting; 

E. Amy Brunsting; 

F. Computershare Investor Services, LLC, the transfer agent for ExxonMobil 

Shareholder Services; 
".··. 

G. Rosewood .Family Physicians I, PLLC; 

H. Dr. Robert White; 

I. Medical Chest Associates, P A; 



J. Dr. Ajay Jain; 

K. Tino Vasquez; 

.. 
L. Robert Can~; 

M. Rudolf & Srikumala Suhendra; 

N. The Northern Trust Company; 

0. The Frost National Bank, NA; and 

P. Bank of America, NA 

at a time and place arranged by Petitioner's counsel. 

Unless the documents are being obtained by deposition on written questions, the following 

witnesses are also dire_cte~-~o deliver the documents specified in the applicable exhibits attached 

hereto to the offices of Petitioner's counsel at least 7 days prior to their deposition: 

A. Vacek & Freed, PLLC (Documents described in Exhibit A to be produced by 

this witness) 

B. Candace L. Kunz-Freed (Documents described in Exhibit A to be produced 

by this witness) 

C. Anita Brunsting (Documents described in Exhibit B to be produced by this 

witness) 

D. Amy Brunsting (Documents described in Exhibit C to be produced by this 
'· 

witness) 

E. Carole Ann Brunsting (Documents described in Exhibit D to be produced by 

this witness) 
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F. Computer5hare Investor Services, LLC, the transfer agent for ExxonMobil 

Shareholder Services (Documents described in Exhibit E to be produced by 

this witness) 

G. Rosewood Family Physicians I, PLLC (Documents described in Exhibit F to 

be produced by this witness) 

H. Dr. Robert White (Documents described in Exhibit F to be produced by this 

witness) 

I. Medical Chest Associates, P A (Documents described in Exhibit F to be 

produced by this witness) 

J. Dr. Ajay Jain (Documents described in Exhibit F to be produced by this 

witness) 

K. The Northern Trust Company (Documents described in Exhibit G to be 

produced by this witness) 

L. The Frost National Bank, NA (Documents described in Exhibit H to be 

produced by this witness) 

M. Bank of America, NA (Documents described in Exhibit I to be produced by 

this witness) 

SIGNED this ____ day of __________ , 2012. 

PRESIDING nJDGE 
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CIVIL CASE INFORMATION SHEET t) 

CAUSE NUMBER (FOR CLERK US~-~~LY)2 0 1 2 1 4 5 3 &oURT (FOR CI.ERK USE ONLY): _ __,Q>L-D _____ _ 
STYLED In re: Carl Henry Brunsting 

(e.g., John Smith v. All American Insunmce Co; In re Mary Ann Jones; In the Matter of the Estate of George Jackson) 

A civil case information sheet must be completed and submitted when an original petition or application is filed to initiate a new civil, family law, probate, or mental 
health case or when a post-judgment petition for modification or motion for enforcement is filed in a family law case. The information should be the best available at 
the time of filing. This sheet, approved by the Texas Judicial Com~cil, is intended to collect information that will be used for statistical purposes only. It neither replaces 
nor supplements the filings or service of pleading or other documents as required by law or rule. The sheet does not constitute a discovery request, response, or 

I . d. . dm" "bl . I supplementation, an 1t IS not a ISS I eattna. 

I. Contact infonnatlon for Jlei'SOn completin2 case infonnatlon sheet: Names of parties In case: Person or entity completln2 sheet is: 

Name: Email: Plaintifl{s)/Petitioner(s): 
~Attorney for Plaintifl7Petitioner 
0Pro Se Plaintiff/Petitioner 

Bobbie G. Bayless bayless@baylessstokes.com Carl Henry Brunsting 
0Title IV-D Agency 
00ther: 

Address: Telephone: 

2931 Ferndale 713.522.2224 
Additional Parties in Child Support Case: 

Defendant( s )/Respondent( s ): Custodial Parent: 
City/State/Zip: Fli)C.: 

< • Anita Kay Brunsting; Amy Ruth Brunsting; 
Houston, TX 77098 713.522.2218 Non-Custodial Parent: 

x;L,J;h[) 
Vacek & Freed, PLLC; and 

State Bar No: 
Candace L. Kunz-Freed Presumed Father. 

01940600 ._.. ( I J )Attod! additional pose as nocesary to list all parties] 

2. Indicate case type, or ideo~ the most important Issue in the case (select only 1): 
Civil FamilvLaw 

Post-judgment Actions 
Contract Injury or Damage Real Property Marrlaae Relationship (non-Title IV-D) 

Debt/Contract b! Assault/Battery 0Eminent Domain/ bJAnnulment QEnforcernent 
0Consumer/DTPA 0Construction Condemnation 0Declare Marriage Void 0Modification---Custody 
ODebt/Contract 0Defamation 0Partition Divorce 0Modification-Other 
0Fraud/Misrepresentation Malpractice OQuiet Title 0With Children Title IV-D 
00ther Debt/Contract: 0Accounting 0Trespass to Try Title 0No Children QEnforcement/Modification 

0Legal 00ther Property: 0Patemity 
Foreclosure 0Medical 0Reciprocals {UIFSA) 

0Home Equity-Expedited OOther Professional 0Support Order 
00ther Foreclosure Liability: 

0Franchise Related to Criminal 

0Insurance 0Motor Vehicle Accident Matten Other Family Law Parent-Child Relationship 

0Umdlord/Tenant 0Premises QExpunction UEnforce Foreign 0Adoption/Adoption with 

ON on-Competition Product Liability 0Judgment Nisi Judgment Termination 
0Partnership 0Astestos/Sil.ica 0Non-Disclosure 0Habeas Corpus 0Child Protection 
00ther Contract: 00ther Product Liability 0Seizure/Forfeiture 0Name Change 0Child Support 

List Product: 0Writ of Habeas Corpus- 0Protective Order 0Custody or Visitation 
Pre-indictment 0Removal ofDisabilities 0Gestational Parenting 

00ther Injury or Damage: OOther: of Minority 0Grandparent Access 
00ther: 0 Parentage/Paternity 

0Termination of Parental 

Employment Other Civil F I ~ 0Discrimination 0Administrative Appeal 0Lawyer Discipline 
hild: 

0Retaliation 0Antitrust!Unfair [!]Perpetuate Testimony g,~ rls Dsfllel 
0Termination Competition Osecurities/Stock trlct Clark 
0Workers' Compensation 0Code Violations 0Tortious Interference ' 
OOther Employment: 0Foreign Judgment 00ther: MA ~ o~!}~JtJ 0Intellectual Property 

Tn Probate & Mental Healt'Jr""-' - · Hlltrti Qonm!Yo Ta<'IJ...,.. 
grli)C. Appraisal Probate/Wills/Intestate Administration QGuardianshi~J!Lt-'l'C""TR'........,..,.,.,....., ...... 
Dill){ Delinquency 0Dependent Administration 0Guardianshi mor Deputy 
OOtherTII)C. 0Independent Administration OMental Health 

OOther Estate Proceedings 00ther: 

3. Indicate procedure or remedy, if applicable (may select more than 1): 
QAppeal from Municipal or Justice Court 
0Arbitration-related 

b) Declaratory Judgment 
0Gamishment 

QPrejudgment Remedy 
0Protective Order 

0Attachment 0 Interpleader 0Receiver 
0Bill of Review OLicense Osequestration 
0Certiorari 0Mandamus 0Temporary Restraining Order/Injunction 
0Class Action 0Post-judgment 0Turnover 




